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MaMa box for you
What is MaMa Box?
It’s a gift box of Marca Maceratese; trips,
experiences, good food and itineraries to
surprise you with perfect landscapes and
Artistic Cities.

people and local food recipes. There is
no shortage of MaMa’s Tips, useful hints
provided, from time to time, by who lives in
this magical territory.

It’s a selection made by who lives here, easy
to read with six thematic areas to discover.
From the Adriatic Sea with the greatness of
MaMa in Blue to Gentle Hills and Ancient
Villages, characterized by industrious and
nice people; we can move towards the
Sibillini Mountains to discover a Mountain
full of parks, sports and active nature, we
will sure be surprised by the richness of the
Culture and MaMa’s Genius; we can stop
to have wellness experiences in the places
of Spirituality and Meditation, and then
enjoy the local food Made in MaMa.

/C/C$QZKUVJGƂTUVGPVTCPEGFQQTVQ[QWT
journey through Marca Maceratese. You
ECP ƂPF C NQV QH QVJGT GZRGTKGPEG VJCV VJKU
territory has to offer on the website www.
marcamaceratese.info, based on your main
interests or experiences you have never
lived before.
Now you only have to start.
Welcome!

In 2016 Marche were hit by the earthquake and some
sites of historical and cultural interest were damaged. The
sites that at the moment are still not accessible have been
indicated with an asterisk *; anyway, we suggest you to
EQPVCEVVJGOWPKEKRCNKV[QHƂEGUVQTGEGKXGCEQPƂTOCVKQP
about the possibility to visit them.

To fully enjoy Marca Maceratese and make
you feel the “genius loci” we will give you
some news about shows, legends, famous
7

Thematic areas
MaMa in Blue
Short but fascinating, this is the part of the coast that overlooks
the Adriatic sea. A sea full of history and passion, characterized by
suggestive villages, architectural and natural beauties, ancient traditions. The coast can be cycled, in an itinerary that from Porto Recanati brings you to Civitanova Marche, passing through Lungomare
Marinai d’Italia of Porto Potenza Picena.

Rolling hills and ancient villages
67,7% of the provincial territory is characterized by hills: 9 are the
contemplated locations among the most beautiful villages of Italy; 8
CTGKPUGTVGFKPVJGQTCPIGƃCIEKTEWKV6JGUGCTGUQOGQH/CTEC/Cceratese’s numbers, which includes inside his territory a rich heritage
of stunning historical and wonderfully conserved centers, castles, fortresses, towers, beautiful natural views.

Mountain, parks and active nature
The natural heritage of Marca Maceratese is composed by the impressive chain of Sibillini Mountains, a national park, natural reserves,
educational environmental centers, lakes, ravines, hiking trails and
paths. It is, therefore, the ideal destination for an open air day that,
beside the physical well-being, gives you the opportunity to discover
a wonderful location.
8

Culture. The Genius of MaMa
The Marca Macerata territory is a widespread museum, a network of art
towns and historical villages among cultivated hills, beaches and mountains; it preserves artworks of Lorenzo Lotto, Crivelli, contemporary artists, theaters, libraries, museums. Testimony of his artistic vocation is The
+PƂPKVG of Giacomo Leopardi, greatest expression of the genius of Marche and of a millennial culture internalized by those who live in this area.

Shopping and gastronomy. Made in MaMa
*QOGQHƂPGYKPGUCRRTGEKCVGFGXGPQWVUKFGVJGPCVKQPCNDQTFGTU
the territory of Macerata offers, to its mutation, more or less inVGPUGCPFFGEKUKXGƃCXQTUHTQOVJG#FTKCVKEHTGUJƂUJVQVJG5KDKNNKPK
Mountains cheeses, from cured meat to the olive oil, from pasta
to honey. To be discovered is also the local handicraft and the renowned footwear and clothing outlets.

Spirituality and meditation
9CNMKPIVQYCTFUVJGUCETGFYC[U[QWECPƂPFWPKSWGEQTPGTUQHURKTKVWCNKV[
signed by the landscape and life of blessed, saints and Popes. In this territory
[QWECPƂPFPQVQPN[EJWTEJGUMGGRGTUQHRTKEGNGUUCTVKUVKEVTGCUWTGUDWVCNUQ
monasteries, abbeys and convents. In some cases, they still open their doors
to hosts and visitors as pilgrims and wayfarers used to do a long time ago.
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View of Sibillini from Montelupone - photo by Andrea Carnevalini

#destinazioneMaMa
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Discover MaMa web portal
www.marcamaceratese.info

Porto Recanati - photo by Mauro Tronto
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MaMa in blue
Everyone, take a bath!
Ready to dive into the countless
experiences of Marca Maceratese?

THE SEA
/CTEC /CEGTCVGUG QHHGTU OCP[ QRRQTVWPKVKGU VQ GPLQ[ KVU RKEVWTGUSWG EQCUVNKPG VQ HWNN[ FKUEQXGT KV VQ
appreciate its beauty and peculiarities.
Long coasts, clear waters breaking on the rocks, plenty of sun and, a few steps from there, historic centres,
rich in artistic and architectural treasures. The marvel of the sea is framed by the rolling hills that characterise
the hinterland nearby.
5WPDCVJKPITGNCZCVKQPNQPIYCNMUƂUJKPIURQTVUCPFQWVFQQTCEVKXKVKGUPKIJVVKOGGPVGTVCKPOGPVCPFVJG
discovery of seafaring traditions await you for a pleasant stay characterised by the warm welcome of Marche
region.

Civitanova - photo by Francesca Marconi
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and then, again, towards the Historical Lighthouse,
from where you can admire the promontory of Monte
This is a very popular seaside resort on the Adriatic Conero.
coast, awarded with the “Blue Flag” YJKEJ EGTVKƂGU This imposing and striking 33-metre tower, designed
VJGGPXKTQPOGPVCNSWCNKV[QHVJGUGCCPFVJGEQCUVNKPG by the roman architect Dante Tassotti and which comand the “Green Flag”YJKEJEGTVKƂGUVJGRTGUGPEGQH municatesthe letters “C” and “M”, initials of the city,
in Morse signs, is actually the bell tower of Cristo Re
child-friendly beaches.
In the northern waterfront, the beach is wide and san- Church. You can get to the top by taking a comfordy and the water is shallow, ideal for children to swim table lift or by choosing to climb its 258 steps.
and play. In the south, instead, the coastline presents
a mixed sand and gravel beach and deeper waters re- #TG[QWPQV[GVƂNNGFYKVJDGCWV[CPFVTCFKVKQP!
ady to welcome long-swim lovers. There are also pla- Try to go then to the CPEKGPV ƂUJ OCTMGV that, built
EGU FGFKECVGF VQ FQIU YKVJ GSWKRRGF DGCEJGU CPF immediately after the First World War, presents the
pet-friendly bathing establishments, an obvious sign typical decorations of Art Nouveau style and dolof the increasing awareness towards our four-legged phin-shaped statues adorning the roof. Once it was
VJGEGPVTGQHVJGHTGUJNQECNƂUJVTCFGVQFC[KVKUWUGF
friends.
HQTVJGTGVCKNUCNGQHƂUJCPFXGIGVCDNGU
Civitanova is therefore the right place for those who
want to immerse themselves in the blue of crystalline Finally, do you want to admire the city from another
waters and on the golden yellow of the long sandy point of view and live unforgettable moments at sea?
beaches. It is also an ideal place for those who want Then schedule a sailing day along the Adriatic coast
to discover all the other secrets of the sea. Starting with an experienced skipper, a weekend lulled by the
waves with an overnight stay in a double cabin or an
YKVJƂUJ
&Q [QW YCPV VQ HWNN[ DTGCVJG KP VJG CTQOCU CPF ƃC- excursion on the water to discover beautiful views.
vours of this wonderful city?
Do not forget, to devote time to admire the view from
You should go early in the morning to the South Pier the higher part of the city. Unaltered in its medieval
of the port VQ YCVEJ VJG URGEVCENG QH ƂUJKPI DQCVU structure and protected by the castle walls, it offers
and “vongolare” docking after a long night of work, the opportunity to make a wonderful dive into the
under the poetic shades of dawn. Here you can buy past to discover historical and architectural wonders.
HTGUJƂUJFKTGEVN[HTQOVJGJCPFUQHVJGƂUJGTOGPYJQ We suggest also to visit the Civic Art Gallery Marco
certainly will not restrain from suggesting some typical Moretti and the Historical theater entitled to the illustrious scholar (from Civitanova) Annibal Caro.
recipe to make your lunch special.

Civitanova Marche

Do you want to stroll and still enjoy the salty smell?
Then move towards the direction of the Northern
Pier, transformed by the project “Vedo a Colori” into
a large open-air permanent exhibition of street art;
15

Porto Potenza Picena

boats, ideal for sailing and water sports lovers.

This is the most populated village of Potenza Picena,
whose undisputed King is the elegant seafront Marinai d’Italia with its beautiful Blue and Green Flags and
the Legambiente Three Sails Flag. The promenade
YGNEQOGUVQWTKUVUYKVJHTGGDGCEJGUCPFYGNNGSWKRRGF
bathing establishments that offer comfort and entertainment according to different needs. Long stretches
of sand interspersed with very short cliffs, shallow waters suitable for children’s games, the characteristic
crystal clear water of the Conero Riviera: we are in the
ideal place for a relaxing holiday and the discovery of
many small but great wonders.

And for nature lovers?
Very interesting from this point of view is the oasis of
brackish water ponds located close to the northern
RCTVQHVJGEQCUVYJKEJCNUQKPENWFGUCYKNFƃQYGTURCEG

Starting from the superb view that can be appreciated from the beautiful tower of the port, the Tower
of Sant’Anna, which was originally used as a lookout
point of defense against pirate raids.
The historic core of the town, probably its most characteristic part, is formed by rows of sober houses that
QPEG DGNQPIGF VQ HCOKNKGU QH ƂUJGTOGP MPQYP CU
“sciapecotti”. Why? The answer lies in a local practice
well rooted in the seafaring tradition, which every year
comes back thanks to the historical re-enactment of the
“Porto de Cent’Anni Fa”. During this festival, every
summer, the village goes back to the early 20th century
and brings on stage the life of the time, thus setting
WRCWPKSWGQRRQTVWPKV[VQ TG FKUEQXGTVJGVTCFKVKQPQH
ƂUJKPIYKVJVJGUEKCRGEC, which consisted in using a
lancet with a large trawl net, formed by two long wings
CPFCDCIWUGFHQTVJGECRVWTGQHUOCNNGTƂUJ
From the past to current events.
Porto Potenza Picena also hosts an active sports cenVTGYKVJCYGNNGSWKRRGFOCTKPCHQTVJGNCPFKPIQHUOCNN
16

Porto Potenza Picena

for a total area of 64 hectares, 32 of which occupied by
water. The oasis also includes a short stretch of sandy
coastline and is an important area for visiting and wintering ducks and coots.
But in Potenza Picena there is also room for culture and
for the discovery of the architectural pearls that characterise the area. In fact, it is possible to visit the vil-

lage also through a cycle path and walk through the
narrow streets, enjoying the atmosphere of a typical
Marche village. Moreover, not far from the beaches,
Villa Buonaccorsi is located, a precious gem that preserves one of the most fascinating 18th century gardens
KP+VCN[FKXKFGFKPVQƂXGVGTTCEGUEQPPGEVGFD[CNCTIG
central staircase and protected by a dense grove.

Porto Potenza Picena
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photo by Porto Recanati municipality
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Porto Recanati
red according to the dictates of an ancient gastronomic
tradition that includes the absence of tomatoes and the
addition of wild saffron from Conero. A delicacy celebrated every year with a much-awaited festival aiming
at making the product’s characteristics known and
enhancing its taste.
Do you also want to discover all of Porto Recanati’s
landscape treasures? All you need to do is to take a
bike and follow the numerous cycle paths that the resort offers for walks immersed in nature. These will take
you, for example, to the little Church of the Banderuola, just in the place where the, according to the legend,
the Holy House of Loreto (Santa Casa di Loreto) stopped before reaching its current location.
But we do not want to leave the architectural, artistic
and cultural beauties out. Then, we come to the discovery of the Swabian Castle, the Beniamino Gigli
Arena, the “Attilio Moroni” Municipal Art Gallery,
the archaeological area of the Roman city Potentia,
the Santa Maria In Potenza Abbey and the Villa Lucangeli KPNKDGTV[UV[NGYJQUGJCNNCPFITQWPFƃQQTCTG
frescoed by the local painter Biagio Biagetti.

It is the northernmost coastal municipality of the province of Macerata, also awarded with the Green Flag.
It features a long seafront, entirely pedestrian and family-friendly, which goes from the centre of the village,
to the coast of Scossicci, with beaches characterised
by large stretches of gravel and high water, ideal for
water sports.
Many bathing establishments are present in the area,
ready to respond to the most diverse tastes, as well as
many seashores for free bathing.
In the centre, wandering through the colorful alleys that
intersect in the seaside village, close to the beach, it
is easy to come across the typical coastal architecture
of Marche. In this corner of the city, full of picturesque
elements, the atmosphere, the smells and sounds of
an existence dominated by the presence of the sea still
linger. An incredible Museum is also dedicated to the
latter. Porto Recanati is still very much connected to its
history as a small seafaring community and part of the
EWUVQOUVJCVHQTCNQPIVKOGJCXGEJCTCEVGTKUGFVJGƂshermen’s hard and simple life has survived the homogenisation of modern times and are re-lived during the
folk festivals organized every year by the city.
An example?
The Palio di San Giovanni; the historical re-enactment
in which the districts of the city compete in a race with
ƂUJUVQYGFKPVJGVTCFKVKQPCNYKEMGTDCUMGVUECNNGFpEQHfe”.
The sea is also present at the table, with the fruits of its
waters characterising the typical local dishes. Among
these, the undisputed prince is the brodetto, prepa19

MaMa Mare: three different
ways of living your holiday
Rising the sails!

Cycling on it!

It’s true that holidays are mainly a moment of relaxation, but what if you would also add a little liveliness
D[RTCEVKUKPICPCSWCVKEURQTV!
In Marca Maceratese you can!
On the territory there are, in fact, three sailing schools: in Civitanova Marche, in Porto Potenza Picena
and in Porto Recanati. By attending to courses dedicated to both adults and children, supported by
GZEGNNGPVKPUVTWEVQTUYKVJVGEJPKECNSWCNKƂECVKQPUCPF
experience, you will discover how the wind can act
as a powerful engine and you will learn to love the
sea and its wonders even more, from a privileged
position; the crest of the wave! It will certainly be a
memorable experience and - why not? - maybe you’ll
be passionate about becoming, one day, captains of
your own routes!

How many cycle paths do the MaMa seaside resorts
have to offer?

At the bottom of the sea!
Do you like a change of scenery?
Do you want to go down, down, where the most do not
arrive, to experience something spectacular?
&QGUVJGKFGCQHLQKPKPIVJGYQTNFQHYCVGTCPFƂUJHQT
a few hours intrigue you?
Here’s what you need!
The MaMa lands are home to four scuba diving schools - in Civitanova Marche, Macerata, Porto Potenza Picena and Porto Recanati - ready, thanks to their courses,
to immerse you safely in the waters of the Adriatic and
to unveil the hidden beauties and the often-unknown
colours of a fascinating and buzzing live environment.
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Let’s take a look; there are three in Civitanova Marche,
four in Porto Recanati, and one in Potenza Picena.
Eight different routes to immerse yourself in nature and
in the beautiful landscapes of the area, to discover the
most evocative glimpses enjoying the coastal landscape on one side, and the gentle hills of Marche on the
QVJGT&KHHGTGPVTQCFUFKHHGTGPVNGXGNUQHFKHƂEWNV[VQUCtisfy all tastes and allow you to fully enjoy an outdoor
sport activity without feeling the burden of fatigue, which will certainly be silenced by the surrounding wonder
and the desire to see the next destination.
What are you waiting for? Helmet on and go!

Civitanova Marche - photo by Luigi Gasparroni
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About sunsets, sunrises and other stories
Are you an early riser?
Do you love jumping out of bed early and experiencing every moment of light?
Then try to start from the very beginning, from the
moment when the sun rises.
Enjoy the sunrise on the sea, the nuances that it
gives to the water.
Reach one of the piers in Civitanova Marche, or the
beaches in Porto Potenza, or the seafront in Scossicci, in Porto Recanati, and let yourself be lulled by
the breeze that accompanies the new day, by the
saltiness that scents it.
Bring a croissant, a cappuccino or a coffee with you,
taken from one of the many chalets that animate the
coast, and start your day in the most poetic way.
Do you prefer the freshness of the evening?
Are you fascinated by the darkness and the secrets it
seems to guard?
Look then what a wonderful sunset can be seen from
the Tower of Sant’Anna in Porto Potenza Picena;
observe the magic of the light that descends from
the lighthouse in Civitanova; keep in mind the image of Monte Conero slowly fading, while walking on
the shores of Porto Recanati.
Try to do it in the company of a good glass of local
wine, with an aperitif based on local delicacies, and
you will feel as the witness of a show that, while
repeating from evening to evening, retains its uniSWGPGUUGXGT[VKOG

Civitanova Marche - photo by Senjeye Silva
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Porto Recanati - photo by Daniele Cardinali
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Centro Vacanze Verde Azzurro
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Water parks
Do you want to spend a day of fun with your family or friends by enjoying diving, slides and games?
Here are the three water parks in Marca Maceratese.

Eldorado

Malibu

This time the name evokes the Californian city, well
known for its beaches.
Indeed, we are just a few steps from the shoreline, in
Porto Recanati, where the Malibu Water Park allows
you to spend with your children whole days of leisure, relaxation and fun. Water slides are available to entertain the family’s little ones; sunbeds, umbrellas and
4GCF[VQFKXGKP!+PCUSWCTGOGVGTUURCEG[QW swimming pools are available for the grown-up guests,
can challenge the power of water with the Big Twins, the to make them enjoy the sun and the refreshment of a
longest slides in Europe; play in a fantastic lagoon, dive bath. With the nearby Monte Conero ready to cheerfulKPVQJWIGRQQNUCPFGPLQ[ƂPCNN[VJGDGPGƂEKCNTGNCZC- ly watch your movements, and the smell of salt coming
tion that the immersion in a gigantic 24-seat whirlpool from the beach located only a few meters away, the
with heated water, 8-metre high jet and multi-coloured RCTM ETGCVGU C WPKSWG UQNWVKQP VJCV KFGCNN[ EQODKPGU
lights, can provide.
the needs of adults and those of the youngest.
6JGPCOGTGECNNUVJGNGIGPFCT[RNCEGYJGTGJWIGSWCPtities of gold and gems were hidden, but the most precious thing here is water. We are in Apiro, in Eldorado
Water Park, near to the Sibillini Mountains Park and on
the slopes of Monte S. Vicino, in a scenery characterised
by the majestic presence of uncontaminated nature.

Centro Vacanze Verde Azzurro
We are in Cingoli, among the soft and green hills of
Marche. Here, the Holiday Centre Verde Azzurro, whose colourful name well represents the tourist experience
proposed, hosts a vast water park. Swimming pools, slides for adults and children, the Grand Canyon River and
an extensive lagoon with whirlpools, water games and a
snack bar are at your disposal. In total, the complex measures 3000 cubic metres and is set to welcome you and
let you leave your everyday life outside the door.

Malibù
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Thermal baths
9JCVCDQWVYGNNDGKPIJGCNVJTGNCZCVKQPCPFRNGCUCPVDCVJUKPSWKGVGTRNCEGUVJCPDGCEJGU!
Let’s discover together the two thermal centres in Marche.

Thermal baths of St. Giacomo

Thermal baths of St. Lucia

Sarnano, a small and suggestive village of Macerata
hinterland, from Thirties location of the Thermal Baths Of St. Giacomo which are particularly known for
the hydroponic cures made with three different types
QH YCVGT GCEJ QH VJGO YKVJ VJGKT QYP DGPGƂEKCN EJCracteristics: “St. Giacomo” low mineralized water, the
bicarbonate-calcium “Three Saints” water and the sulphur-sauce “Terro”.

5WTTQWPFGFD[ITGGPGT[KPCXGT[RKEVWTGUSWGNCPFUECpe, the thermal baths of Saint Lucia rise on a hill near a
secular dense forest. It is located in a large park with an
CTGCGSWKRRGFHQTEJKNFTGPLWUVVJTGGMKNQOGVTGUHTQO
Tolentino, a few minutes by car from the imposing Rancia Castle.
A curious coincidence, even in this case, as for the Baths of St. Giacomo, there are three types of waters offered for treatments: the mineral calcium bicarbonate waThe establishment, which has an agreement with the ter from the Source of Saint Lucia, a salso-bromo-iodic
0CVKQPCN *GCNVJ 5GTXKEG JCU OQFGTP GSWKROGPV CPF and a sulphurous water, both from Rofanello.
offers a big choice of diagnostic tests and therapeutic 6JG XCUV 5RC EQORNGZ CNUQ CHƂNKCVGF VQ VJG 0CVKQPCN
pathways: inhalation treatments, balneotherapy, gynae- Health System, includes numerous facilities; a sophisticological care, physiotherapy and rehabilitation.
cated Rehabilitation and Physical Therapy Clinic with
To the previous ones, it also has to be added the wide PWOGTQWUOQFGTPOCEJKPGUCSWCNKƂGF5RQTVU/GFKrange of treatments suggested by the centre’s SPA: EKPG%NKPKECYGNNGSWKRRGF&KCIPQUKUCPF%CTG%GPVGT
relaxing baths in the thermal water, soothing whirlpo- for Rhinogenic Deafness and a special inhalation treol baths, skin-cleansing or anti-cellulite compresses, atment department for children, with colourful games
exfoliating scrub with creams based on crystals salt, and furniture.
massages with natural essential oils, deep skin clean- There is space also for beauty; the Beauty Centre “BeUKPI VTGCVOGPV CPF ƂTOKPI TGXKVCNK\KPI QT PQWTKUJKPI auty Farm”, inspired by the latest trends in dermocotreatments for the face and neck.
smetics and aesthetic medicine offers treatments in line
&WGVQVJGGCTVJSWCMGVJG6JGTOCN$CVJUOQXGFHTQO with the most advanced cosmetology technology.
the historical site, set in a large park, to a new location
on a panoramic hill in the Sarnano’s old town and on
the nearby hills. In the new thermal building, where the
three healing waters have been moved, is also located
an outside swimming pool with thermal water which
can be used during the Summer period.
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Tips by the Giuliodoro family, sea lovers
(1)
From Potenza Picena beach it is possible
to observe the sea, that has been awarded with the
DNWGƃCI&WGVQVJGRTGUGPEGQHVJGNKXGN[DTGG\GU
in this bathing area, it is absolutely worth taking
sailing lessons and then get into the sea and ride
the waves and the wind.

A visit (at 3.00 am!) to Civitanova Port
(5+1)
ƂUJOCTMGV is an unforgettable experience for those coming from different realities! Benches full of
CNNMKPFUQHƂUJURGEKGUVJGUEGPVQHVJGUGCVJGECciara (noisy chattering) of shopkeepers and the sky
that from dark and thick becomes more and more
clear.

We recommend, then, an early morning
(2)
walk on the pebble beach of Porto Recanati. From
there, you can rent a boat or a pedal boat: the color of the water will show you the route!
(3)
Fish cuisine, what a marvel! To orientate
[QWTUGNHKPVJGEJQKEGQHƂUJTGOGODGTVJCVCOQPI
VJGƂUJKP/CEGTCVCEWVVNGƂUJJCXGVJGKTRGTKQFQH
greatest presence on the Adriatic coast in spring
while the panocchia or nocchia during the months
“with an R” in Italian (ed. February, March, April,
September, October, November, December). Sole
has a great presence in autumn.
If you, like us, love the sea at sunset,
(4)
enjoy a walk by the sea when the beaches are empty and the sky is tinged with incredible colors. At
the end, uncork a bottle of local wine listening to
the sound of the sea.
(5)
The ports in Marche were all built as
ƂUJKPI JCTDQTU KP TGNCVKXGN[ TGEGPV VKOGU YKVJ VJG
exception of the port of Ancona, created by the
Doric Greeks and then expanded in Roman times.
Discover its charm with a walk in the moonlight or
CVVJGƂTUVNKIJVUQHFCYP5WPUGVUCTGCNUQDTGCVJVCking.
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MaMa in blue
experiences
www.marcamaceratese.info

Lido of Porto Recanti
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Bolognola - photo by Stefano Romagnoli
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Gentle hills and
ancient villages
From hill to hill, from village to village,
surrounded by nature and art, with historical
and architectural beauties.
Ready to travel the
Marca Maceratese inland?

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL VILLAGES
OF ITALY
The charm of hidden Italy is encircled by ancient walls,
blessed with incomparable views, breathtaking panoramas and an incredible artistic and architectural heritage.
Discover “Italy’s Most Beautiful Villages” (I “Borghi Più
Belli d’Italia”): there are nine in Marca Maceratese.
.GVoUIQƂPFVJGO

Cingoli
The city lies on the top of Mount Circe and the panorama that from this place unfolds before the has gained
the title of “Marche’s Balcony”. From a large terrace,
on the medieval walls, it is in fact possible to enjoy the
view over most of the Marche region territory, all the way
to the sea.
Its historic centre is characteristic, enlivened by the
presence of noble palaces with warm coloured plaster.
Among them, Conti Palace, with its beautiful gothic
portal, Castiglioni Palace, a house-museum where
Pope Pius VIII’s furnishings and personal belongings are
preserved. The Pope was indeed born here in 1761. The
Town Hall is home to the Public Archeological Museum.
Religious architecture is very lively in Cingoli. The Cathedral of Santa Maria Assunta contains “La Rosa d’Oro”,
a neo-classical gold jewel, gifted by Pope Pius VIII to
the city. The Church of San Filippo Neri, in its BaroSWGKPVGTKQTEQPVCKPURCKPVKPIUD[%CNCPFTWEEK/CTCVVC
Marini, Conca, Cignani and Fanelli, while the Church of
San Domenico houses a large canvas of the “Our Lady
of the Rosary” (Madonna del Rosario) painted by Lorenzo Lotto. The contemporary section of the Municipal
Pinacoteca hosts a considerable number of paintings by
painter Donatello Stefanucci, born in Cingoli in 1896.
The Museum of the Motocarrozzetta and Sidecar diURNC[UUEQQVGTUOQVQTE[ENGUCPFUKFGECTUHTQOVJGƂTUV
models of the beginning of the century to the more re32

cent ones. The Church of Sant’Esuperanzio, with its beCWVKHWN4QOCPGUSWGHCECFGCPFVJGDCTQSWGSanctuary
of Santa Sperandia, in which the body of the saint, a
Benedictine nun born in Gubbio that lived and died in
Cingoli in 1276 is buried, are both located outside the
city walls. The slopes of Monte San Vicino and Castreccioni Lake are ideal destinations for excursions on foot,
for horse riding, for rides on mountain bikes through the
wide woods.

Esanatoglia
Still enclosed today by its castle walls lapped by Esino
river which, indeed, originates in Esanatoglia, the village
is built around the main road axis, Corso Vittorio
Emanuele, from which a network of secondary streets
NGCFVQVJGEKV[oUFKUVTKEVUGCEJYKVJKVUQYPUOCNNUSWCTG
Located on the slope of a hill, the village has many
medieval houses, among which the Three-Doors House
is still intact, and many pleasant surprises, such as the
Tower, the 15th century furnace, and the narrow-cobbled
streets. The Church of St. Andrea, built in the 1200s, just
like some adjacent buildings, overlooks Piazza Garibaldi;.
)QKPIDCEM[QWECPƂPFVJG%JWTEJQH5V#IQUVKPQQT5V
Mary, with its 13th century apse and St. Martino Church
in front of which there are the St. Martino Fountains, a
rare example of a still functioning 14th century hydraulic
YQTMUYKVJURGEKƂEOKNKVCT[HWPEVKQP
In the oldest part of the country, Pieve of St. Anatolia
stands with its bell tower, most likely erected on an old
RCICP VGORNG &GUEGPFKPI C NKVVNG [QW ECP ƂPF VJG
Church of St. Sebastiano, which, instead, was built in
the 16th century as a branch of the Pieve. A little further
on, Varano Palace, seat of the Town Hall, which inside
preserves the interesting canvas titled “La cacciata
FGK FKCXQNK FC #TG\\Qq CPF QVJGT WPKSWG RCKPVKPIU
TGRTGUGPVKPIVJG8CTCPQ-PKIJVUKFGPVKƂGFD[VJGEQCVQH
arms of the Varano Lords from Camerino. Next to it, there
is the former Church of San Francesco, which houses
the 14th century frescoes by Diotallevi di Angeluccio.

Cingoli - photo by Beatrice Vagnoni
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Montecassiano - photo by Mattia Mosca
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Descending below, the San Martino Fountains is a rare
example of a still functioning 14th century hydraulic worMU 6JG XCNWCDNG RCKPVKPI p6JG %TWEKƂZKQPq KU NQECVGF
on the main altar in Santa Maria Maddalena Church, a
small treasure chest; it also houses two still lives of Flemish origin and a wooded chancel painted and depicted
with scenes from the lives of the Saints, while other frescoes from the 14th century are visible in the Monastery
of Santa Maria Maddalena, currently hosting the municipality nursing home. On Piazza Cavour there are three
other noteworthy buildings: Podestà Palace, Milizie
Palace and Zampini Palace, hosting futurist furnishings
by Ivo Pannaggi.
Within the city’s territory there are also two hermitages.
the one of St. Catalado, which rises steeply on a rocky
outcrop, and San Pietro Hermitage, which can be reached by going up through the main stream of the Esino
river.

Montecassiano

siano, there are three evocative courtyards: the Cloister
of the Augustinians, the Garden of St. Giacomo and
the Courtyard of the Poor Clares. There are also numerous religious buildings, including: the Church of
St. John the Baptist, home to the “Giovanni da San
Guglielmo” Museum of Sacred Art; The Church of St.
Marco, built in the last decade of the 14th century; the
Church of St. Croce YJQUG ƂTUV EQPUVTWEVKQP FCVGU
back to 1558; the Oratory of San Nicolò which, in its
bell gable, preserves one of the oldest bells in Marche,
and the Church of SS. Filippo and Giacomo*, originally
part of a larger hospital complex.
Cerreto Park is located just outside the historic centre.
A small natural green island near the city walls, with a
YGNNGSWKRRGF ITGGP RCVJ C JGTDCTKWO CPF C RKEPKE
area.

Montecosaro

Montecosaro enjoys a landscape painted by the succession of Marche’s countryside and hills. Portals, bell
Here, the time passed without compromising the city’s VQYGTUUOCNNYKPFQYUEQWTV[CTFUUOCNNUSWCTGUCPFCTcompact late-medieval structure and even today it is ches characterise this village, composed of a small castle
RQUUKDNGVQYCNMCNQPIPCTTQYUVTGGVUVJTQWIJUSWCTGU surrounded by a well-preserved city wall.
and alleys following a route that has remained unchan- Walking through the village one can see Marinozzi Palaged since the 15th century.
ce, now home to the Cinema a Pennello Museum, the
Palace of Priori overlooks the “Unità d’Italia” Squa- only permanent exhibition on a national level, exclusively
re, whose original 12th century structure was completely dedicated to cinematographic advertising. Piazza Triereorganised three centuries later. Here, Compagnucci ste, on the other hand, hosts the 19th century Historical
Palace is also located , which is house of the Civic Pina- Municipal Theatre “Delle Logge”, the Collegiate of
coteca Girolamo Buratto.
St. Lorenzo and the Augustinian Complex of Monte6JGUSWCTGCNUQJQWUGUVJGOQPWOGPVCNEQORNGZQHVJG cosaro, consisting of the Church of Sant’Agostino, the
former Agostiniani Convent - with the annexed Chur- current Municipal Palace, home to the Fossils Museum,
ch of SS. Marco, Agostino, and Our Lady of Good the Pinacoteca Peschi - Graziosi and by a permanent
Council, whose original nucleus dates back to a period exhibition by Giorgio De Chirico and Mino Maccari.
between 1481 and 1496. In a higher position, the pre- Other enchanting buildings are Cagnaroni Palace, a
cious Collegiate Church of S. Maria Assunta, in Gothic noble residence, probably dating back to the 17th censtyle, which preserves a glazed-earthenware altarpiece tury and built near the walls, and just as impressive are
by Mattia della Robbia, is located.
Laureati Palace and Cesarini Palace. The Church of St.
Among the other small treasures enclosed in Montecas- Rocco KU GODGNNKUJGF YKVJ OCIPKƂEGPV HTGUEQGU D[ Si35

mone de Magistris. Some correspondence attests the
existence of the %TQEKƂUUQ%JWTEJalready around the
year One Thousand, while the Souls Church, in its present form, dates back to 1766.
Cassero Gardens, a green area bordered by the perimeter of an ancient fortress, among the most important
of Val di Chienti and the whole Maceratese area, deserves a visit. Two other wonders arise outside the walls,
the Church of the Madonna of St. Domenico, a tiny
UVTWEVWTGGTGEVGFKPCSWKGVCPFUWPP[UKVGCPFVJGBasilica of Santa Maria a piè di Chienti, considered one of
VJG OQUV DGCWVKHWN GZCORNGU QH /CTEJGoU 4QOCPGUSWG
architecture.

Among the fascinating buildings we should mention
Tomassini Palace, likely attributed to architect Valadier,.
Narcisi-Magner Palace, which preserves underground
tunnels, Giachini Palace, which hides a garden behind
its high parapet, and Galantara Palace, a noble building
where, in 1865, Gabriele Galantara, in art Ratalanga, was
born. He was a well-known caricaturist and illustrator
EQPUKFGTGFKPJKUƂGNFQPGQHVJGOQUVKORQTVCPVCTVKUVU
of the ‘900.
Not far from the centre, the Abbey of S. Firmano is loECVGF$WKNVKPVJGVJEGPVWT[KPKVUKPVGTKQTQPGECPƂPF
an evocative crypt with the relics and the polychrome
terracotta statue of the saint.

Montelupone

San Ginesio

Its castle walls testify Montelupone’s ancient medieval
past, alongside the entrance doors, original stone paving, the Roccellino (a crenellated watchtower), and the
Rivellino of Porta Ulpiana, a large, perfectly intact 15th
century ogival arch.
+P VJG EGPVTCN USWCTG VJG Podestà Palace dominates
the scene, with the adjacent Civic Tower. The building
JQUVU QP VJG OCKP ƃQQT VJG Civic Art Gallery, whose
treasures document the city’s artistic activity, with works
commissioned for the city or painted by artists closely related to it. Also Emiliani Palace houses important works
of art, including “The Four Seasons” by Biagio Biagetti.
In Montelupone, the religious architecture boasts numerous representations. The Church of S. Francesco features an 18th century wooden choir, four statues of the
theological Virtues made of stucco in 1752 and a 1753
organ. The Collegiate houses the Cappella Addolorata, repainted by Cesare Peruzzi between 1934 and 1941.
In St. Chiara one can admire inlaid doors by Cristoforo
Casari dating back to the 1796 and the large canvas of
the Annunciation of the Virgin. The Municipal Palace
hosts the Demo-Anthropological Museum of Ancient
Art and Crafts in its basement, while Bordoni Palace is
home to the Historical Photographic Museum.

San Ginesio rises in a panoramic position that gained it
the title of “Sibillini’s balcony”.
It was awarded by the Orange Flag and it is included
in the National Park Of Sibillini Mountains and it is
considered one of the Most beautiful villages of Italy.
From its high position you can have beautiful views from
the Adriatic Sea to the Gran Sasso, from Conero Mountain to Sibillini Mountains, those “Blue Mountains” so
dear to the poet Giacomo Leopardi. The urban medieval
plant of the village is closed by a wide circle of mighty
walls which still preserve walkways, loopholes, towers
and a prestigious historical and artistic heritage. MaUVGTRKGEGQHCTEJKVGEVWTGWPKSWGKPVJG/CTEJG4GIKQP
HQT KVU pƃQYGT[ IQVJKEq UV[NG KU VJG Collegiate Pieve*,
dedicated to SS. Annunziata, which has been built in
1098 in place of a primitive early Christian chapel. The
DWKNFKPI FQOKPCVGU VJG EGPVTCN USWCTG GPVKVNGF VQ VJG
most famous “son” of San Ginesio, Alberico Gentili,
jurisconsult founder of the International law, Regius Professor of Civil Law at Oxford University. Once crossed the
main door of the village’s entrance, you can see the St.
Paolo Hospital also called “of Pilgrims” which constitutes one of the most meaningful examples of the domus
hospitales. Built at the end of the XIII century it had the
36
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function to offer a roof to pilgrims who were going to
Rome; the main face of this historical building is to be
counted among the most interesting episodes of the Roman art in the Marche Region. The spectacular architecVQPKEUGSWGPEG*QURKVCN2QTVC2KEGPC%CUVGNNCP9CNNU
create one of the most beautiful postcards of St. Ginesio.
Worth to be visited, it is also the Church* with annexed
the St. Agostino convent: in the latter one, in which,
according to the legend, St. Nicola from Tolentino spent
his novitiate, there is - in the cloister - the water well with
“St. Nicola’s Water”, traditionally believed magical, that
VJG 5CKPV OCFG ƃQY VJCPMU VQ JKU RTC[GTU #OQPI VJG
beautiful palaces of the village there are also other important buildings of worship, among which St. Gregoriano Church built in 1296 and, few meters later, the one
of SS. Tommaso and Barnaba which, has a Portal that
bears engraved the symbols of the Christ’s passion. This
church, originally assigned to the Flagellanti order, since
1823 is the base of the Sacconi Confraternity, called in
this way due to the rough canvas bag with the hood which covers the face and that they wear in occasion of the
Good Friday procession.

Sarnano
Sarnano is a village characterised by innumerable natural
beauties. First of all, the Sibillini, which rise at his back,
providing the city with a much-appreciated ski area included between Mount Sassotetto and the passage of Santa
Maria Maddalena. On clear days one can even see the sea
in the distance. Also known as a Spa, thanks to the precious mineral waters from its many springs, Sarnano is the
location of both The Cascatelle, a small but evocative fall
of the Tennacola River, and Piani di Ragnolo. Here one
can admire, in spring, the enchanting ƃQYGTKPIQHYKNF
orchids, which dye the meadows in red, pink, blue, violet,
and yellow giving life to a marvellous spectacle.
Its historic centre, of medieval origin, is perfectly preserved: the town’s old part, in fact, still has the shape of the
HQTVKƂGF pECUVTWOq VJCV YKPFU KP EQPEGPVTKE EKTENGU HTQO
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the Piazza Alta and descends in alleys and houses to the
base of the hill.
The Church of Santa Maria, housing several pieces of
considerable value, the Piobbico Abbey, located at the
foot of Sassotetto mountain, and the ancient 5QHƂCPQ
Hermitage, built in 1101, are all worth a visit.
The Pinacoteca hosts artworks of particular importance
among which “The Last Dinner” of Simone De MagiUVTKUCp%TWEKƂZqQH5VGHCPQ(QNEJGVVKCp5V.WEKCqCPFC
polyptych of Vincenzo Pagani and a “Madonna Adorante
il Bambino con Angeli Musicanti” of Vittore Crivelli. Of
big interest, we mention also the Museum of Avifauna
of Sibillini Collection “Brancadori”, which is composed
by around 867 specimens of stuffed birds, the Weapons
Museum, with around 500 ancient war and hunting weapons, since ‘500 till the last World War, and the Museum
of Hammers, a wide collection of hammers coming from
all over the world. The three museums are located at the
ƂTUVƃQQTQHVJG/WUGWO2QNGKP8KC.GQRCTFK
Moreover, Sarnano is the birthplace of the painter Mariano Gavasci and some of his artworks are exposed inside
the Municipal Palace.

Treia
Treia boasts a well-preserved historical centre, narrow
streets, medieval walls and ancient gates. Piazza della
Repubblica is the town’s center; the Municipal Palace
is built here and is home to the Pinacoteca, which offers
portraits from the 18th and 19th centuries and paintings
by famous artists from the Roman and Venetian schools. Nearby, the interesting building of the Georgica
Academy, designed by Giuseppe Valadier in the 18th
century. It houses the 1196 parchments of the Municipal
Historical Archive and the Library with over 15,000 voNWOGU1PVJGUCOGUSWCTGKUVJGChurch of San Filippo
Neri and, in the centre, it is cut a monument dedicated to
Pio VI, who in 1790 gave to Treia the title of Town.
The Cathedral dedicated to SS. Annunziata, designed
by the roman architect Andrea Vici, Vanvitelli’s disciple,
40
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is considered one of the major temples in Marche for
breadth, majesty and purity of lines. The sacristy is a cave
of art treasures. The bust of Pope Sixtus V, by Bastiano
Torrigiani, is kept in the chapel of Madonna della
Misericordia, but one copy is currently displayed at the
Victoria and Albert Museum in London.
In the ancient convent of the Church of San Francesco,
the Civic Archaeological Museum is set up. By walking
along the town’s walls one can discover other gems, like
the Vallesacco Door, one of the seven ancient entrances
to the city, and the Onglavina Tower, built on a high spur
of sandstone which contemplates a majestic panorama.
The 5CPEVWCT[ 1H 5CPVKUUKOQ %TQEKƂUUQ, built by

Cesare Bazzani at the beginning of the 20th century on
the ruins of an ancient parish church, is located just
outside of the centre. Two contrasting buildings shouldn’t
be missed: the Church of San MicheleKPTQOCPGUSWG
style with some hints of gothic, and the Church of Santa
Chiara RWTGN[ DCTQSWG YJKEJ RTGUGTXGU VJG UVCVWG QH
the Madonna of Loreto, traditionally crafted by San Luca
in Lebanese cedar wood. Just outside of the residential
area, in the Contrada Fontevannazza, the Raw-Earth
House, is located: it is a rural house made of earth and
straw, which dates back to the second half of the 19th
century, an authentic example of the rural society of
Macerata area.

Visso
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THE ORANGE FLAGS
The Orange Flag is a mark of touristic-environmental
SWCNKV[EQPHGTTGFD[VJGItalian Touring Club to inland
small towns that distinguish themselves for the offer of
GZEGNNGPEG CPF C SWCNKV[ TGEGRVKQP +P /CTEC /CEGTCtese eight places were honoured by this recognition.
Five of them – Montecassiano, Montelupone, San
Ginesio, Sarnano and Visso – have already been mentioned in this guide, because they are also included
among the Borghi Più Belli d’Italia.
So let’s get to know the other three.

Camerino
Due to the earthquake of October 2016, the majority of
monuments, museums and cultural places are closed.
For this reason, please contact the number +39 0737
632440 to check the usability of the places.
In the heart of the mountain area of Macerata Province, in the heart of Marche region, Camerino, a historic
university town, has been located since 1336; from the
top of the hill, dominates the large “camertina” basin
delimited by the Sibillini mountains dominates the scenery. Natural beauties, artistic monuments, cultural and
gastronomic traditions make it a destination of singular
attraction. The City of Camerino is facing the serious
emergency related to the October 2016 seismic crisis
and the entire historic centre is still red zone and guarded by the army.
The city museum structures have suffered considerable
damages and are unusable. On October 15, 2017, the
Church of the Archbishop’s Seminary of Camerino,
the only accessible church in the entire city, was reopened to the public. Four of the most representative
YQTMU QH %COGTKPQoU ƂIWTCVKXG RTQFWEVKQP CTG RTGUGTved and exhibited here, from the 13th century Byzantine icon from the church of Santa Maria in Via to the so
45

called Pala del Tiepolo, from 1740. The most emblemaVKECPFUKIPKƂECPVYQTMHQT%COGTKPQKUCNUQGZJKDKVGF
here, the Annunciation by Giovanni Angelo d’Antonio, the most striking statement of the 15th century in
the Marches.
The Borgesca Fortress is a pleasant oasis of greenery,
located on the edge of a precipice, originally built by
Cesare Borgia on a design by Ludovico Clodio in 1503
to control the city from the south-west side. On the internal esplanade, there is still part of the structure from
1300 of the Franciscan convent San Pietro in Muralto.
Not far from the city is the Church of Renacavata, the
birthplace of the Order of the Capuchins, dating back
to 1528.

Urbisaglia
Urbisaglia was an ancient and great city in Piceno
VGTTKVQT[CPFVGUVKƂGUKVUFKUVCPVCPFINQTKQWUQTKIKPUYKVJ
an Archaeological Park that extends for 40 hectares
and provides the structure of a typical Roman city in its
entirety with the Aqueduct tank, the Theatre, and the
niche buildings. The majestic sacred area stands at the
foot of the hill, consisting of a minor temple and a large
temple with a cryptoporticus. Outside the imposing
walls there is the amphitheatre, built around 81 AD
and, nearby, two impressive funerary monuments.
The State Archaeological Museum offers the
opportunity to admire some of the wonders found in
the various excavations.
Much material from the Roman era was later used for
the construction of the nearby Abbey of Chiaravalle
di Fiastra, founded in 1142 by a community of monks.
The Church, the cloister and some of the monks’
premises still intact, are a notable example of Cistercian
architecture,, in the beautiful context of the Abbey
of Fiastra Natural Reserve, a protected area that
also includes the Wine Museum, the Archaeological

Urbisaglia - photo by Massimo Farinelli

collection and the Museo of the Rural Society.
In the small village, erected on the hill above the
Roman city, there is the Medieval Fortress, featuring
four towers and a castle keep with Ghibelline merlons.
The town’s walls are one of the most striking examples
QHHQTVKƂECVKQPUKP/CTEJGTGIKQP
There are also other jewels of the city; they are its places
of worship, which are: the Church of the Majesty with
the votive frescoes of 1400 and the Collegiate Church
of San Lorenzo which hosts a Folchetti wooden
triptych.

Valfornace
Due to the earthquake of October 2016, the majority of
monuments, museums and cultural places are closed.
For this reason, please contact the number +39 0737
44126 to check the usability of the places.
Valfornace, founded in January 2017, is the youngest
village in Marca Maceratese. In the Municipal Palace,
KP 8KVVQTKQ 8GPGVQ 5SWCTG  2KGXGDQXKINKCPC QPG
should not miss the Municipal Museum, consisting
of the Gino Marotta Collection, the Maria Ciccotti
46

Woodcuts Collection, the Valerio Cianfarani
Archaeological Museum, the Raffaele Campelli Civic
Museum and the Territory Historical Museum. The
section dedicated to history of Varnelli Distillery, the
QNFGUV NKSWGWT JQWUG KP /CTEJG TGIKQP KU YGNN MPQYP
and appreciated all over the world.
Other city’s highlights are the Church of Santa Maria
Assunta, with a notable crypt in its interior; the Castle
of Beldiletto, erected in 1371 by the will of the Da
Varano from Camerino and then transformed into a
Renaissance villa in the 15th century; the Church of
San Giusto, located on a rocky hill; the Convent of
San Francesco, built around 1200 as wanted by the
saint himself, during his pilgrimage to Loreto, and the
Pontelatrave Bridge, dating back to the 14th century.

The Industrial Archaeological Site of GualchieraTintoria Cianni also deserves a mention; it is a rare and
important example of woollen cloth fulling in central
Italy.
In Fiordimonte, which still preserves a part of the walls
and a gateway to the ancient castle, one should visit
the Church of St. Anthony JQUVKPI C p%TWEKƂZKQP
between Madonna and Saints” by Girolamo di
Giovanni, Santa Maria Assunta, from the same period
CPF KP 4QOCPGUSWG UV[NG VJG %JWTEJ QH #NƂ, with a
1513 triptych by Nobile di Francesco from Lucca,
and the Church of Nemi, which preserves a 1447
series of images by Paolo da Visso. Boccafornace
Lake DGCWVKƂGU VJG VGTTKVQT[ NCPFUECRG VJCPMU VQ VJG
enchanting scenery in which it is located.

Valfornace - photo by Luca Buratti
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SPIKES AND GREEN FLAGS
The Agriculture Green Flag is a recognition for municipalities that have particularly distinguished themselves for their policies in environmental and landscape
protection, for their touristic offering, for the rational
use of the earth, for the valorisation of the territory’s
typical products, and for the action taken to improve
the agricultural operators and, more in general, citizens economic conditions. Marche is at the top in the
ranking of the “greenest” regions of Italy thanks to six
municipalities that stand out for their special attention
to environmental issues and the adoption of an agriculture that respects natural resources. The territory of
Macerata hosts some of these towns.

impact. It features a longitudinal plant with a single
nave and an important stone portal that is highlighted
by the rounded forms of the tympanum and the baroSWGECTVQWEJG'ODNGOCVKECPFFGƂPKVGN[GZRTGUUKXG
is the gothic bell tower. Finally, it is worth visiting the
Municipal Palace, built in 1790 on a project by architect
Mattia Capponi from Cupramontana. The building has
a facade with three arches and two niches giving access
to a crossed-roof arcade. Inside, it is possible to visit
a permanent ceramic exhibition of the local tradition
and modern ceramic works made by International and
Contemporary artists.

Loro Piceno
Appignano
The village of “cooked” wine, homeland par excellence of this nectar, appreciated by Pliny the Elder, stands
on the ridge of Valle del Fiastra’s right side. It offers
views over the surrounding gentle hills, which can be
admired from the Victory Tower, an imposing 21-metres tall building.
Brunforte Castle rises above the ancient walls and
jealously guards an extraordinary 17th century kitchen
UVKNNGSWKRRGFYKVJCNNVJGCPEKGPVHWTPKUJKPIU5QOGUKIPKƂECPVTGNKIKQWUCTEJKVGEVWTGUKVGUKPENWFGVJGChurch of St. Antonio da Padova (Church of the Capuchins) which hosts a wooden altar of the 17th century
and paintings of the 18th century and the St. Francesco
Church, enriched by stuccos and walls of the teacher
Stefano Interlenghi di Montottone, with the attached
kiosk built between 1430-1434. Inside there is the “Madonna of the Rosary” altarpiece from 1680 attributed to
the Zuccari Brothers, massive for its dimensions. At the
moment it is possible to see it inside the Santa Maria
di Piazza Church together with the painting “Education
of the Virgin”, always coming from St. Francesco, of
unknown author, but according to some attributable to
$QPƂPK 5VKNN KPUKFG Santa Maria di Piazza Church is
temporarily exposed the painting of Ercole Ramazzani,

The village has a well-preserved medieval core still
surrounded by its ancient walls, surmounted by a 15th
century cuspate bell tower. The town is known for its
ceramic craftsmanship, produced here for more than
500 years, and is known nationally for the production
and sale of furniture. The town reserves many surprises to its visitors. Among them, Villa Tuscolano, symbol of the locality, built during the Napoleonic era by
Count Leopoldo Armaroli on a project by Bolognese
architect Giuseppe Nadi. Worth a visit is the Convent
of Forano, protagonist of a fascinating story: it is said
that around 1215 Saint Francis spent a long time in the
place. Another fascinating story concerns the Madonna
dell’Addolorata, venerated in Appignano as early as
1550, when the Council decided to repair a small temple dedicated to the Holy Mother. However, in 1746 it
had to be rebuilt in the Santa Croce district, because it
was in poor condition.
Thanks to the continuous offerings left for the miraculous image, however, it was possible to build the Church of Our Lady of Sorrows, whose construction works
lasted from 1841 to 1859, in place of the small temple.
The Church of San Giovanni Battista has considerable
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“Assumption of The Virgin”, an artist from Marche considered as a pupil of Lorenzo Lotto. The Church, that
dates back to 1200 and it was built by Benedettini, has
inside also several frescoes of Pier Palma Da Fermo (XV
century) with beautiful pictures dedicated to Our Lady.
Of major interest is the Corpus Domini Church (1693),
CTVKEWNCVGFQPVYQƃQQTUYKVJCDKIUVCKTECUGYJKEJEQPnects the nave to the presbytery. In the high altar you
can admire a painting which represents the Institution
of the Eucharist of the Pomarancio School (1570/1630);
on both sides two paintings representing the Our Lady
of Rosary and Patriarca St. Giuseppe, of the painter Filippo Ricci from Fermo (1715/1793). The particularity of
this Church is also given by the fact that to the visitor is
precluded the view of the wooden choir placed in the
apse. This because the annexed Church to the Corpus
Domini Monastery has been adapted to the conventual needs of the Dominican Clausura Sisters which
could not show themselves to the believers and participated in religious services within the choir, included
within the Convent itself. For the same reasons, inside
the Church there are windows with gratings.

Matelica
Matelica is well known for its Verdicchio wine, which
originates from a vine known throughout the world for
VJGSWCNKV[QHKVUHTWKVCPFCNUQCUVJG City of Honey.
'PTKEQ /CVVGK 5SWCTG KU VJG HWNETWO QH VJG KPJCDKVGF
centre and is dedicated to the founder of ENI, who lived here. In the centre of the city there is a monumental 16th century fountain with an octagonal shape
designed by architect Lattanzio Ventura from Urbino,
who also designed the Santa Casa di Loreto. The construction of Government Palace, whose building, with
the adjoining arcade, forms a complex with the Civic
Tower, dates back to 1271. The Municipal Palace is
made by Vincenzo Ghinelli, a famous architect of theatres of the XIX century and It is in a classicist style. Inside, along the great staircase, there is a lapidary with
Roman and Renaissance remains. Next to it there is the
monumental Ottoni Palace, built in 1472 by Constantino and Giovan Battista from Lugano for the Lordship of
VJGEKV[CNKXGN[CPFTGƂPGFEQWTVVJCVUWTXKXGFWPVKNVJG
middle of the 17th century. Now the building hosts the
Libero Bigiaretti Library, and the Civic Art Gallery with
paintings from the 16th to the 20th century, including
the important St. Onofrio of Salvatore Rosa.
Along the streets and alleys of the city there are numerous churches that preserve valuable artworks. Among
them the Cathedral of Santa Maria Assunta, the baTQSWGCPFDGCWVKHWNSan Filippo and the Church of San
FrancescoCTGCNOWUGWOHQTVJGSWCNKV[CPFSWCPVKV[
of works preserved in it. The Municipal Theatre is the
work of the architect who built the Scala di Milano, Giuseppe Piermarini; Piersanti Palace hosts the homonymous museum, one of the largest in the entire Region.
+ORTGUUKXGKUVJGSWCPVKV[QHQDLGEVUHTQOVJG2KGTUCPVK
family collection, enriched by works coming from the
churches of the city. Among the reserved works there
are paintings by Bellini, Antonio da Fabriano, Luca Di
Paolo from Matelica, Salvator Rosa, Carlo Maratta, precious silver, rare and valuable furniture.

Of big impact is the Municipal Palace, built by the architect Pietro Augustoni at the end of the 1600 and the
three museums in the territory deserve a visit as well:
the Interactive Museum of Local Tradition, the Museum of Postal History of the 15 Municipalities of
the Mountain Community of Monti Azzurri, with a
section dedicated to the philatelic study and the other
to the exhibition of pieces of modernism concerning
post and telecommunications, and the Two Wars Museum, set up in the historical centre of the town, in the
evocative rooms of the ancient granaries of the Brunforte Castle.
Among the villages which have been awarded with the
“Spighe Verdi 2018” recognition, by Fee Italia and
Confagricoltura, there are Montecassiano and Esanatoglia, about which we have already spoken about as
one of the winners of “Italy’s Most Beautiful Villages”
and the Orange Flag, and another municipality that we
are about to discover.
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photo from civic archive of Matelica
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The Archaeological Museum, set up inside Finaguerra Palace, shouldn’t be missed. It holds exceptional interest for the rare spherical marble clock that is housed
inside, known as the Globe of Matelica, built betweGPVJG+CPF++EGPVWT[C%(KPCNN[CWPKSWGIGOKUVJG
Braccano district, an original open-air museum with
counts on about 70 murals by various artists painted on
the facades of the houses and immersed in a marvellous valley. Walking through the walls, and barns, one
can admire colourful drawings, the proofs by young
and well-prepared artists that have painted the town
with their creativity. These artworks have been made by
the students of Breare and Macerata academy, with the
participation of artists from all over the world. Rurality,
landscape and art are the distinctive elements of this
town that thanks to the commitment and passion of its
inhabitants has given life to an amazing explosion of
colours that has made it famous since 2001.

Braccano - photo by Andrea Agazzani
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photo by Matelica Municipality
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THE ANCIENT VILLAGES
The territory of Marca Maceratese contemplates many
other places able to leave their visitors open-mouthed
for the incredible landscape, for the artistic and archiVGEVWTCN JGTKVCIG VJG[ RTGUGTXG HQT VJG CPVKSWKV[ QH
which they are bearers and, even more, for their ability
to preserve traces and treasures tenaciously.

The castles
We start from Caldarola, a village in whose territory
impressive buildings were built. First of all, Pallotta
Castle, already existing since the 9th century, which
houses a collection of weapons and carriages, rooms

FGEQTCVGFYKVJCPVKSWGHWTPKVWTGCOCPQTYKVJKPVCEV
walls, guelph, battlements and a drawbridge.
A few kilometres away, there are also the Castle of
Pievefavera, with three surrounding walls and four
towers, and the Valcimarra Castle, next to a 13th
EGPVWT[USWCTGFYCVEJVQYGT0QVHCTCYC[VJGCroce
Castele and Vestignano CastleCTGNQECVGF6JGƂTUV
maintains substantial remains of the stone walls dating
back to the 14th century, an angular cylindrical tower
and the medieval urban layout. The remains of the seEQPF ECUVNG KPENWFG C TGOCTMCDNG HQTVKƂECVKQP U[UVGO
ETGCVGF YKVJ NCTIG USWCTGF UVQPGU CPF C RQN[IQPCN

Caldarola - photo by Luca Buratti
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tower, today serving as the parish church’s bell tower.
Another fairytale town is San Severino Marche, dominated by the evocative area of Castello del Monte
and Smeducci Tower, built in the 13th century with
functions of defence and signalling towards the many
other castles’ towers still existing in the area: the Castle of Serralta, close to the ruins of Monte Acuto
Fortress and Santa Sperandia Caves; the Castle
of Colleluce, reportedly deriving its name from its
proximity to the sacred wood of “Lucus”; the Castle
of Carpignano already existing at the beginning of
the 11th century; the Castle of Pitino, the largest and
most strategically important in San Severino’s defensive system; the Castle of Elcito, with more than 800
metres of height, and the Castle of Isola, with its main
tower built in large blocks of sandstone, are also located in the area.
Serravalle del Chienti houses the Castle of Elci, with
the last tower still intact, the Dignano Castle, in whose parish church there is a 15th century painting attributed to the Perugino School and the Varano Castle,
YJQUGKORTGUUKXGTWKPUCPFQPGQHVJGƂXGVQYGTUCTG
still visible.
Concerning the Varano, the presence of their castles in
the Marca Maceratese is massive: the one of Gagliole
was erected in 1274 and has an imposing pentagonal
keep surrounded by walls. Erected on a rocky spur
that build a natural pedestal to the North, the castle
of Gagliole, built in vertical curtains in limestone
and sandstone, is the only example in the defensive
system of Varano with the imposing pentagonal tower
surrounded by walls.
The Castle of Sefro is also extremely interesting: it
preserves the Varano Tower, an ancient military post
VJCV EQPUKUVU QH VJG TWKPU QH VJG HQTVKƂGF VQYGT CPF C
HQTVKƂGF DWKNFKPI 6JG ECUVNG QH Bolognola, known
as Pepoli Castle, still preserves ancient ruins. The
Castle of Acquacanina, a hamlet in Fiastra, stands
on a natural promontory overlooking the Fiastrone

Elcito di San Severino Marche - photo by Silvia Pizzabiocca
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Castelraimondo - photo by Marco Capponi

river, among the green woods. Nearby the Megalotti
Castle is located, today there are only a few remains
of its two towers, the keep and some parts of the
fortress.

Another impressive building is the Rancia Castele in
Tolentino, rebuilt by master Andrea di Como in the
14th century on the ruins of a pre-existing Cistercian
abbey, which still preserves the crenelated walls strengthened by three corner towers and a thirty-metres
high keep.

By the Da Varano’s will the Prefoglio Castle was built
in Muccia, in the locality Massaprofoglio, where some
of its ruins are still visible and the Beldiletto Castle
in Valfornace. The latter was built in 1371, but was
later transformed into a Renaissance villa in the 15th
century. It is located in Pievebovigliana, not too far
from the ruins of Conti di San Maroto Castle and
Colvenale Castle.

Do not miss the Urbisaglia Forstress, military forVKƂECVKQP QH VJG DGIKPPKPI QH VJG UKZVGGPVJ EGPVWT[
built incorporating the remains of previous medieval
structures, erected in correspondence of the ancient
Roman walls.

In Cessapalombo, in an extremely panoramic position, there is the Castle of Montalto, whose presence
has been attested since as early as the 9th century AD.
It has three walls, the outermost in the castellans and
the servants’ defence, the second in the soldiers’ and
the innermost to protect vassals and lords.

The Castle of Brunforte rises above Loro Piceno’s
ancient walls. Built on the remains of a Roman castrum
and once the residence of the lords of Loro, it jealously guards an extraordinary 17th century kitchen still
endowed with all the ancient furnishings. Here one
can live the extraordinary experience of returning in
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the 1600s, among candles and pastries, and sipping
some good mulled wine.
The territory of Recanati hosts the fascinating
/QPVGƂQTG%CUVNG, built on top of a hill at the end of
the 13th century. It preserves a forty- metres tall tower
and the Church of San Biagio, which exists since at
least 1184. Close to the sea, in Porto Recanati, one can
KPUVGCF ƂPF VJG VJ EGPVWT[ DGCWVKHWN CPF KORQUKPI

Tolentino - photo by Luigi Manes

Svevo Castle.
The majestic Lanciano Castle is located in Castelraimondo surrounded by a centuries-old park. Its 14th
century tower at the entrance of the courtyard, the entrance door to the fortress, the arcade, and a room on
VJGITQWPFƃQQTFGEQTCVGFKPHTGUEQCTGUVKNNYGNNRTGserved. Ussita, Cingoli and Fiuminata also host their
castles, whose still important testimonies and ruins
keep narrating about the past, allowing us to immerse
ourselves in a suggestive atmosphere rich in history.
photo by Loro Piceno municipality

FORTRESSES AND TOWERS
Let’s start with a particularity, with a town whose beauty
is already engraved in its name, which means “beautiful
fortress”, the main architectural feature of the place:
Belforte del Chienti.
Overlooking the Chienti river, the ancient village is in fact
still embraced by its 14th century castle walls, perched
on a hill and surrounded by the characteristic landscape
of the Marche countryside.

dovico Clodio da Cesare Borgia, the notorious duke of
Valentino, celebrated by Macchiavelli. It is accompanied
by d’Ajello Fortress, which rises on a hill overlooking
the surrounding landscape, 400 meters above the sea
level. The Varano Fortress is also located nearby; it was
built at the beginning of the 12th century on a rocky spur
above the Chienti valley and the San Luca stream.
Fiuminata houses the Santa Lucia Fortress, also called
“di Laverino”, founded in 1020 and inhabited in the 12th
century by the Cavalca family, which added to the original tower a new residential building. A third building,
more elegant than the previous, was later added in the
13th century. Spindoli Fortress was built within the village’s territory, fascinatingly positioned on a high spur,
presumably founded in the 14th century and abandoned
two centuries later.

In Camerino the imposing and spectacular Borgesca
Fortress, with its cylindrical towers and the mighty keep,
KUCƂPGGZCORNGQHGCTN[4GPCKUUCPEGOKNKVCT[CTEJKVGEVWre and it was erected following the design ideated by Lu-

Built in 1415, Schito Fortress was built on Roman age
ruins in San Severino Marche, while of the ancient Percanestro Fortress, in Serravalle del Chienti, only has
remaining traces of the perimetral walls. In Mogliano,
only the fortress’ bastions are preserved, but they make
this area, the village’s most evocative place where one
can admire the panorama.
Ottoni Fortress was built in Matelica, on the slopes
of Monte San Vicino; also known as Roccaccia, its ruins
still testify the greatness of the Ottoni, the Lords of the
city, one of the most important noble families in the 16th
century.
Immersed in the characteristic Mediterranean scrub,
in a suggestive panorama, the remains of the ancient
ruins of Monte Acuto Fortress, familiarly known as
“La Roccaccia”UVKNNUGGOUVQHWNƂNNCPKORQTVCPVVCUMKV
marks the border between the territory of Treia, to which
it belongs, and that of Cingoli. Still in Treia there is the
Tower or Onglavina Fortress. It has been built on a
Belforte del Chienti
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Camerino - photo by Andrea Ciclosi
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high spur of sandstone, reaching out to a panorama that
stretches from the Sibillini to the Majella and Gran Sasso,
till touching the Conero and the Adriatic Sea.

mounted by a crenelated tower. Another small, yet great jewel in this village is the Civic Tower, on whose top
there is a currently working clock, built in 1846 by Pietro
Mei di Montecarotto, whose original manual mechanism
is now exhibited in the town hall.

From Parco del Monte, the highest point of Penna San
Giovanni, you can admire a very wide panorama which
meet the Rocca, the remaining part of an ancient watchtower. Among the scents of grass, pines and limes,
the ruined building has always been a source of evocative narrations: a legend tells of a dark and hidden tunnel
where a mother hen with her golden chicks would have
been found.
Urbisaglia fortress shouldn’t be missed. It is a military
building from the beginning of the 16th century, built by
including the remains of the previous medieval structures, which were built on the ancient roman walls.

The Cassero of Castelraimondo is an imposing 36-metres-high crenelated tower, the only remnant of the ancient fortress that was built in the village; the Cassero
in Cingoli was built in 1326 on the highest point of the
city. The only remainder of Frontale Castle, in Apiro, is
the base of a tower, turned into a bell tower after being
trimmed and covered with a sloping roof. The Torrione
of Montefano, a structure whose belonging to military
architecture is evidenced by the presence of Ghibelline
battlements, was rebuilt on the ruins of a previous fortiƂECVKQP

San Filippo Fortress, in Sant’Angelo in Pontano, is a
XGT[UVTKMKPIHQTVKƂGFVQYGTJQWUGNQECVGFKOOGFKCVGN[
outside the Castle walls, dating back to the 13th century
CPF NCVGT GZRCPFGF KPVQ C OKIJV[ USWCTG DWKNFKPI UWT-

Two high buildings are worth of note in Montelupone;
the Roccellino, a crenelated watchtower towards the valley of Potenza, the remains of the ancient keep, and the
Civic Tower con Ghibelline crenelation, which houses

Penna San Giovanni - photo by Giacomo Sufferini
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the oldest coat of arms of the city, the civic clock and the
great cast bronze bell tower. The Petriolo Tower instead
has the task of marking the entrance to the south of the
castle. Sober and elegant in its semi-circular shape, it is
the characterising element of the village that was built
to replace a pre-existing door that closed the east walls.
The ancient main tower in Castelsantangelo sul Nera
JCUCTGEVCPIWNCTDCUGCPFKUGSWKRRGFYKVJCUOCNNUKFG
opening and loopholes. In its interior, the tower dwelt,
being responsible for the organisation of the defence.
Only a robust medieval tower located on the highest
point of the village and recently restored remains of the
CPEKGPVHQTVKƂECVKQPUKP Poggio San Vicino, which used
to characterise the appearance of the village.
The Leonina Tower stands on the hill of Ripe San Ginesio. The Tower was named because Pope Leo X built it in the 16th century, with the purpose of controlling
the riotous inhabitants of the village around the castle,
EQPUVCPVN[ ƂIJVKPI VQ FGHGPF VJGKT CWVQPQO[ HTQO VJG
expansionist ambitions of nearby San Ginesio.
For this unusual reason, which distinguishes it from other
HQTVKƂECVKQPUQHVJKUV[RGWUWCNN[GTGEVGFVQEQPVTQNVJG
outer territory, the Rocca hosted a governor and soldiers
until the 19th century.
The 36-metres-tall Borgo Tower in Recanati, crowned
with Ghibelline battlements, was built in the second
half of the 12th century as a symbol of the merging of
the ancient castles into one municipality. The Tower of
Sant’Anna, in Porto Potenza Picena, is the remainder of a 15th century lookout point, erected to defend
against pirate raids.
Dominating the city of Macerata, with its 64 metres of
height, the Civic Tower YCUƂPKUJGFCTQWPFVJGOKFFNG
of the 17th century and houses a planetary clock – a faithful reproduction of the ancient machine designed by
the Ranieri brothers in 1571 and removed in 1882 and
ƂPCNN[TGRQUKVKQPGFKPVJCVUVCIGUVJGECTQWUGNQH
the Magi in adoration of the Virgin and Child at 12 noon
and at 6 pm.
Recanati - photo by Gianluca Brizi
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photo by Ripe San Ginesio municipality
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Not just fortresses and towers!
Also worth mentioning are two mills in this area. The
Brunforte one, in Gualdo, dating back to the 13th
century, is a typical construction made of rough-hewn
sandstone. The mill looks like a tower, with drawbridges, corbels, plumbing and bombers on all four sides.
The HQTVKƂGFOKNNin Passo di Treia, better known as the
Mill Tower, it is an example of a fortress built to protect
the mill enclosed inside by continuous raids and devastations. Powered by the power of the Potenza river, it
owned three millstones and was used both for the grinding of cereals and for the fulling of fabrics.
At the end of this particular tour among ancient towers,
we cannot avoid mentioning Esanatoglia, which in
the past earned the epithet of “threaded city” due to
its elongated shape. This place seems to be watched
over by its seven bell towers, which cross from Porta
Sant’Andrea to the upper part, through Porta Panicale
and towards the uncontaminated valley of San Pietro.
Along the road that leads from Esanatoglia to Fiuminata, you can also admire Malcavalca Palace (XII century)
already included in the properties of the Grand Duchy of
Spoleto and then passed to the Da Varano di Camerino.
4GEGPVN[TGPQXCVGFKVUVKNNRTGUGTXGUKVUQTKIKPCNEQPƂIWTCVKQPQH(QTVKƂGF(QTVTGUU
It deserves also a visit Castrum Forestress (“Lu
4QEEQPGqKPFKCNGEV CPEKGPVYCVEJVQYGTCPFHQTVKƂECVKQP
of the thirteenth century that served as a link between
the castle walls and Villa Varano (currently the Town Hall),
recently restored, it can be visited till its top.

Macerata - photo by Marco Santini
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MaMa’S TIDBITS
Many are the gems preserved in the villages of MaMa still to be discovered... here is a taste!
The Rondinella Theatre is Montefano’s gem, reconstructed on the previous Theatre (1789). Engineer Virginio
Tombolini, formerly technical director of the “Fenice di
Venezia” theatre, planned the building in homage to the
Liberty style. He replaced the old wooden structure of the
theatre with bold iron armour and cast-iron columns: an
epochal innovation! On the ceiling, the Muses are portrayed; Tersicore, Euterpe, Melpomene and Talia, by the
painter Perugino Domenico Bruschi.
The Penna San Giovanni Theatre is an extraordinary
example of 18th century theatre architecture, the only
example of a theatre hall made entirely of wood remained
in the province of Macerata and, in general, one of the few
in all of Italy. A masterly work by Pennese artist Antonio
Liozzi, it was built around 1780 inside Palazzo dei Priori.
'CEJUVCIGKUUWTOQWPVGFD[CƃQTCNHGUVQQPCPFGODGNNKUJGFYKVJCDCTQSWGECTVQWEJGVJCVCFQTPUVJGRCTCRGV
A place of inestimable value is the St. Martino Vescovo
Church in Monte San Martino. The bare walls almost disappear from the entrancing view of the fantastic polyptychs by the Crivelli brothers and Girolamo Di Giovanni.
So much beauty, so much wealth that one almost wants to
touch them. The casket of these works of art is a splendid
VJEGPVWT[4QOCPGUSWGDWKNFKPINQECVGFQPVJGVQRQH
the hill, in a dominant position over the town. The Church
QH5V/CTVKPCNUQJQWUGUCƂPGQTICPD[)KQXCPPK(GFGNK
and an altar of the Neapolitan school, at the base of which
some precious majolica pieces stand out.
In Muccia, among the many beauties, there is the Church
of Santa Maria di VaranoNCVGGZCORNGQH4QOCPGUSWG
- Gothic built around the 16th century, with an octagonal
shape. Inside, in a small niche, it is possible to admire the
“Our Lady with the Child” by Andrea de Magistris, proDCDN[VJGƂTUVQHVJGƂXGHTGUEQGFKOCIGUKPVJGVGORNGoU
octagon in the middle of the XVI century. The church also
hosts the Archaeological Museum “Muccia: ancient cros64

sroads of the Apennines”.
For historical wells enthusiasts, the Fonte Allungo in Colmurano will be very evocotive, with its original medieval
sources and the beautiful fresco of Madonna con Bambino. Not far away one can also visit the Church of Santissima Annunziata, which preserves a valuable fresco
depicting the Nativity Scene, attributed to Giovanni A. De
Magistris from Caldarola (1560).
In Ripe San Ginesio, a visit to the Municipal Art Gallery
of Contemporary Art is a must. The collection includes
over three hundred pieces, also extending outside, along
Chiesa San Martino Vescovo - Monte San Martino

the particular Paths of Artists, where iron and wood sculptures are installed. The Pinacoteca was established in
1982 to accommodate the numerous works donated by
the artists who, every year, have participated to the RipeArte exhibition, set up in the historic centre.

DGVYGGPVJGGPFQHVJGVJCPFVJGƂTUVJCNHQHVJGVJ
century.
When it comes to jewels, the beautiful Municipal Theatre of Treia, a real bonbonniere inaugurated in 1821, is
also included. It is decorated with stuccos and wooden
RCKPVKPIUKVKUCOCIPKƂEGPVGZCORNGQHJKUVQT[CJWIG
In Gualdo, a medieval village surrounded by nature, one canvas painted in 1865 by Silverio Capparoni, shows the
should visit Romolo Murri’s library archive. A priest and most important historical fact for the town, the “battle of
NGCFKPIƂIWTGQHVJG%CVJQNKEOQXGOGPVHQWPFGTQHVJG Vallesacco” of 1263. In addition, the Theatre hosts since
ƂTUV&GOQETC\KC%TKUVKCPCRCTV[/WTTKYCUDWTKGFD[JKU 2017 the Study Center “Dolores Prato”, where the mawill in Gualdo’s cemetery. Visitors should immerse them- nuscripts of one of the greatest Italian twentieth century
selves in the collection of over 5,000 volumes, sorted by pens are collected.
topics, accompanied by a newspaper archive that contains many magazines published or purchased by Murri #PQVJGTOCIPKƂEGPVVTGCUWTGKUVJGPolittico of Lorenzo

Penna San Giovanni - photo by Alberto Vitali
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Monte Cavallo

D’Alessandro, housed inside the 14th century Church
of San Francesco in Serrapetrona, commissioned by
the friars in the 15th century, to narrate the Mystery of
Salvation to the illiterate population. The Church is located on the highest point of the village, so visitors will
have to walk to reach it, but it is well worth it to visit a
truly unmissable building.

enth century, a fresco of the following century depicting
S. Sebastiano and frescoes attributed to Paolo Da Visso
VJG[TGRTGUGPVVJGCPPWPEKCVKQPVJGETWEKƂZKQPCPFVJG
resurrection. Not far away, hidden by vegetation, some
ruins that belong to the castle of “Vallis Caldariae”.

Another priceless value jewel is the Tabernacle of the
CerquetoYQTMQH.QTGP\QFK#NGUUCPFTQQHVJGNCVGƂfteenth century. The aedicule, now kept at the “Chierichetti” Rest House in Gagliole, comes from a pintura or
VCDGTPCENG PGCT VJG VQYP QH %GTSWGVQ CPF TGRTGUGPVU
Our Lady enthroned with a sleeping Child.
Nearby the Cavallo Mountain, worth to be visited is the
Church of S. Nicolò, immersed in the silence of nature,
which contains a golden copper cross from the fourte66

Lovers of archaeology ... go ahead! The Roman conduit
of Augustean Era (I century a.C.) and the Botte dei Da
Varano (1438-1456) of the Renaissance period, located
at Fonte delle Mattinate, in Serravalle di Chienti, are
expressions of the highest hydraulic engineering. The
YJQNGCTGCKUTGNCVGFVQVJG2NGUVKPQRNCVGCWQT%QNƂQTKVQ
plateau and, in the Roman period, to the ancient city of
Plestia. The path, partly new thanks to recent excavations and preservative restoration works, is well valued
and can be visited by appointment for groups of minimum 5 people.

In Morrovalle, a beautiful town that still retains its medieval appearance, with the typical features of the villages
built around the year one thousand, a visit to the former
Church of San Francesco, now used as an Auditorium,
where the Eucharistic Miracle VQQM RNCEG KU FGƂPKVGN[
TGEQOOGPFGF+PVGPFC[UCHVGTCƂTGFGUVTQ[GF
the Church of the Convent of the Franciscan Friars Minor, a consecrated host was found intact in the rubble,
while the silver pyx that contained it and the tabernacle
had been completely burned. After a canonical process,
2QRG2KWU+8KUUWGFCDWNNYKVJYJKEJJGQHƂEKCNN[UCPEVKQned the miraculous event. Over time, unfortunately, the
host has been lost, but the spirit of the Eucharistic miracle still survives today in the community of Morrovalle,
which every year on April 27th recalls the event with the
characteristic Perdoni Festival.
Walking through the historic center of Potenza Picena,
now called Monte Santo, the medieval name of the city,
the architectural beauty and the elegance of the buildings and many churches is surprising. In particular, we
point out the Collegiate Church, the ancient Church of
S. Ignazio, which belonged to the Society of Jesus and
was designed together with its boarding school building. Here, in the 12th century, a new female religious
QTFGT p.G ƂINKG FGNNo#FFQNQTCVCq YCU DQTP +VU PQQPU
were poor unmarried girls popularly called “monachette”. Their skilful work in weaving damask cloths, on the
renowned Jacquard looms, interrupted only in the 80s
of the twentieth century, is a precious testimony of artistic craftsmanship, around which today interesting perspectives of recovery are being planned.

Ripe San Ginesio - photo by Luigi Farroni
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Caldarola - photo by Luca Buratti
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Tips by Rosaria, owner of historic Bar Sibilla (Visso)
(1)
One of the must-dos in life is to walk
up the Valle delle Fate near Vallinfante. Right there you can crouch between the stones
surrounding the sources of the Nera and drink
the water of our beautiful Marche region directly from the mother source. It would be perfect if
you would bring with you some sweets or a bit
of bread and ciauscolo for a snack and then
refresh yourself at the Fonte degli Uccelletti.
Please gather your food waste, though!
(2)
Civitanova is also worth a visit; not
only for the seaside but also for the higher part
of the town. The ancient village which rises on
the top of a hill, a few kilometers from the sea,
CPFKVKUHQTVKƂGFYKVJYCNNUVJCVFCVGDCEMVQVJG
17th Century, is the ideal place for a walk among
evocative alleys and historically and artistically
relevant monuments. Don’t miss a visit to the so
called Pinacoteca Civica Marco Moretti, hosted
in the 16th Century birth house of the man of
letters, Annibal Caro.
(3)
An immersive experience is certainly
hiking in the Sibillini Mountains towards
Pilato Lake. There, at over 2000 meters above
the sea level, under the watchful eye of the
hawk and the golden eagle, you can have a look
to the characteristic colour of the water given
by the chirocefalo (a crustacean endemic of
the Lake). Bring with you a slice of the famous
dessert Paolo da Visso. As the light of the
sun changes, while the meringue melts in your
mouth, you can admire the vivid and sudden
colors that have inspired the great 14th century
artist!
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(4)
Another experiences that cannot be
left out; in Loro Piceno, the village of “vino cotto” (cooked wine, in the splendid kitchen of
Brunforte Castle you can experience the thrill
of returning to the 1600s, among candles, ancient sweets and a lot of history. And you should
FGƂPKVGN[IQVQQPGQHVJGNQECNYKPGTKGUYJGTG
you can enjoy an exclusive aperitif in the cellar. Keep in mind that the Loro Piceno Experience always records the sold-out, so... book in
advance!
(5)
Also not to be missed is Pioraco with
the Li Vurgacci trail. Here, where the waters of
VJG2QVGP\CTKXGTƃQYVJTQWIJVJGXKNNCIGCUGries of waterfalls, gorges and pits fed by years
and years of erosion are created by magic. By
immersing yourself in the woods, you can come
across “fantastic creatures”, carved in the
rocks by the expert hands of Antonio Ciccarelli,
that make this place even more enchanted and
fairy. The river water is very cold but a regenerating bath is certainly not forbidden!
(5+1)
Among the lovely hills of Marche, just
towards Corridonia, there is the Abbey of San
Claudio. It is one of the perfect places to visit
on Sundays or on a spring afternoon. All around
there are large lawns and people working in the
ƂGNFUNQVUQHUKNGPEGCPFNQVUQHJGTDUCPFPCVWral perfumes and, in the middle, the big Church
that, in the lower basilica, preserves an ancient
Carolingian structure. Legend has it that here is
located the Charlemagne’s tomb. Go and let
me know!

Gentle hills and ancient villages
experiences
www.marcamaceratese.info
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Cingoli - photo by Gianluca Scalpelli
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Sferisterio - photo by Macerata municipality
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MaMa mia
what a show!
Discovering cultural and gastronomic events,
great festivals and historical re-enactments in Marca Maceratese.

EVENTS
Still anchored to their farming and artisan roots, the inhabitants of Marca Maceratese work with untiring stubDQTPPGUUVQRTGUGTXGVJGTKEJJGTKVCIGQHCPEKGPVVTCFKVKQPUVJCVQWVNKPGUVJGUQEKCNCPFHQNMNQTKUVKERTQƂNGQHVJG
province.
The result of the praiseworthy work of cultural organisations - which for this purpose were born - is the creation of
a very lively thread of events that, far from being ephemeral days of celebration, are rather a constant appeal to
the population to get together to renew the awareness of their identity.
And if, on the one hand, the traditional historical re-enactments replicate and amplify their fame on the territory,
GSWCNN[PQVGYQTVJ[KUVJGCHƂTOCVKQP[GCTCHVGT[GCTQHCXCTKGICVGFUGVQHPGYEWNVWTCNKPKVKCVKXGUYJKEJPQFVQ
the younger age groups of the population and create, in parallel, an interesting plot of cultural events known
nationally and internationally.

Macerata - Macerata Opera Festival
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scrupulously guarantees meticulous attention to historical
details, the re-enactment retraces the phases of the battle
that took place in a vast circumscription of Macerata territory, between the Austrian troops, led by Baron Federico
Bianchi, and the Franco-Neapolitan ones under prince
Joachim Murat. Impressive and absolutely worthy of note
in the context of the re-enactment is the reconstruction of
the camps and moments of the military’s daily life, the “framing, manoeuvres, handling, cleaning and use of weapons,
parades, cartridge preparation, provisions, patrol service
and free exit”: at all moments the spectators can take part
in the two days of the event. Concluding event of the re-enactment is the Gran Gala Reale (“Royal Grand Gala”), an
opportunity for the spectators to take part in an authentic
dance evening and enjoy the delicacies of the time presenVGFCVVJG$CPEJGVVQFGN4G p$CPSWGVQHVJG-KPIq (TQO
2018 the event happens every three years.

ABOUT HISTORICAL RE-ENACTMENTS

TOLENTINO 815 (May)
Tolentino
A spectacular reconstruction of what, according to histoTKCPUYCUVJGƂTUVDCVVNGQHKPVJG+VCNKCP4KUQTIKOGPVQthe
re-enactment of the Battle of Tolentino (or Battle of Rancia) is an unmissable event for lovers of “living history and
re-enacting” so as to draw groups of reenactors from all
over Europe who, “with perfect remakes of the uniforms of
the era [...] and copies of muzzle-loading weapons” bring
to life the events that took place between 2 and 3 May
1815. Organised by the Association “Tolentino 815”, which

Tolentino 815 - photo by Massimo Savoretti
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CORSA ALLA SPADA (May-June)
Camerino
Three terzieri, a city. Three spirits, a festival.
All connected by a strong rivalry, yet one would make no
sense without the other”. The re-enactment refers to the
celebrations that, starting from the 13th century, were
established in honour of the town’s Patron, San Venanzio.
The annual celebration included the offering of candles to
VJGUCKPVCPFVJGNKIJVKPIQHCNCTIGDQPƂTGKPVJGUSWCTG
in front of the main church. After the religious celebration,
the games that saw the challenge of the three city factions
followed. Today’s re-enactment brings back the traditional

Corsa alla Spada, where 10 participants for each of the three
city division (Muralto, Di Mezzo and Sossalta) compete in
a 1,300-meter race in the historic centre to grab the
sword raised at the corner of Chiesa di Santa Maria in Via.

MOGLIANO 1744 (June - July)
Mogliano
Enchanting historical re-enactment that offers visitor to discover the story and a curated section of the life when the
VTQQRUQH/CTKC6JGTGUCQH#WUVTKCSWCTVGTGFKPVJGVGTTKVQT[
of Mogliano.

6TGKC&KUƂFCFGN$TCEEKCNG
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CINGOLI 1848 (July)
Cingoli
The event, which for over thirty editions, has been aiming
at retracing the historical traditions of the Cingoli of the Romantic era. It is a review of the lifestyles of the people and
the noble elite of the year that the event explicitly refers to.
Its focal point is the game of the “pallone al bracciale”,
disputed among the representatives of the three terzieri
that take the name from the main city churches: Santa Maria, San Nicolò and San Giovanni Battista. The climax of the
re-enactment is the “Galà di mezza estate” (“Midsummer Gala”), a great dance in historical costumes, a pivot in
19th-century social life.

lback. The aim of the game is to hit a ball from one side
QHVJGƂGNFVQVJGQVJGTWUKPICYQQFGPTQYCPUNGGXG VJG
DTCEGNGV  YGKIJKPI CTQWPF VYQ MKNQU 6JG &KUƂFC YJKEJ
since 1818 has been taking place in the Trefer’s court, sees
players from the four districts in town (Borgo, Cassero, Onglavina and Vallesacco) challenge, to win a prize that they
would hold for the whole duration of the following year.

MEDIEVALIA (August)
San Ginesio

An eight-day festival dedicated entirely to the world of medieval jousts, which sees four representatives for the same
number of factions (“Porte”) in San Ginesio challenge each
other in ancient games of knightly mastery.
The festival opens with the Battle Of Fornarina, a re-enactment of the events of the night of November 30, 1377,
PALIO DEI TERZIERI (July)
when a baker, whose name has unfortunately not reached
Montecassiano
us, managed to thwart an attack by the Ferman troops,
giving the alarm to the guards defending the San Ginesio
The Palio dei Terzieri takes its name from that of the ancient castle. The competition involves the dispute of crossbow
villages (or “terzieri”) in which Montecassiano was divided competitions, archery, corsa alla la spada and the joust,
into during the Middle Ages. For a week, the ancient cen- which consists of piercing with lances the rings supported
tre regains its original medieval dimension with streets and by a metal pole, in three consecutive assaults. The Palio
USWCTGU CPKOCVGF D[ HQWT JWPFTGF ƂIWTGU VCMKPI RCTV VQ della Pacca closes the competition, a consistent challenge
historical parades, by guests, by popular races and the ar- to hit a shield supported by a Saracen (wooden structure),
chery competition, by the giostra dei cavalieri (“joust of the in three consecutive assaults. Each of these disputes involknights”) and by the re-enactment of scenes of medieval ves the assignment of a score, according to strict judgment
life. All with the aim of combining the most rigorous histo- criteria. The prize is half a porchetta (la Pacca) consumed by
rical reconstruction with a playful and spectacular element. the contradaioli during the celebrations.
Last but not least, succulent foods, cooked according to
tradition and abundantly washed down with full-bodied
PROCESSION IN THE SEA DURING ST.
wines can be tasted in Terzieri’s taverns.

MARONE MARTYR’S
(August)
DISFIDA DEL BRACCIALE (July and August) Civitanova Marche
Treia
Derived from pallacorda (“Real tennis”), the game “pallone col bracciale” is one of the oldest Italian national sports.
It is played in teams of three: batsman, shoulder and ful-

CELEBRATIONS

*KUVQTKECNRTQEGUUKQPVJGVJQH#WIWUVUQOGƂUJKPIDQCts are in the sea of S. Marone, saint patron of the town. The
program starts with the celebration of the Mass in Cristo Re
Church, and it follows with the procession along the streets
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QHVJGVQYPYJKEJTGCEJVJGUQWVJRKGT(TQOJGTGƂUJKPI
boats go in the sea with the relics of the Saint on the trawler,
VJGFGRQUKVKQPQHCYTGCVJQHƃQYGTUVJGDNGUUKPIQHVJG
sea and the memory of the fallen. After the boat show, the
parade with the urn reaches the sanctuary of S. Marone,
where the relics are deposited. The festivities continue also
the day after, mainly in the High part of Civitanova Marche.

CASTRUM SARNANI AND PALIO DEL SERAFINO (August)
Sarnano
Awarded with the Medaglia del Presidente della Repubblica (“Medal of the President of the Republic”) in 2013, Castrum Sarnani is a historical re-enactment created with the
aim of making the visitor feel an integral part of the town’s
medieval life. At the entrance of the historic centre, tourists
are welcomed by the mighty craftsman, intent on beating
coins according to the ancient medieval art. “Change”
GWTQUYKVJpFGPCTKqCEQKPETGCVGFURGEKƂECNN[HQTVJGQEcasion, is a must, to get even more into the spirit of the medieval atmosphere, strolling through the shops of ancient
crafts and vintage taverns. The focal point of the event is
2CNKQ FGN 5GTCƂPQ, a competition disputed between the
HQWTHCEVKQPUQHVJGEKV[VQYKPVJG)QPHCNQPGFGN5GTCƂPQ
symbol of the country.

CONTESA DELLA MARGUTTA
(August-September)
Corridonia
The event is a continuous browse of pages of history of the
15th century: the election of Priors, the bando delle Contrade, minstrels, storytellers, acrobats, dancers, the opening
of taverns where one can taste excellent dishes and local
wines and the dispute of popular games between districts
that highlights the spectacularity of the culture of the rides
and tournaments.
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Sarnano Castrum Sarnani - photo byFabio Perfetti
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Macerata - Musicultura
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THE GREAT FESTIVALS
MACERATA RACCONTA (May)
Macerata
It is a very important book festival. Everywhere the city
talks about books and stories with the most popular naVKQPCNYTKVGTU'XGT[YJGTGVJGCWFKGPEGƂNNUVJGCVTGUCPF
libraries to listen to tales and to get to know editorial novelties and exchange ideas. In those days nobody goes
around without holding a book. An exclusive experience
for minds-opening and hearts-warming.

MUSICULTURA (June)
Macerata
A music festival dedicated to “identifying new trends and
enhancing the new talents of contemporary popular and
authorial music”. Originally conceived in 1990 as the “Premio Città di Recanati “, in 2005 the venue for the three
ƂPCNGXGPKPIUQHVJGHGUVKXCNYCUTGNQECVGFVQVJG#TGPC
Sferisterio of Macerata, leaving the task of hosting the
RTGUGPVCVKQPGXGPVHQTVJGUKZVGGPUKPIGTUUGOKƂPCNKUVUVQ
the Persiani Theatre in Recanati. With the aim of breaking
down the stereotypes of separation between culture and
show, the festival makes poetry and speech the key points
of an event that reaches the highest intellectual levels without ever falling into elitarian academic formulas. To protect these objectives, and to protect the serious and transparent conduct of the competition, there is the Artistic
)WCTCPVGG %QOOKVVGG YJKEJ JCF CU ƂTUV VYQ OGODGTU
the poet Giorgio Caproni and the singer-songwriter Fabri\KQ&G#PFTÅCPFVJCVGCEJGFKVKQPKPENWFGUJKIJRTQƂle personalities from the world of music and the arts.
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“MACERATA OPERA FESTIVAL 2019”
(July - August)
Macerata

CIVITANOVA DANZA (All over the year)
Civitanova Marche

Initially intended for the game of palla col bracciale, only
a hundred years after its construction the Arena Sferisterio di Macerata was started to become one of the most
appreciated lyrical arenas in Italy, with its current 2500 seats and 104 stages, and one of the best acoustics in the
country. In fact, in year 1921 when Giuseppe Verdi’s Aida,
VJGƂTUVQRGTCTGRTGUGPVGFKPVJGCTGPCTGCEJGFVJGUVKNN
undefeated record of 70,000 visitors in the city. The main
roles of Aida and Radames were entrusted to Francisca
Solari and Alessandro Dolci, and there were more than a
thousand extras.
After the incredible exploit, rare and sporadic were the
later lyric performances, due to the Second World War.
The turning point came in 1967, with the foundation of
the “Circuito lirico delle Marche” by Carlo Perucci, and
the establishment of an annual summer lyric review, which
over the years has brought to the stage of the arena great artists like Luciano Pavarotti, Plàcido Domingo, Rudolf
Nureyev and Carla Fracci.
Since 2006, with the arrival of Pier Luigi Pizzi to the artistic
FKTGEVKQPVJGGXGPVJCUVCMGPQPVJGFGƂPKVKXGUVTWEVWTG
of the festival, with the choice and adoption of a cohesive
ƂN TQWIG EQPPGEVKPI VJG TGRTGUGPVGF QRGTCU CPF QH VJG
collateral cultural initiatives.
The 2019 edition of the festival will be about #rossodesiderio (“red desire”), covering the themes of jealousy,
power and possessiveness, evoked by Carmen, Macbeth
and Rigoletto respectively.
Now inserted within the context of Macerata Opera Festival, the special event “Notte dell’Opera” transforms the
city into an open-air stage for one evening, with dance
and music performances in numerous locations between the Historic Centre, Corso Cairoli and Corso Cavour;
an initiative aimed at spreading the knowledge of opera
among the general public.

Civitanova has imposed itself to the attention of the public
and national/international critic as reality of the Marche
Region systematically engaged in the dance, with event
all over the year. From the Summer Festival debut till today, the billboard has became a mosaic of events which
CTGJCRRGPKPIKPVJGYJQNGVQYP VJGCVTGUCPFUSWCTGU 
but it is also the point of projects of co-production and
residence at the “Eugenia” Foresteria, which has become
“La casa della Danza”.
The festival is dedicated to the Teacher of Civitanova Marche Enrico Cecchetti1, virtuous dancer before becoming
VJGƂTUVHCOQWUKPVGTPCVKQPCNRGFCIQIWGQH*KUVKOG*G
died in 1928 while He was giving a class for The Scala Theater Dance School.
To be mentioned it is also the International classical-academic dance competition “Civitanova Danza per Domani”, which it gives away to the winners a one year scholarship in order to attend The Scala Theater Dance School,
directed by Teacher Frédéric Olivieri.

ARTISTRADA (July)
Colmurano
Not just a Festival, but a real way of breathing life, the
concrete representation of an art that sublimates life and
GPUWTGU VJG ƃKIJV KPVQ VJG KPVGPUKV[ QH VJG CDUQNWVG VJKU
is this Artistrada! National and international street artists
perform in juggling, magic and balancing shows in the
medieval historical centre of Colmurano, in an unmissable
tribute to the nomadic spirit of the acrobats.
1
Nowadays, Cecchetti’s method is still taught. Cecchetti’s pupils in Russia, UK and Italy became great dancers, choreographers, directors and
funded the biggest companies of the century. The Kirov’s Ballet in Sanit
Petersburg, the Canadian National Ballet, the New York City Ballet, the
Australian Ballet, Stuttcart’s Ballet and ballet’s companies from the greatest theatres such as La Scala in Milan, El Teatro Colón in Buenos Aires and
VJG1RÅTCKP2CTKUDGPGƂVVGFQHVJGITGCVFKFCEVKEJGTKVCIGD[VJG/CUVGT
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Colmurano - Artistrada - photo by Riccardo Cioli
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FESTIVAL VERDICCHIO (July)
Matelica
On July 21, 1967, the Denomination of Controlled Origin
was assigned to the Verdicchio’s wine of Matelica. Every
year we celebrate this birthday with a festival that includes tastings, street food, but also events in the cellar and
NQVUQHOWUKEKPVJGUSWCTG

POPSOPHIA - FESTIVAL OF
CONTEMPORARY (July - August)
Civitanova Marche / Tolentino

THE

Popsophia is the only Italian association dedicated to
pop-philosophy, an international cultural genre that comDKPGURJKNQUQRJKECNTGƃGEVKQPYKVJOCUUEWNVWTGRQRRJGnomena. Popsophia has created a permanent laboratory
where critical thinking collaborates with the popular forOUQHOWUKEEKPGOCVJGCVTGURQTVVGNGXKUKQPƂEVKQPCPF
social media “. From the strenuous work of Popsophia
association, the “Contemporary Festival” originated, an
event that sees Italian and international philosophers,
journalists and artists performing in unpublished pieces,
having contemporary pop phenomena as themes for
their performances. Awarded the medal of the Head of
State for its excellent cultural content, in just four editions
the Festival was able to attract an audience of over 150
thousand spectators.

ANCIENT AND CLASSICAL THEATRE SEASON (July - August)
Urbisaglia
Every Summer, in July, the Roman Amphitheater of Urbs
Salvia becomes the scenographic frame of one of the
most evocative exhibitions of classical ancient theater.
6JGVJGCVTKECNYQTMUQH.CVKPCPF)TGGMCWVJQTUƂPFKP
this evocative place, voice and form, pleasantly involving
the spectators in the plots of classical culture.
photo by Loro Pieceno municipality - Festival del vino cotto
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BORGOFUTURO (July)
Ripe San Ginesio
A biannual festival dedicated to sustainability issues, Borgofuturo was founded with the aim of promoting the development of small urban centres and combines in-depth
meetings and animation shows in the setting of Ripe San
Ginesio, a town known for its high environmental vocation and numerous sustainable initiatives undertaken. The
event is grafted into a framework of a wider project to recover the Historical Centre and to regenerate the territory
in a sustainable manner.

TERRANOSTRA (August)
Apiro
The Festival happens every year from the 8th to the 15th
of August and, at the same time, it hosts from eight to
ten groups in representation of the same number of nations, suggesting the best from their popular traditions.
The groups alternatively perform in Apiro and in the villages close to It, for the whole week. Exception made for
the 13rd of August, day in which everyone stays in Apiro
in order to take part to the village’s Festival, from August
14th for the great gala night and of August 15th in order
to take part at the singing Mass celebration and to the
greeting parade around the village’s paths.

VINO COTTO FESTIVAL (August)
Loro Piceno
The Festival is entirely dedicated to this typical product, with:
EQPEGTVUVCUVKPIUOCTMGVUGZJKDKVKQPUCPFCDKIƂPCNR[TQtechnic show. Try the emotion of sitting and tasting the “vino
cotto” close to the rock, cheered by the “struscio” - in this
way is called the “coming and going” - of the participants.
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Monte San Giusto - Clown & Clown - photo by Paola Campetella
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MONTELAGO CELTIC FESTIVAL
(August)
Serravalle di Chienti

MUGELLINI FESTIVAL
(October - November)
Potenza Picena

One of the most loved and appreciated events by young
people in the region and nation-wide, the Celtic festival
was funded with the aim of sending a message of harmony, beauty, closeness and love. And this message is
shown in the camp of the participants who crowd the
event every year: a symbol of communion and conviviality, it is the focal point of the festival. While the evenings
are spent in Irish music concerts, the afternoons are an
opportunity for participants to participate in manual activities, such as the processing of clay and leather and the
creation of incense.

(QWPFGF HQT VJG FGUKTG VQ GPJCPEG VJG ƂIWTG QH $TWPQ
Mugellini, well-known pianist and teacher of the late 19th
century, born in Potenza Picena, the festival is a review of
music and art with international appeal and a showcase
for emerging talents. Every year, at least one young musician is guaranteed the chance to perform together with
artists of the international music scene.

SAN SEVERINO BLUES FESTIVAL
(Summer and winter)
San Severino Marche

CLOWN & CLOWN
(October)
Monte San Giusto
An original and colourful festival, which decreed Monte San Giusto as “Smiling City”, Clown & Clown has as
its objective the enhancement, through workshops and
shows, of circus art in all its facets, with particular emphasis
QPVJGWUGENQYPƂIWTGUKPVJGVJGTCRGWVKEƂGNF(QTVJG
duration of the event, a huge red nose “watches over”
the joyous crowd, hoisted on the bell tower of the main
church, to symbolize the message of positivity towards life
that the Festival wants to transmit.

It is one of the most important events of Central Italy
music scene and since 1991 it has featured performances
by the greatest blues, rock, and soul singers, boasting the
presence of exceptional guests such as Patti Smith, Joe
Louis Walker, Nora Jean Bruso and Lurrie Bell.

Mind you, though: the events just described represent
only a brief overview of all those that characterise the territory of Marca Maceratese. Many others are the appointments not to be missed, all deriving from the passion and
love that the Pro Loco and the various territorial associations have for their history, their land and the culture in its
many facets.
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Potenza Picena - Grappolo d’oro - photo by Elisa Cartuccia
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MaMa’s events
APIRO
•
Altare artistico dei ceri (“Artistic altar of the candles”) - Sacred
representation (March)
•
Festa dello Sport (“Sport Festival”) - Memorial Sparapani
(June)
•
Festa del Formaggio Pecorino (“Pecorino Cheese Festival”) Frontale of Apiro (June)
•
500 car meeting (July)
•
Motorcycle meeting (July)
•
Sagra della polenta (“Polenta Festival”) (September)
•
Festa di San Martino (“S. Martino Festival”) (November)
•
Presepe Vivente (“Living Nativity Scene”) - (Christmas - Epiphany)
APPIGNANO
•
Fiera di Aprile (“April Exhibition”) (last Sunday of April)
•
Le Notti di Bellente il Brigante (“The Nights of Bellente
the Brigant”)
•
Palio della Brocca d’oro - Historical re-enactment
(June)
•
%KPGHQTWOWPFGTVJGUVCKTUKPVJGUSWCTG ,WN[
•
&KCNGEVVJGCVGTTGXKGYKPVJGUSWCTG ,WN[#WIWUV
•
Leguminaria - Cultural and enogastronomic event (October)
•
Musical-Theatrical Season (October - May)
BELFORTE DEL CHIENTI
•
Messico e nuvole - Mexican festival (July)
BOLOGNOLA
•
Befana in Motoslitta (Befana in snowmobile)- Ski event (Epiphany)
•
Carnival-SKI - Ski event (Carnival)
•
La Pozza di Matt (The Fools’ Pool)- Goliardic Event (March)
•
Corsa della Secchia (The bucket’s race) - Historical re-enactment (August)
•
Sagra del Bacio di Bolognola (Bacio di Bolognola Festival)
(August)
•
Festa Country con Sagra degli arrosticini (Country Festival
and Lamb Kebabs Festival) (August)
•
Santa Claus on the snow - Ski event (December)
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CALDAROLA
•
Il Gusto del Teatro (The taste of Theatre) - Brilliant theatre review (January-March)
•
Processione del Venerdì Santo (Good Friday procession) - Sacred representation (Good Friday)
•
+PƂQTCVC %QTRWU &QOKPK 'CUVGT /QPFC[ %CTRGV QH
Flowers) - Sacred representation
•
(Easter Monday)
•
Giostra de la Castella (Castle’s joust) - Historical re-enactment (August)
•
Dialettiamoci (Fun with dialects) – Theater festival (November-December)
CAMERINO
•
Camerino Music Festival – International Chamber Music Festival (August)
CAMPOROTONDO DI FIASTRONE
•
Geological Field Camp - Intensive geology summer
camp (June)
•
Vegan Festival - AgriCulture and Environmental Sustainability Workshop (July)
•
Festa Movida - Dinners with asado and many other Latin specialties. Live music evenings (July)
•
TeatrOpera Festival - Festival of lyric music and artistic
events for the territory (singing, acting, poetry, music,
photography, food and wine, traditions) (August)
•
Sagra dell’Agnello (Lamb Festival) - Dancing evenings
with live music and food stands with typical dishes (August)
CASTELRAIMONDO
•
+PƂQTCVCFGN%QTRWU&QOKPK 'CUVGT/QPFC[%CTRGVQH
Flowers) (Easter Monday)
CESSAPALOMBO
•
Sagra del Fungo (Mushroom Festival) (May-June)
•
'SWKTCFWPQFGK5KDKNNKPK *QTUG.QXGTU)CVJGTKPI  ,WN[
•
Festa dell’Impollata (Madonna dell’Impollata Festival) - Holy
festival (August)

•
•

La Taverna del Castello (The Castle’s Taverna) - Gastronomic
evenings (August)
Antichi sapori e ricchezze del bosco (Ancient tastes and produces of the undergrowth) - Cultural and enogastronomic
event (October)

CINGOLI
•
Nove Fossi (Nine Moats) - Gran Fondo in Mountain-bike
(April)
•
Fiera di Primavera (Spring Fair) (May)
•
Cingoli Estate (Cingoli Summer) - Concerts and shows in
VJGUSWCTGU ,WPGCPF#WIWUV
•
/QPIQNƂGTGUWN$CNEQPG *QVCKTDCNNQQPUQPVJG$CNEQP[ 
*QVCKTDCNNQQPƃKIJVU ,WPG
•
Esposizione nazionale canina (Canine national exhibition)
(July)
•
I tesori del Bosco (The treasures of the Woods) - Market
Exhibition (October)
•
Fiera dei Morti (Fair of the Dead) (November 2)
•
Rally Balcone delle Marche (Marche’s Balcony Rally) - Sport
event (November)
CIVITANOVA MARCHE
•
Civitanova Film Festival - Festival of short and full-lenIVJƂNOU /C[
•
Gustaporto (Taste the port) - Cultural and enogastronomic event (June)
•
Rive - Cultural Festival (July)
•
Vita Vita (Life Life) - International exhibition of living
art (August)
•
Civitanova All’Opera (Civitanova to the Opera) - Opera Season (December)
•
Civitanova Classica (Classical Civitanova) - Classical
music festival (December)
COLMURANO
•
Magicabula (September)
•
Chestnut and Polentone Festival (October)
•
Pizzagra - Pizza Festival (July)

•
•

San Pietro e San Paolo (St. Peter and St. Paul) - Patron
celebrations (June)
La Notte Gialla (The Yellow Night) (July)

•

San Severino Blues Festival (Summer)

•

Christmas in Corridonia (Christmas)

ESANATOGLIA
•
The Romantic night of the Most Beautiful Villages of
Italy - June
•
Rassegna d’Organo Rinascimentale alla Chiesa della Pieve di Santa Anatolia (“Review of Renaissance organ at the
Church of Pieve of Santa Anatolia”) (June - July)
•
“Insieme a Teatro” (“Together at the Theatre”) - Winter
Theater Review (December - February)
FIASTRA
•
Fireworks show on the lake (9th of August)
FIUMINATA
•
Mostra dei funghi (Mushroom Show) - Food and Wine Market (October)
GAGLIOLE
•
Castrum Galli (July)
•
Chop Festival (July)
•
Artistic Nativity Scene (December/March)
GUALDO
•
Via Crucis (Way of the cross)
•
Presepe Vivente (Living Nativity Scene) (December)
LORO PICENO
•
Theatrical Review Castrum Lauri (May)
•
2TKOCXGTC (KNQUQƂEC 2JKNQUQRJKECN 5RTKPI   RJKNQsophical aperitifs (June and July)
•
Festival concertistico lorese (Loro Piceno concert
festival) (June - July)

MACERATA
•
Carnevale maceratese (Macerata Carnival)
•
Ratata’s Festival
CORRIDONIA
•
Macerata Racconta (Macerata narrates) - Book Festival (May)
•
Corridonia carnival (Carnival)
•
Festa dell’Europa (Europe Festival) - Cultural events and
•
+PƂQTCVC FGN %QTRWU &QOKPK 'CUVGT /QPFC[ %CTRGV QH
European aperitifs (May)
Flowers) (Easter Monday)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Sferisterio live (Summer)
Artemigrante (Travelling art) - Festival of circus and street artists (August-September)
Overtime - Festival of storytelling and sports ethics (October)
Philodiritto - Festival on the philosophy of law (November)
Macerata d’inverno (Macerata in winter) - Cultural events,
markets and events for children (November-January)
Libriamoci (December)

MATELICA
•
“Encuentro Amigos de Partagas en Italia” – Cigar and
Slow Smoke Festival (July)
•
“Conosciamo l’Autore” (“Get To Know The Author) - Musical Review (July)
•
“Face Off” – Urban dance Festival (September)
•
“Festa dei Matti” (“Crazy People Festival”) - Delivery of the
“Patente da Mattu” (August)
•
“Festival internazionale del folklore” (International folklore
festival) (July-August)
•
“Matelica Segreta” (“Secret Matelica”), discovering hidden places - Cultural and food and wine events (May - September)
MOGLIANO
•
Good Friday reenactment (Good Friday)
•
#UEGPUKQPGGF+PƂQTCVC #UEGPUKQPCPF%CTRGVQH(NQYGTU 
(Sunday in May);
•
Festival of traditions (August);
•
Festival del folklore (Folklore Festival) (August);
•
Festa della birra (Beer Festival) (August);
•
Halloween (October 31st).
MONTECASSIANO
•
Svicolando - Festival of street and visual art, and musical
events (June)
•
Montecassiano Classical Music Festival (July)
•
Theatrical season in collaboration with Fita Marche (October / December)
•
Sughitti Festival (October)
MONTECAVALLO
•
Sagra del Castrato (Weather Festival) (July)
•
Sagra della bruschetta e del formaggio pecorino (Bruschetta and Pecorino Cheese Festival) (August)
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MONTECOSARO
•
Passeggiare Degustando (Walking and Tasting) - Cultural and enogastronomic event (July)
•
Calici d’arte (Goblets of art) - Cultural and enogastronomic event (November)
MONTEFANO
•
Palio delle Contrade - Historical re-enactment (July)
•
Fiera Sapori d’Autunno (Autumn Flavors Fair) - Craft
and eno-gastronomic (October)
•
Presepe vivente (Living Nativity) (December)
MONTELUPONE
•
Sagra del carciofo (Artichoke Festival) (May)
•
Montelupone Medievale (Medieval Montelupone) - Historical re-enactment (June)
•
Apimarche - Classic car gathering (August)
MONTE SAN GIUSTO
•
Teatrando Mah boh - Theatrical Review (January-March)
•
+PƂQTCVC %QTRWU &QOKPK 'CUVGT /QPFC[ %CTRGV QH
Flowers)
•
Festività della Madonna Incoronata (Festivities of Our
Lady Crowned (September)
MONTE SAN MARTINO
•
8GNGFK5CP4WHƂPQ 5CP4WHƂPQoU5CKNU 5CKNKPITGICVVC
QP5CP4WHƂPQ.CMG #RTKN
•
Sagra de Li Vincisgrassi (Vincisgrassi Festival) (May)
•
(GUVC55%TQEKƂUUQ *QN[%TQUU%GNGDTCVKQPU  #WIWUV
•
Saperi e sapori della mela rosa saporosa dei Monti Az\WTTK -PQYNGFIG CPF ƃCXQWTU QH VJG VCUV[ RKPM CRRNG
of the Blue Mountains) - Cultural and enogastronomic
event (November)
•
Festa di San Martino Vescovo (Celebration of San Martino Vescovo) (November)
MORROVALLE
•
Festa dei perdoni (Celebration of the absolutions) Religious celebration (April)
•
Fool Festival - Festival of contemporary music (July)
•
Fat Fat Fat Festival - Music Festival (August)
•
Living Nativity in the streets of the historic
center
(December
and
January)

•
•
•
•
•
•

PORTO RECANATI
•
Arena Gigli Live - Concerts and live music (Summer)
•
Settimana del brodetto (Brodetto Week) - Gastronomic
event (June)
•
(GTTCIQUVQƂTGYQTMUQXGTVJGUGC #WIWUV
•
Palio di San Giovanni - Historical re-enactment (August)

MUCCIA
Handmade tagliatella Festival (July)
Grigliamo (Last weekend of July)
La Giornata dei bimbi (Children’s Day) (August)
Trout Festival (Every First Sunday of August)
6JG6TWHƃG(GUVKXCN#V/CUUCRTQHQINKQ #WIWUV
The Fried Dumpling Festival (September)

PENNA SAN GIOVANNI
•
Rassegna del Jazz in Teatro (Jazz Music Review)
•
La via del sale (The Salt’s Path) (June)
•
Sagra della polenta (Polenta Festival) (August)
•
Festa diocesana del Creato (Diocesan Festival of Creation) (October)
PETRIOLO
•
Holy Tuesday procession
•
Festival and historical Patronal Fair of San Marco (April)
•
Cantamaggio (May Sings) - Reenactment of popular songs
(May)
•
Game Forza 2.0 - Festival of Ludod University (September)
•
Festival and historical Patronal Fair of San Martino (November)
•
Lu pruì’ de Sa’ Mmartì - Cultural and eno-gastronomic (November)
PIORACO
•
/GTECVKPQ FGNNoCPVKSWCTKCVQ G FGNNoCTVKIKCPCVQ #PVKSWGU
and crafts market) (July-August)
•
5CITCFGNICODGTQFKƂWOG 4KXGT5JTKOR(GUVKXCN  #Wgust)
•
Seppio Rock Festival - Emerging Music Festival (August)
•
PiorAcoustic - Concerts, exhibition of violin making instruments and seminars (August-September)

POTENZA PICENA
•
/GOQTKCN.WFQXKEQ5ECTƂQVVK%CT'XGPV /CTEJ
•
Porto de Cent’Anni ago (The port as one hundred years
ago) - Historical re-enactment (August)
•
Irish fest - Irish festival (August)
•
Grappolo d’oro (Golden bunch of grapes) - live music,
street performers, food stands (September)
•
Presepe vivente (Living nativity scene)
RECANATI
•
Celebration and Fair of the Patron San Vito (June)
•
Kammerfestival – Chamber music concerts by the Civic School of Music “B.Gigli” (June-July-September)
•
Celebrazioni leopardiane (Leopardi Celebrations) Commemoration of the Poet’s Birth (June)
•
.WPCTKC  /WUKE (GUVKXCN KP ) .GQRCTFK 5SWCTG ,WN[
and September)
•
Gigli Opera Festival - Opera Festival (Summer and
Winter)
•
Theatrical season (Summer and winter)
RIPE SAN GINESIO
•
RipeArte (July)
•
Sagra della Grigliata (Barbecue Festival) (July)
•
Fumi Cotti - Festival of must and mulled wine (end of
September - early October)

SAN GINESIO
•
Il Balcone dei Sibillini (Sibillini’s Balcony) - International
Folklore Festival (July)
•
Gara campionato nazionale (FITAST) di Tiro con l’arco
POLLENZA
storico (National Championship (FITAST) with the hi•
'ZJKDKVKQP QH 2QNNGP\CoU #PVKSWGU 4GUVQTCVKQP #TVKUVKE
storic arch) (August)
Crafts (July)
•
Ginesini nel mondo (San Ginesio-born in the world)
•
Chestnut Festival and oper wineries (November)
•
Festival del Mimo (Mime Festival) (August)
•
Il Ritorno degli Esuli (The Return of the Exiles) - Reenactment (next date in 2020)
POGGIO SAN VICINO
•
Piccolo Borgo in Festa (Small Village Festival)
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SAN SEVERINO MARCHE
•
Palio dei Castelli - Historical re-enactment (June)
•
Serata alle Terme Romane (Evening at the Roman Baths)
- Ancient theater performances (July)
•
Prose season
•
Film season
•
Concert season
SANT’ANGELO IN PONTANO
•
Fair and exhibition of birds - Sagra del polentone (Polenta Festival) (October)

SERRAVALLE DI CHIENTI
•
Guided tours every Sunday to discover the area - Museum and Archaeological Area (Roman conduit and
Cask Of Varano)
TOLENTINO
•
Exhibition/concert “A song is forever” (September)
•
Biumor - International Biennial of Humor in Art (November,
odd years) and Festival of Humor (August)

TREIA
•
St. Patrick Festival
SARNANO
•
Magnalonga - Enogastronomic walk (May)
•
6TQHGQ5ECTƂQVVK 5ECTƂQVVK6TQRJ[ 5CTPCPQ5CUUQVGVVQ •
Fermento - Festival of craft beers (July)
car race time trial valid for the Italian Mountain Speed
URBISAGLIA
Championship (August)
•
Theatrical performances at the archaeological park
•
Sarnano Comix - Cartoon Festival (May)
(Summer)
•
Notte dei folli (Night of crazy people) - live music and
•
ReviewofUrbisaglia’sAncientClassicalTheatre(Summer)
street artists (June)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rassegna di teatro brillante all’aperto (Review of bright
outdoor theater) (June-July-August)
Sibillini’s Legends - traveling theater in the historic center (July)
Sarnano in botte (Sarnano in cask) - festival of the new
wine (November)
Borgo in gioco (Village in play) - Popular games Festival
(September)
Ice Skating Rink (December - January)
New Year Eve’s Concert
La Racchia - The craziest band in the world - folkloristic
group

SEFRO
•
La trota e il verdicchio (Trout and Verdicchio) - Nature
trails and cultural and eno-gastronomic events (May)
•
Sagra della trota (Trout Festival) (August)

VALFORNACE
•
Italian regularity championship for vintage motorcycles
(June)
•
Città del Miele (City of Honey) - Gastronomic event dedicated to honey (July)
•
Festa della Montagna (Mountain’s Festival) - Religious celebration (July)
•
Sagra degli Arrosticini (Lamb Kebabs Festival) (August)
•
Bandiera Arancione del Touring Club Italiano (Italian Touring Club’s Orange Flag) - Cultural and eno-gastronomic
event dedicated to villages awarded with TCI Bandiera
Arancione (October).
•
Sagra della Castagna (Chestnut Festival) (October)
VISSO
•
Torneo delle Guaite - Historical re-enactment (June-July)

SERRAPETRONA
•
Festa dei fiori (Flowers Festival) - Plant and Flower Market (April)
•
Sagra della vernaccia (Vernaccia Festival) (August)
•
Appassimenti aperti (Open Witherings) - Event dedicated to
Vernaccia di Serrapetrona (November)
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photo by Civitanova Marche municipality
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Monti Sibillini view from Petriolo - photo by Serena Natali
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Mountains,
parks and
active nature
Immersed in the greenery of the naturalistic
heritage in Marca Maceratese.

HOW MANY EXPERIENCES IN THE MaMa’S LAND!
Marca Maceratese in fact encloses a national park, nature reserves, environmental education centres, lakes,
gorges, hiking trails, all within its territory.
And then amusement parks and the opportunity to practice all kinds of sports; skiing, snowboarding, snowshoeing,
UPQYJKMKPIECPQGKPIMC[CMKPITCHVKPIHTGGƃ[KPIECXKPICPFECP[QPKPIE[ENGVQWTKUOIQNƂPIJQTUGTKFKPI
hang gliding and paragliding.
Come with us to actively live the spectacle of nature!

SIBILLINI MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK
It is located right in the heart of Italy, between Marche
and Umbria; established in 1993 and recognised by
the European Charter for Sustainable Tourism in Protected Areas, the National Park of Sibillini Mountains
EQXGTU CP CTGC QH  USWCTG OGVTGU CPF KPENWFGU
nine municipalities of the Marca Maceratesi; Bolognola, Castelsantangelo sul Nera, Cessapalombo, Fiastra, Valfornace, Pieve Torina, San Ginesio, Ussita
and Visso.
It is shaped by the forces of nature, outlined by thousands of years of history and local culture, and today
houses one of the most fascinating legends in the entire peninsula: the legend of Sibilla, ancient oracle whose dwelling is found by tradition in these mountains,
and many trips and explorations have been organised
since the 15th century in search of her fabulous cave,
affecting also distinguished scholars, unscrupulous
adventurers and even famous literati.
With their imposing peaks, the Sibillini constitute a
mountain range of purely calcareous origin, profoundly shaped by the action of glaciers, whose traces
are recognisable in the beautiful glacial cirques here
hosted, and by the karst phenomena the contours of
which have been drawn over millennia.
They host a very rich vegetation, which earns charm
thanks to the great changes that characterise moving
from bottom to top: up to 1,000 meters, dominated
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by forests of oak, hornbeam and manna ash, beech,
CVƂTUVOKZGFCPFVJGPCUEGPFKPIVJG[CTGOQTGCPF
more pure. Higher up, above the limit of the woods,
in the natural pastures, very rare and valuable species
can be found, such as the martagon lily, purple Eugenia, the Alpine germander, the Apennine edelweiss,
the bearberry and the dwarf willow, the smallest tree
in the world.
The fauna is also very interesting; wolves, wild cats,
porcupines and roe deer live here, among others.
And then the elegant birds of prey; the golden eagle,
the goshawk, the sparrow hawk, and the peregrine
falcon.
Here, imagine the enchantment of walking in such a
scenario.
6JKPMQHVJGUKNGPEGVJGUGTGPKV[VJGVTCPSWKNNKV[VJCV
these places transmit.
Breathe in deeply and then choose your favourite
activity: hiking trails, horseback riding and mountain
biking, hang-gliding or paragliding, rock climbing
and ice climbing, skiing, or visits to historic centres
and museums scattered in the villages inside the
park. And if you have any doubts, some perplexities,
if you really cannot choose, please contact the
Houses of Park and the Centres of environmental
education: they will provide information.

Piani di Ragnolo - photo by Marco Stasi
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CENTRES OF ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION
Environmental education is one of the indispensable
tools to facilitate those processes of cultural
maturation that allow laying the foundations for
sustainable development.
The Centres for Environmental Education were
created for this purpose, which design and supply
information and training and education services in
this area. Within the Sibillini Mountains Natural Park,
they have the important task of making visitors aware

of the peculiar values of the area, while contributing
to a greater respect for the environment.
In Fiastra, the CEA Valle del Fiastrone, for example,
offers routes with direct experiences in the natural
environment, followed by moments of reflection. In
Visso, Gaia offers educational and touristic activities
and organises summer and winter camps, while in
San Ginesio all useful information is provided by
WWF Credia, which falls within the “flowery area”
of the Park, so defined for the rich presence of
meadows and pasture with floristic species of great
botanical and landscape importance.
But the CEA do not act only inside the Park; on the
contrary, they are flanked by the services offered
by the municipalities in the territory of Marca
Maceratese, implementing their activities using
network logic.
Thus, in Belforte del Chienti, the CEA Casa
Ecologica, among other things, offers a concrete
example of reorganisation of a house, aimed at
reducing domestic consumption and in full respect
of nature, putting into practice and illustrating the
OQFGTPVGEJPKSWGUQHDKQCTEJKVGEVWTG
In Monte San Martino, the CEA Casa Ecologica
offers a place where people can interact with each
other and with their surrounding environment,
proposing the dissemination of practices for waste
reduction, for the reuse of materials and the savage of
resources, placing the young people as protagonists
of the experiences and, in turn, disseminators of
knowledge on environmental matters.

San Severino Marche - photo by Silvia Pizzabiocca

Torricchio Renzo Videosott, in Camerino, informs and
educates in respect of the environment, the Vallenatura
di Cessapalombo specializes in promotion, valorisation
and teaching activities carried out around the themes
QH EQCN CPF DWVVGTƃKGU Valle dei Grilli and dell’Elce
in Gagliole guides its guests to the observation of roe
FGGT DCFIGTU USWKTTGNU HQZGU YKNF DQCTU RQTEWRKPGU
hedgehogs and many varieties of birds of prey.
The Fontescodella Park in Macerata, instead, is
characterised by the emphasis placed on the typical

themes of urban environments. The CEA WWF
Villa Colloredo in Recanati offers different types
of educational experiences within the city park that
hosts it and so does Pettirosso in Tolentino, which
makes its premises available for conducting training
courses, lectures and educational workshops. Finally, in
Urbisaglia, the CEA in Fiastra Abbey Nature Reserve
allows you to come in direct contact with the history of
the Abbey in Chiaravalle di Fiastra and to get to know
the different environments and species that inhabit the
Reserve.

San Vicino - photo by Diego Aringoli
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NATURAL RESERVES
A characteristic trait of Marca Maceratese is undoubtedly
the vastness of nature, often uncontaminated,
surrounding small villages and houses, which allows
observation of wonderful scenarios.
Nature plays such important role for the territory that
three reserves have been located in it, three different
environments that certainly share a common goal: to
preserve the natural heritage of the area and spread its
culture and value.

Regional Nature Reserve of Mount San
Vicino and Mount Canfaito
Established in 2009, it falls within the Municipalities of
Apiro, Gagliole, Matelica and San Severino Marche.
It is characterised by massive limestone formations
in the upper Trias mountain chain and includes, in
addition to Mount San Vicino, also the plateau of
Canfaito, located on its slopes.
There are different ways to access and visit the area, all
well-covered by the map of the paths, which allows
anyone, freely, to get to know these places through
easily passable routes, either on foot, on horseback
or by mountain bike. Its added landscape value is
WPFQWDVGFN[ VJG RTGUGPEG QH C ƃCV TKFIG CTGC YKVJ
vast wooded areas alternating with the numerous
pastures, forming a particularly sweet and harmonious
scene.
A natural spectacle not to be missed is the foliage, a
change that gifts the landscapes of wonderful colours,
encouraging visitors to go out in the woods and admire
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San Severino Marche - photo by Marco Gobbi

CPFRJQVQITCRJCUJQYYKVJQWVGSWCN+PVJKUUGVVKPI
one can walk immersed among the centuries-old
beech trees and meet the oldest beech in Marche,
included among the 300 monumental trees of Italy.

Mountain State Natural Reserve of
Torricchio

in 1142. In the area it is possible, thanks to an extended
path network, to attend to guided tours, excursions
and long walking by foot, riding and cycling.
There are shops of local products, hospitality buildings
CPFTGUVCWTCPVURKEPKECTGCUCPFCPGSWKRRGFRCTMKPI
area for campers.

Founded in 1977 on the territories of Mountain
Cavallo and Pieve Torina, it is fully protected and
therefore can only be visited for research reasons. It
deserves to be mentioned for its great beauty and
HQT VJG GZVTCQTFKPCT[ TKEJPGUU QH KVU ƃQTC CPF HCWPC
+PHCEVVJGYQQFUQHJQNOQCMFQYP[QCMƃQYGTKPI
ash and beech stand out, as well as numerous
URGEKOGPU QH EQNQWTHWN ƃQYGTU +P CFFKVKQP VJG
species of partridge, rock partridge, badger, wild cat,
USWKTTGNCPFYQNHNKXGJGTG

Natural Oasis of Fietone’s
Mountain
It has been built in 1978 in order
to protect the “coturnice” (a
volatile), the oasis is composed
by the sites of M. Fietone and
M. Cesure. Both of them are
located in the municipality of
Monte Cavallo. In the oasis there
is a variety of animals. Among
the birds, the biggest group,
the Golden Eagle, the coturnice
and Peregrine Falcon stand out.
Among the mammals, roe deer,
wild foxes and faine are common.

Natural State Reserve Of Fiastra Abbey
Established in 1984, the reserve falls within the
Municipalities of Tolentino and Urbisaglia.
+VKUEJCTCEVGTKUGFD[CNOQUVƃCVUGEVKQPUQHXCNNG[ƃQQT
where the sinuous beds of the Fiastra and Chienti
wind, and by the rather low and rounded terraces
that develop on their sides. In the “Selva”, the heart
of the area, the type of forest that covered the entire
hill range of Marche region until 1700 still grows.
Among the trees, the prevailing species is the Turkey
oak and the roe deer is the most important specimen
on the faunal level. The reserve also has a particular
value from the historical and architectural point of
view as it includes the famous Cistercian Abbey of
Chiaravalle di Fiastra, built by the Cistercian monks
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LAKES
6JG[RTQXKFGDTGCVJVCMKPIUEGPGTKGUCPFCTGKFGCNFGUVKPCVKQPUHQTYCNMKPIJKMKPIVTKRUCPFƂUJKPI
The lakes in Marca Maceratese are many and extraordinary!

Polverina Lake - Camerino - Valfornace

of relaxation. On the banks of the basin there are bars,
cottages and points for rental of parasols. In addition,
the lake presents an underwater scuba-path for the
5RQTV ƂUJKPI NQXGTU RTCKUG KV HQT VJG CDWPFCPEG QH ƂUJ
visually impaired, called “La Madonna nel lago”.
tourists for the enchanting scenery in which it is set. It stands
in fact at the entrance to the Sibillini Mountains National
2CTMCPFKVKUCPCTVKƂEKCNDCUKPYKVJCPGNQPICVGFUJCRG
born from the damming of the river Chienti. Its banks are
Caccamo Lake - Serrapetrona
well suited for walks that allow the appreciation of the local
ƃQTCEJCTCEVGTKUGFD[VJGV[RKECNHQTGUVXGIGVCVKQPCPFCNUQ
It is the ideal destination for a relaxing trip, above all
by the presence of white willow.
thanks to the setting in which it is set; the valley of
the river Chienti, in the heart of the Unione Montana
Of particular importance is the fauna; the lake is in fact inside
Monti AzzurriKP5GTTCRGVTQPC/WEJNQXGFD[ƂUJKPI
the Polverina Oasis of Fauna Protection - very important
and rowing enthusiasts - canoe and kayak competitions
for the protection of birds such as the heron of cinerino,
are held every Sunday - it is an appreciated location
the night heron, the cormorants, the anatidae and the great
by all its visitors, who can enjoy, along its banks,
crested grebe. In addition to the lake environment, it also
regenerating walks, pleasant excursions, fun picnics,
includes a stretch of river and a large area of agricultural
and tasty lunches. The area includes a campsite, several
landscape.
country houses, many barbecues, an historic restaurant,
a sunbathing area, many outdoor tables, an area to play
bowls, a track with little cars for the little ones, football
tables and many other games.

Castreccioni Lake - Cingoli

-PQYP HQT KVU NCTIG UK\G KV UKVU KP C WPKSWG PCVWTCNKUVKE
setting which makes it a preferred destination and
OKITCVQT[ TQWVG QH OCP[ CSWCVKE DKTFU +V JCU DGGP
recognised as a Provincial Oasis of Fauna Protection.
6JGƃQTKUVKECTGCKUCNUQRTQVGEVGFCPFVJGUWTTQWPFKPI
forest, which includes the presence of evergreen holm
and sclerophyll.
In the area one can make interesting excursions on foot
and by mountain bike, along the many paths offering
RCPQTCOKE XCTKGF CPF FKXGTUKƂGF XKGYU 6JKU KU VJG
right place to rent boats, pedal boats, canoes and
electric boats; to abandon oneself to pleasant hours

Delle Grazie Lake - Tolentino
Located in the Delle Grazie Oasis of Fauna Protection
- which also includes small wetlands bordering marshes,
HQTGUV CTGCU CPF HCTONCPF VJKU NCMG JCU UKIPKƂECPV
naturalistic and touristic value. In addition to the dense
riparian vegetation of willows and poplars on its banks,
there is also marsh vegetation, with sedge formations
and water straws. The presence of numerous ornithic
species, such as gray herons, egrets, white egrets,
nitticora and tarabusino, several species of ducks
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Cingoli - photo by Andriano Ciclosi
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Cingoli - photo by Gianluca Scalpelli
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and numerous cormorants make this environment
EJCTCEVGTKUVKE 6JG CTGC KU XGT[ RQRWNCT COQPI ƂUJKPI
enthusiasts and cyclists who ride the trails on mountain
bike, but it is also the ideal location to enjoy pleasant
walks and spend a day in complete relaxation. Moreover,
a farm, a bar and a camper stop are located right nearby.

Le Vene Lake - Urbisaglia
It is located inside a former gravel cave that has been
the subject of a careful project of environmental recovery
after the foundation of Fiastra Nature Reserve. It rises
along the nature trail that crosses the territory between
the “Selva” and the river Fiastra. In its area, nesting
migratory birds live, like the grey heron, the egret, the
EQQV VJG FKXGT VJG MKPIƂUJGT CPF VJG YCVGT OQQTJGP
Also for this reason, the route is particularly suited to
wildlife observations, which are favoured by the variety
of environments. Along the lake, in fact, there are also
EWNVKXCVGFƂGNFUVJGHQTGUVCTKXGTCPFVJGp2KIPQNCTCq
pinewood where today some roe deer, animals symbolic
of the Reserve, take shelter,. There are important
architectural evidence in this area, for example, the
“Casino del Principe”, which narrates the time when the
territory of Abbadia was a hunting reserve, and some
typical farm houses remain.

5CP4WHƂPQ.CMG/QPVG5CP/CTVKPQ
It is located between the province of Macerata and
Fermo, it is partially located inside the National Park of
the Sibillini Mountains and it is divided by the municipal
boundaries of San Martino Mountain (MC) and
Amandola (FM); it is located near the ancient Abbey of
5CKPVU8KVCNGCPF4WHƂPQ
+VU YCVGTU TGƃGEV VJG 5KDKNNKPK /QWPVCKPU YJKEJ UVCPF
upon the rolling hills that surround the lake, and it is
a safe haven for many species of fauna that along the
time have elected it as their home. Herons, ducks and
UYCPUCTGVJGUGVVKPIHQTEQNQWTHWNUWPUGVUVJCVTGƃGEV
themselves on the waters of the lake, allowing visitors
to enjoy an uncontaminated natural area surrounded
by a thousand shades of sky.
On its banks, there are many tourist activities which
are offered: from food and wine to horse riding, from
trekking to kayaking. The regata “Le vele di San
4WHƂPQqVCMGURNCEGUKP#RTKN

Boccafornace Lake - Valfornace
.QECVGF KP 2KGXGDQXKINKCPC VJKU KU CP CTVKƂEKCN NCMG QH
considerable environmental and geological interest; it
KU HGF D[ CP KPVGTOKVVGPV ƃQY MCTUVKE URTKPI # OWEJ
CRRTGEKCVGF FGUVKPCVKQP D[ URQTV ƂUJKPI NQXGTU VJG
area is also suitable for the practice of Nordic Walking.
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Fiastra Lake - Fiastra
It is located right at the foot of the Sibillini Mountains, in
a striking basin whose contours are outlined by beautiful
hills, and is the largest hydroelectric basin in Marche.
Intense colour, sharpness and clean water, as well as the
presence of two campsites, make it a viable alternative to
crowded coastal beaches. Lifeguards man the main bank,
San Lorenzo al Lago, and bathing is also possible in other
reported stretches. There are plenty of free beach spaces,
and there is also a bar that provides sun loungers and
parasols for hire.
Important sporting events are held here, such as the
“Sibillini Mountains Triathlon”, and numerous sport
ƂUJKPIEQORGVKVKQPU6JGTGCTGOCP[QVJGTCEVKXKVKGUVJCV
can be practiced by everyone, such as racing, hiking,
OQWPVCKP DKMKPI PQTFKE YCNMKPI ƂUJKPI UCKNKPI CPF
canoeing. You can also rent pedal boats and many other
URQTVU GSWKROGPV CPF VCMG CFXCPVCIG QH VJG DCTDGEWG
grilling areas.

Led by water
Canoeing, kayaking and rafting: how do
you want to travel the sweet waters in
Marca Maceratese?
Whatever your answer is, there are three
locations to reach:
• Castreccioni Lake, in Cingoli;
• Fiastra Lake, in Fiastra;
• Caccamo Lake, in Serrapetrona.

Fiastra - photo by Paolo D’Angelo
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AMUSEMENT PARKS
+H [QW YCPV VQ CFXGPVWTG QT UKORN[ GPLQ[ [QWTUGNH KP RNCEGU YJGTG PCVWTG KU VJG WPFKURWVGF SWGGP /CTEC
Maceratese has the right offer!

Adventure Park of Cingoli’s Lake - Cingoli Adventure Park - Country Park - Fiuminata
+V UVCPFU KP C WPKSWG RQUKVKQP FQYPUVTGCO HTQO
Castreccioni lake dam and near the Musone river. Its
paths among the trees, made of bridges, catwalks, nets,
canyons and Tyrolean thrills, are suitable for all ages.
6YQQHVJGOCTGURGEKƂEHQTEJKNFTGPCPFCPQVJGTVJTGG
for youngstersand adults. They wind along the river
and stretch up to the lake dam, challenging the visitors
‘abilities and allowing them to enjoy the perfect setting
for such an adventure.

Adventure Center at the Park - Fiastra

If horses are your passion, Località Quadrareggiana is
the ideal place for you. This park contemplates, in fact,
a lodging for horses, a riding school and the Apache
horse club. This way one will be able to discover all the
surprises surrounding the area. Lots of activities also for
VJGURQTVƂUJKPINQXGTU

The enchanted forest - Sefro
In Sefro, there is a truly magical place, with a playful
and colourful atmosphere, where a walk will encourage
everyone to become children; a forest that, thanks to
skilled craftsmen, is populated by gnomes and fairies.
1PG YKNN GXGP ƂPF FQQTU VJCV VTCPUHQTO NQIU KPVQ
burrows, nests and dwellings of curious beings living
inside and on trees.

It is immersed in the fantastic natural setting of the
Sibillini Mountains National Park, near the tributary of
the Fiastrone river that feeds the Fiastra lake. It allows
visitors to try their hand on rope paths among the trees,
naturalistic tours by boat, archery and a cableway that
crosses Fiastra Lake from one bank to another. It is also
RQUUKDNGVQECTT[QWVVYQUGCVGTRCTCINKFGTƃKIJVUCPF The Stones Of The Dragon - Matelica
to take the Nature Trail that runs along the right side of
the lake, either on foot or by bicycle.
It is dedicated to a very remote past, when gigantic
and sometimes scary creatures inhabited the planet.
It houses dinosaur reproductions - life-sized and set in
their habitat - all reporting descriptions, and also allows
you to immerse yourself in the prehistoric environment
by visiting the exhibition dedicated to primitive men,
observing impressive fossils and even a real meteorite!
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BICYCLING THROUGH MARCA MACERATESE
How about discovering the beauty of MaMa on two wheels, through nature, villages, abbeys, hills and vineyards?
Here are some travel proposals dedicated to cycling enthusiasts.

CYCLE TOURISM ITINERARIES
Try starting from Corridonia, and devote yourself to
discovering ancient abbeys and hidden treasures.
Move towards the nearby town of San Claudio, along
the evocative cypress avenue and arrive to the Abbey of
5CP%NCWFKQCN%JKGPVK#OCIPKƂEGPVCTEJKVGEVWTCNYQTM
KP 4QOCPGUSWG UV[NG COQPI VJG OQUV KORQTVCPV CPF
well preserved in Marche, a place characterised by an
even more mysterious fascination if we think that, even
VQFC[KPVJGƂGNFUPGCTD[VJGEJWTEJYJKNGVJGHCTOGTU
patiently plow the earth, come easily out ancient coins
and pristine artefacts: even a dolium inside the church
itself. Get back on the saddle, through Morrovalle
countryside, a silent hilly area with ancient fountains and
typical farmhouses, and the hills in Montecosaro, and
let yourself be fascinated by the history of the Church of
Santa Maria a Pie’ di Chienti, one of the most interesting
religious monuments of Italy. An alternative route can be
undertaken starting from the stations of Montecosaro
Scalo, Trodica di Morrovalle, Mogliano, and Piediripa,
following the signs to the cycle tour that connects
these two ancient buildings dating back to the year one
thousand.

Magistris embellishing numerous buildings in the city.
On the way back, then, to conclude your trip with another
beauty, stop in Pievebovigliana, a citadel on the border
of the Sibillini Mountains National Park, which boasts
EJWTEJGUKP4QOCPGUSWGUV[NG
Still in the higher Macerata area, another itinerary, as
evocative as it is demanding, is the one from Treia, a town
that still preserves its history as an ancient Roman city, to
ElcitoCVKP[CPFRKEVWTGUSWGXKNNCIGCNUQMPQYPCUVJG
Tibet of Marche.

Among nature, art and architecture, you can also move
to the higher Macerata province, starting from Fiastra,
a village known for the beautiful lake and for the most
evocative nature trails in the Sibillini Mountains. Admire
the incomparable scenery of the Lame Rosse, millennial
rocks with large pinnacles and a characteristic pinkish
colour, and get back on the road towards Caldarola, a
village of castles and ancient fortresses that, in addition
to offering exceptional landscapes, boasts a remarkable
artistic heritage, thanks to the works by Simone De
Elcito di San Severino Marche - photo by Carlo Mosciatti

5VCTVKPIHTQOVJGEQWPVT[UKFGQH/CEGTCVCRTQXKPEGƂTUV
we proceed towards Chiesanuova, Grottaccia after, and
then start a challenging climb towards Cingoli, a town
that boasts the name of “Balcony of the Marche”: on
clear days you can see the entire Marche region from its
terrace. Continuing towards San Severino, one has to
cover a hard climb leading to a lost village and perched
at the foot of San Vicino Mountain: Elcito.
To be really impressed, you can also see the landscapes
of Val Fucina in the height and the shape of the village
itself that seems carved into the rock.
If you are looking for mountain landscapes, then a walk
through the Sibillini Mountains is made for you. It
starts from the precious historical centre of Visso, where
some of the most important Leopardi’s manuscripts are
kept, where you can have breakfast tasting Ciauscolo,
typical salami from Marche region. You continue uphill
towards Castelvacchio, passing through Preci and,
after crossing Forche Canepine, you start a tiring climb
towards Castelluccio di Norcia. From here, the scenery
KU GZVTCQTFKPCT[ GURGEKCNN[ YKVJ URTKPI ƃQYGTKPI YJGP
RQRRKGUEQTPƃQYGTUCPFFCKUKGURCKPVVJGRNCVGCWYKVJ
the brightest hues. The route ends in Castelsantangelo
UWN0GTCYJGTG[QWECPSWGPEJ[QWTVJKTUVCVVJGURTKPI
of the Nera River, in the heart of the Sibillini Mountains
National Park.

again you will arrive in San Severino Marche and you can
VCMGCDTGCMKPVJGRTGVV[VJEGPVWT[USWCTGCPFYCVEJ
the tower of the Medieval Castle, 40 meters high and
slightly inclined, which stands out in the historic centre as
a symbol of the city.
How about venturing into a scenic ride through the
Monti Azzurri? Starting from Ripe San Ginesio, a typical
medieval village perched on a hill, lead your bike to the
imposing Rocca Leonina, symbol of the village. Then
head towards Colmurano, stopping to admire the view
from its balcony overlooking the Sibillini Mountains,
and then in Camporotondo di Fiastrone, a secluded
CPF SWKGV RNCEG UWTTQWPFGF D[ PCVWTG +P VJKU QCUKU QH
VTCPSWKNKV[[QWYKNNGPLQ[CRNGCUCPVXKUKVVQVJG(TCPEKUECP
monastery of Colfano. Going down to Belforte del
Chienti, you will be immersed in the hills dominating
the river and you will love the beauty of the Polyptych by
Giovanni Boccati, a jewel of Marche Renaissance art.
&Q[QWYCPVEJCNNGPIG[QWTUGNHKPCOQTGFKHƂEWNVTQWVG
a trophy for every trained cyclist? Well, start from San
Ginesio, the “Balcony of Sibillini”, and from here you
can admire the beauty of the surrounding area. Then
head towards Sarnano [QW YKNN DG EQPSWGTGF D[ KVU
medieval old town and its characteristic brick buildings.

Even the hilly landscapes are not any less beautiful. You can
then choose a route between vines and hills, thus visiting
Matelica, which boasts numerous monuments, places
of great historical-artistic interest and the production of
Verdicchio, a renowned wine throughout Italy. Leaving
the city, prepare yourself for a challenging climb towards
Crispiero, a hamlet in Castelraimondo with about 200
inhabitants, a small village that preserves its intact rural
intimacy. From here, continue along the plateau and enjoy
a visit to the “Padre Francesco de Vico” astronomical
observatory. Then reach Serrapetrona and admire the
expanse of vineyards where Vernaccia is made, a DOCG
sparkling wine produced exclusively in this area. Pedaling
Camporotondo di Fiastrone - photo by Fabrizio Bendia

Sibillini Mountains - photo by Mattia Mosca
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Then cycle to Sassotetto, choosing its most famous side,
or go through the road to the Convent of San Liberato.
The route is certainly not the easiest: in some places it
YCU GXGP FGƂPGF pJCTFq GXGP D[ VJG 6KTTGPQ #FTKCVKEC
competition cyclists!
However, there are many less tiring routes to choose from.
(KTUV UVQR KP VJKU ECUG ECP FGƂPKVGN[ DG VJG Castello
della Rancia, an imposing fortress in the Chienti plain
not far from the center of Tolentino. Inside you can visit
the Archaeological Civic Museum “Aristide Gentiloni
Silverj”,YJGTGKORQTVCPVƂPFUHTQOVJG2KEGPQCTGCCTG
exhibited.
/QXKPI VQYCTFU 7TDKUCINKC [QW YKNN ƂPF CP KPETGFKDNG
Archaeological Park, an area of 40 hectares, among
the largest and most well-preserved in central Italy.
Here, not to be missed are the visits to the Roman
aqueduct reservoir, to the Fortress of the village, to
the Amphitheater and to the Cryptoportic Temple.
Pedaling gently in the plains you will then see the Abbey
of Santa Maria di Chiaravalle di Fiastra, an ancient
Cistercian monastery from the 12th century immersed in
Abbey of Fiastra Nature Reserve. In this oasis where
ƃQTC CPF HCWPC EQGZKUV JCTOQPKQWUN[ NGCXG [QWT DKE[ENG
and lie on the grass in the sun in total relaxation.
Not only mountains and hills. Did you know that in Marca
Maceratese traveling between history and poetry you
can get to the sea?
This time the starting point is the historic centre of
Tolentino, city of art and culture embellished by the
Basilica of San Nicola and its extraordinary Cappellone,
entirely covered in 14th century frescoes, once again
QRGPYKVJNKOKVCVKQPUCHVGTVJGGCTVJSWCMG9CTOWRVJG
muscles for the climb to Pollenza VJG VQYP QH CPVKSWG
HWTPKVWTG TGUVQTCVKQP YJGTG [QW YKNN ƂPF VJG Abbey of
Rambona, the oldest monument of the village dating
back to the Longobard age. Going over several ups and
downs, you will arrive at the gates of Macerata, a city
whose alleys breathe art and history, a centre that hosts
majestic exhibitions, monuments and buildings; among
others, the Carriage Museum in Buonaccorsi Palace,

Ricci Palace, and the Arena Sferisterio. Continue then
to Giacomo Leopardi’s birthplace, Recanati, and visit the
palace where the poet was born, his library, the places
dear to him. Admire the horizon from the hill that inspired
QPG QH JKU OQUV HCOQWU ECPVQU .o+PƂPKVQ )Q FQYPJKNN
to reach Porto Recanati, the charming seaside town
YKVJ VJG EJCTCEVGTKUVKE ƂUJGTOGPoU EQNQWTHWN JQWUGU CPF
KPFWNIG[QWTUGNHKPVJGV[RKECNNQECNFKUJƂUJDTQFGVVQ
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MOUNTAIN BIKE ROUTES
For lovers of uneven paths there are plenty of
alternatives! First destination? The Sibillini Mountains
Natural Park.
Here, there are numerous routes dedicated to this
sport. There are 443 kilometers of trails, including the
Grande Anello in Mountain Bike - about 160 km long,
starting from Visso with 5 stages usually planned - and
another 14 ring routes that can be completed within a
day.
Even in San Severino Marche there are well-marked
routes to be covered by mountain bike on different
types of roads; brecciated, asphalted, or muletrack
paths. There are four options to choose from;
Endurance Route, Forest Route, Sapori Trail and
Walk Along the Potenza River.

trainer. The park also offers a rental point for various
URQTVUGSWKROGPVUKPENWFKPIDKE[ENGUCPFRTQXKFGUC
bike shuttle service.
During the summer season, even the ski slopes in
Frontignano become nice routes for fans of free
riding, enduro, downhill and all mountain. The
(TQPVKIPCPQ $KMG 2CTM JCU GSWKRRGF UNQRGU UWKVCDNG
to all levels and offers bike shuttle services, mechanical
assistance, rental, MTB guides, plus a relaxation area.
Moreover, the Selvapiana chairlift allows you to climb
up to the Rifugio Cristo delle Nevi: from here you can
tackle the paths traced and exclusively reserved to
bicycles.

One shouldn’t forget, then, the mountains around
Sarnano, ideal for the practice of this sport. Here are ten
TQWVGUOCTMGFCPFENCUUKƂGFCEEQTFKPIVQVJGKTNGPIVJ
and the difference in height to be tackled. Three are
VJG URGEKƂE TQWVGU HQT VJG enduro, featuring different
FKHƂEWNV[ NGXGNU CPF NGPIVJ HQT C VQVCN QH  MO 6JG
Association Sarnano in Bicioffers a bike shuttle service
on reservation as well as an excursions for children and
adults, who can be accompanied by specialised guides,
in possession of the National Mountain Bike Academy
EGTVKƂECVGCPFYKVJCFGGRMPQYNGFIGQHVJGVGTTKVQT[
The area also boasts the Sassotetto Active Park,
which provides mountain bike lessons for children with
three routes of various levels, excursions on foot or by
bike, and even 6-legged walks accompanied by a dog
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St. Cataldo Day
It is an unmissable event for those
who love Mountain Bike, that every
year it brings hundreds Mountain
Bike amateurs to Esanatoglia
along the Esatrail paths. The path
touches all the different picks and
paths realized for the Bike and for
all the routes there is a topographic
reference map.

photo by Mattia Brilli
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ALL IS WHITE: TIME FOR SKIING!
When summer seems like a memory, snow accompanies many people’s holidays.
In Marca Maceratese this natural element makes the landscape of the mountains and of the small villages on their
slopes an even better suggestion and makes these places look like white jewels, to be fully experienced.

photo by Bolognola municipality
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Bolognola
The ski resort Bolognola Ski, located in Pintura, boasts
400 metres of difference in height between the access
to the lifts at 1280 metres and the arrival at the top of
Castelmanardo Mountain, at 1680 metres, for a total of
17 slopes over 12 kilometres.

Moreover, due to the particular wind exposure, this
is the ideal place for snowkiting and sled dog lovers.
'SWKROGPV UMKU CPF DQQVU ECP DG TGPVGF QP UKVG CPF
ski instructors are available for lessons in classical or
OQFGTPVGEJPKSWG

Sarnano

Wide and easy blue runs, ideal for beginners, alternating
with steep and technical red and black slopes, suitable
for more expert skiers. There is also the Kinderland
area, dedicated to sleds and bobsleds, while for crosscountry skiing lovers the over 5-kilometres beautiful
ring winding through beech woods and wide open
areas is ideal, with its evocative view of the higher
peaks of the Sibillini.

The area of Sassotetto-La Maddalena offers lifts and
OGFKWO FKHƂEWNV[ UNQRGU 6JG UPQY RCTM FGUKIPGF HQT
snowboardersKUFKXKFGFKPVQCTGCUQHXCT[KPIFKHƂEWNV[
for the entertainment of both beginners and experts,
and is often animated by DJ sets, events dedicated
to the world of freestyle and test tours to try the latest
products by the best brands.
For a total of 11.5 kilometers in length, it has 5 downhill
The station, given the presence of vast slopes is always slopes - one black, three red, and one blue, four of
well covered with snow, and is also very suitable for YJKEJ CTG CTVKƂEKCNN[ UPQYEQXGTGF 6JGUG GZVGPF HTQO
free riding and ski mountaineering. Directly on the the minimum altitude of 1,300 meters to the maximum
UNQRGUVJGTGCTGVYQGSWKRRGFUMKDQDCPFUPQYDQCTF height of 1,680 metres, The area has 9 lifts, with a
lock rentals, a ski school and restaurants.
There are numerous activities on the territory, promoted
by Scibilliamo, an association active since the early
2000s, which offers to visitors excursions on the most
fascinating peaks of the Sibillini Mountains, nocturnal
hikes under the stars, yoga in the mountains and more
than one day long trekking trips to discover the majesty
of the National Park.

%CUVGNUCPVCPIGNQUWN0GTC|
With beaten tracks, both for the classical and the
OQFGTP VGEJPKSWG ETQUUEQWPVT[ UMKKPI KU VJG OCKP
practice here. Fiastra is in fact a renowned tourist centre
for this winter sport and boasts, among other things,
the only permanent cross-country trail of the UmbriaMarche Apennines. There are six routes to choose
from: a school camp, and 5 rings, measuring 1.5, 3, 5, 7
or 9 kilometers.
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Mountains chalet
Would you like to spend a few nights at a
high altitude?
Here are some suggestions for your stay:
•
Rifugio Il Tribbio (Fiastra)
•
Rifugio Fonte Lardina (Sarnano)
•
Baita La Capannina (Sarnano)
•
Rifugio S. M. Maddalena (Sarnano)
•
Hotel Hermitage (Sarnano – Sassotetto)
•
Rifugio del Fargno (Ussita)
•
Rifugio Casale Saliere (Visso)

capacity of 7000 people, a treadmill, four ski lifts, two
maneuvers with special baby-tracks, two chairlifts, and
the new Faggeta ski lift.

Ussita
The ease in reaching the places located in the town of
Frontignano and the presence of well organised and
groomed slopes allow you to spend a wonderful skiing
holiday without any kind of stress. The two areas, called
“Canalone”, for the more experienced, and “Saliere”
HQT DGIKPPGTU JCXG VTCEMU QH FKHHGTGPV FKHƂEWNV[ NGXGNU
HQWTQHYJKEJCTGDNCEMVYQTGFCPFƂXGDNWGGZVGPFKPI
for 14 kilometres., starting from a minimum altitude of
1,340 metres to reach 1,980 metres. There are also three
UMKUEJQQNUƂXGEJCKTNKHVUVYQUMKNKHVUCVTGCFOKNNCPFC
snow park.
All this allows the guests to carry out these activities in
total safety, thanks also to the presence of the Marco
Peda ski rescue team and to the National Alpine and
Speleological Rescue Corps, which operates in the
territory during winter season.
To complete the picture there are three shelters Salieri, Cristo delle Nevi and Cornaccione - that are
GSWKRRGFYKVJCUCPFYKEJUJQRCPFCUPCEMCPFITCRRC
bar.

Sarnano - photo by David Cammoranesi
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photo by Mattia Brilli
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TREKKING AND EXCURSIONS
Walking enthusiasts, this space is all for you.
Here are our suggestions to venture with the sole
force of your legs to the discovery of some of
Marca Maceratese wonders.

Lame Rosse - Fiastra
They are rock stratifications in the shape of
pinnacles and towers made of gravel held together
by clay and silts, formed by the erosion due to
atmospheric agents.
They are located above Fiastra Lake, in the
hamlet of San Lorenzo al Lago, and from here
the most famous route to reach them starts from
the lake dike. The route, round trip on the same
path, is 7 kilometres long and has a vertical drop
of 200 metres, for a total journey time of about 3
hours. You first walk on a dirt road and proceed
in the shade inside an ilex grove, where the road
becomes a pleasant path. The area is particularly
suggestive as it varies among long stretches of lush
vegetation and short glimpses of the lake, until you
get to a fairy tale landscape thanks to the typical
red colour of the Lame.

In the National Park
of Sibillini Mountains - Ussita
The new tourist-excursion map, available in
Italian and English, as a result of the initiative by
Ussita’s public and private operators, today is an
important tool for visitors to discover the more
than 200 kilometre-long trails on the mountains,
with 25 itineraries of various difficulties marked
in different colours. The light green describes
the 7-kilometres-long nature trails, suitable for
families and people who like to walk around to

discover the natural richness of the valley and enjoy
the different perspectives of Monte Bove massif.
The orange characterises medium mountain
walks, thick woods, breath-taking valleys and
hidden villages, all highly safe routes that also
allow you to reach the sanctuary of Macereto and
return to Ussita in just one day. The blue describes
the 7 high-mountain paths that allow you to get
to the ridges and to enjoy the breath-taking views
of the Sibillini, the flight of the golden eagle and
the passage of the chamois that populate the area.
With the purple colour, the 4 running trails are
marked, one of which is on Mount Cornaccione.

The Great Ring of Sibillini - Visso
It is considered among the most beautiful
itineraries in Italy, thanks to wild landscapes,
ancient villages, steep forests and vast pastures.
The entire hiking route measures 124 kilometres
is divided into 9 stages, and is recommended
especially during the period between May and
October. It is characterised by beautiful and
varied landscapes that bring the atmosphere of
the unknown, with the mountain massif, which
reaches 2476 metres above sea level. The human
presence on these lands is ancestral, marked by
monasteries, ancient villages and terraced fields.
The classic itinerary starts from the village of Visso
and continues in a clockwise direction passing
through the hamlets of many surrounding villages,
but it can also be customized thanks to various
accesses and alternative connections.
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Fiastra - photo by Laura Torbidoni
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Cingoli - photo by Matteo Mazzoni
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IN THE MEANDERINGS OF THE EARTH

Jana’s gorge - Matelica

Speleologists and gorges enthusiasts, follow us!

The Braccano area, hamlet of Matelica,is characterized by a
XGT[GXQECVKXGNCPFUECRGFGUKIPGFD[UVTGCOUVJCVƃQYKPI
Acquasanta Gorge - Bolognola
on the rocks fall into the homonymous ditch. These rivers have
created gorges joining the two valleys of the Potenza and
It’s located in one of the lesser-known Valleys of the Sibillini Esino rivers. Among these, the Gola di Jana, whose water,
Mountains National Park; the Val di Tela, a perfectly U-shaped once reached the bottom of the narrow gorge, takes the form
INCEKCNXCNNG[YKVJFKHƂEWNVCEEGUUVQGXGT[GPVTCPEG6JCVoUYJ[ of a several-meters high waterfall.
the gorge housed in this territory is one of the most evocative
and inaccessible ravines, enclosed, with the natural waterfall,
between the steep and rugged slopes of Mount Cacamillo &KVEJ%TKPQ|5CP5GXGTKPQ/CTEJG
and Punta Bambucerta.
It has few short jumps, but long stretches of approach and It is possible to reach this site from San Vicino Mount, through
exit. Its charm is also connected to the presence of large a brief but still challenging, for the presence of small waterfalls,
UPQYƂGNFUOCP[JWPFTGFUQHOGVTGUNQPIVQDGQXGTEQOG steps and jumps, path. The gorge is characterized by massif
climbing or passing under.
NKOGUVQPGYJGTGKVKURQUUKDNGVQƂPFHQUUKNU6QCEEGUUKV[QW
should better hold a lantern.

Verticale 1070
Ditch La Foce - Ussita
In Bolognola, exciting experiences are proposed in natural
environments through a ring-shaped excursion path, not far
from the town and hospitality facilities, with signage made
with bulletin boards and panels in the concerned areas. In a
vertical rocky area, 10 climbing and mountain climbing routes
have been created, also for educational purposes, and a
gorge trip to be discovered in the enchantment of the Gorge
between the rocks.

La Foce is a colander located along the West part of the
Pizzo Tre Vescovi which brings through the ground of Val di
Panico, valley of glacial origin. The canyon itself is divided into
two branches: the right and left ones that, at a certain point,
merge together. After a slope of 12 meters, you can observe
a big rocky amphitheatre. Following, you go down the main
descent of about 65 meters, while on the left you can observe
the waterfall of “gracchi”, with a height of 70 meters.

Rio Sacro waterfalls - Fiastra
Stream Ussita - Ussita
Rio Sacro is one of the highlights that dot the corner of the
5KDKNNKPKKP#ESWCECPKPCCJCONGVQH(KCUVTC*GTGKPCPEKGPV
times, there was a Benedictine monks’ abbey, whose traces
were lost but it surely marked the territory. The valley is crossed
by the torrent that over the centuries dug a deep gorge, both
in the lower part, where today a forest track for cutting wood
passes, and in the upper part, reserved to canyoning lovers,
because of the different jumps that can only be overcome with
VJGPGEGUUCT[GSWKROGPV

The trait of creek consists of a nice canyon crossed by a perennial
YCVGTƃQYYJKEJUVCTVUYKVJCUGSWGPEGQHƂXGYCVGTHCNNUECNNGF
9CVGTHCNNUQH%CNNCTGNNG6JGƃQYQHYCVGTKUNQECVGFKPVJGYGNN
conserved hearth of The National Park of Sibillini Mountains,
in a naturalistic context of big suggestion, on the slopes of the
impressive north face of Bove Mountain, from which the waters
VJCVUJCRGFVJGIQTIGUƃQY
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THE RISORGIMARCHE PLACES
Have you heard of RisorgiMarche, the festival for the rebirth
QHVJGEQOOWPKVKGUCHHGEVGFD[VJGGCTVJSWCMG!
Not just a musical event, it is also a new way to rediscover,
through concerts of great artists of national fame, the
OCIPKƂEGPVCTGCUTGCEJGFHQTVJGQEECUKQPD[VJQWUCPFU
of people on foot or by bicycle.
Many places in Marca Maceratese were protagonists of
these events.
Let’s take a short tour among them.
The gardens of the Roti’s Abbey (Matelica), enchanted
valley nearby San Vicino, have been the exclusive location
of the Lorenzo Jovanotti’s free concert in Summer 2018.
Thousand of people have travelled kilometres by feet in order
to dive themselves in the nature and enjoy a memorable show.

not only made of orchids, but also of gentian, buttercups,
lilies, poppies, violets, daffodils, and much more. If you
want to fully enjoy this show, take advantage of the
company of a nature guide and bring a camera with you.
Vermenone Mountain, with its peak of 1363 meters, offers
a wide view of the ridges of the nearby mountains and from
one side of the valley of the Municipality of Fiuminata, from
the other side, of the Sefro valley, it is an area of particular
XCNWGTKEJKPƃQYGTKPIOGCFQYUQHFCKUKGUYKNFQTEJKFUCPF
daffodils. The “Sibillini’s Balcony” is in San Ginesio, another
of the most beautiful villages in Italy, with its majestic
landscape, and precious buildings of religious and civil
architecture.

# RNCEG QH HQTVKƂECVKQPU PCVWTG CPF NGIGPFU VJG CTGC
around the Acuto Mountain (Treia), commonly known as
“Roccaccia”, is situated on a rock formation between two
valleys, at an altitude of 740 meters. Of this ancient fortress,
Pian dell’Elmo (Apiro) is located at the foot of San Vicino erected in places considered safe during the war between
Mountain and it is a beautiful village that welcomes tourists the Byzantines and the Lombard, today there are a few
FWTKPI UWOOGT KP UGCTEJ QH VTCPSWKNNKV[ SWKGV NCPFUECRGU remains of a tower and sections of masonry.
and contact with a still untouched nature, rich in tall trees, The Pizzo Meta Mountain, with its 1,576 meters of altitude,
YKVJCUVKNNKPVCEVƃQTCCPFHCWPCBolognola, in the National is the highest point among the peaks forming the northern
Park of the Sibillini Mountains, is home to the source area of the Sibillini chain. It falls within the territory of the
of the Fiastrone River. It is a village consisting of three Municipality of Sarnano and has a characteristic appearance
inhabited centres dating back to the Middle Ages, each that makes it easy to recognize; it has a rugged rocky
of which has its own small public space, where there is a eastern side and a slight western front that slopes towards
EJWTEJCPQDNGJQWUGCPFCUSWCTG
the Piani di Ragnolo.
Camerino, with its imposing fortresses, is an important
city of art and has an ancient medieval structure, The so called Piano della Minutella, on the other hand,
home to prestigious museums, with remarkable is a panoramic area of Serravalle di Chienti. Its territory is
works of art, precious buildings and evocative views. mostly mountainous, covered with woods and pastures,
characterized by beauty and natural sources that since
Speaking of views: Cingoli is called “The Marche’s ancient times were used for watering grazing livestock.
Balcony”: it boasts a splendid panoramic view and is one Finally, with Torrone Mountain, we enter the Ussita area.
of the most beautiful villages in Italy. Piani di Ragnolo, We are in the heart of the Sibillini Mountains, in the centre
located in one of the most characteristic areas of the of the National Park, in a town with numerous hamlets
Sibillini Mountains, extends within the Municipalities of scattered in a valley on the slopes of the imposing Bove
Fiastra and Sarnano and is a well known destination for Mountain. Surrounded by alpine environments of rare
lovers of cross-country skiing and outdoor walks, especially DGCWV[TKEJKPƃQTCCPFHCWPCCPFYKVJCPCKTUQENGCTVJCV
KPURTKPIYJGP[QWECPƂPFWRVQƂHV[FKHHGTGPVV[RGUQH in the days with better visibility, looking to the east we can
QTEJKFU DNQQO 6JG ƃQYGTKPI QH VJG 5KDKNNKPK JQYGXGT KU see the Adriatic Sea.
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photo by Marco Biancucci
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Ussita - photo by Renato Ribichini
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STROLLING WITH MaMa
We wish to show you other beautiful walks, where
you can regenerate your body and mind, suspended
between the sea and the mountains. Discover some
small oases of peace in our hills, without moving too
much from populated centres.
A few minutes from Penna San Giovanni is a magical
place, we are talking about the Park of the Saline.
Already in 1876 the healing and therapeutic properties
of the salt-bromo-iodine-natural sulphurous waters of the
springs were discovered. Today the place is a beautiful
park with green meadows, lush vegetation, and natural
pools, where you can walk, ride horseback or mountain
bike through a network of beautiful nature trails called
Water Landscapes.
If you are near Caldarola, we suggest you go up to
see the castles of Vestignano, Croce and Pievefavera,
HQTVKƂECVKQPU FCVKPI DCEM VQ VJG NCVG /KFFNG #IGU
completely restored and whose remains are still
admirable despite the seismic events, walking along the
&G /CIKUVTKU CNNG[ CPF VJG XGT[ SWKGV OWPKEKRCN TQCF
Keeping towards the road that runs along the shore
of Pievefavera Lake, after visiting the village, you can
enjoy a high-level of pork butchery in the cool of the
vegetation at the beach.
In Poggio San Vicino, enjoy a walk along San
Romualdo’s footpath, which takes its name from the
road travelled by the Saint to build the Val di Castro
hermitage. The popular belief indicates that a miracle
occurred at a rock. The saint crossed the devil, who made
the mules that carried the columns for the hermitage
slip, but they came out of the accident uninjured. They
only left the imprint of their knees, which are still visible,
on the boulder. In the vicinity, it is also interesting to walk
the Path of the watermills valley (Sentiero della valle
FGKOWNKPKCFCESWC YKVJYCVGTOKNNUWUGFVQITKPFVJG
grain.

In Muccia, among the nice alleys of the centre, in
RCTVKEWNCTVJGQPGQHVJG%CUVNGRNGCUCPVUSWCTGUECP
be seen: the most interesting one overlooks the arcade
of Paparelli Palace, of municipal property. Without
moving too far from the city centre, in Massaprofolio
you can visit the beautiful Church of Madonna in Col
di Venti and the “Massa Towers” (one called the
p6QTTCEEKCq  4GICTFKPI QNF VQYGTU KP %QUVCƂQTG [QW
ECPUVKNNCFOKTGHQWTQHVJGƂXGQTKIKPCNQPGU
Again, in Muccia, after the residential area of Fiume,
in the part of the valley which gets narrow, a detached
path brings to a bridge from the Roman era. The
building with a round arch has the peculiarity of being
almost realized in “sponga” rock, a kind of light and
not very compact travertine, taken directly from the
suggestive area of S. Angelo ditch.
In Pioraco the “Li Vurgacci” path is unmissable. Here,
where the waters of the Potenza river cross the village
giving life to a series of waterfalls, gorges, and pits
created during many years of erosion, the Path begins.
Immersed in green, walking on bridges and wooden
walkways for about 500 metres, you can see remains
of the Roman age and also meet scary creatures, the
work by artist Antonio Ciccarelli, which revive a corner
dedicated to them: “La Fossa dei Mostri”.
In Esanatoglia, a walk to be experienced is the
ascent of the valley to the sources of the river Esino.
This route is very interesting from a geological and
naturalistic point of view and is inserted in a Protected
Floristic Area. Very interesting is also the historical
and religious imprint of the valley with the presence of
the hermitages of S. Pietro and S. Cataldo. The latter,
clinging to the rock, appears as imposing as a guardian
of the valley and represents a beacon of Christian faith
for the village. While the walks along the Esino River
Park which brings to the tight Valley of San Pietro,
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where the Esino River was born, represent a type of
excursion very suitable to families - because of the
path completely inserted in a green valley, engraved
D[VJG4KXGTYKVJCPGSWKRRGFRKEPKEUCTGCUKIPUCPF
signals of existing animal and plant species (5 km of
length). The paths of Estrail are, since several years,
the landmark for those who love the mountain by feet.
2CVJUFGƂPGFYKVJFKTGEVKQPUCPFFKUVCPEGUDTKPIVJG
tourist to make excursions up to all the picks around
Esanatoglia, that link it to the close municipalities of
Fiuminata and Pioraco.
In Camporotondo di Fiastrone, walking in the historic
EGPVTGDGVYGGPVJGRKEVWTGUSWGUVTGGVUCPFCNQPIVJG
city walls, you can enjoy one of the most beautiful views
of Marche. Enter the village through the Portarella,
ancient access road to the castle, located along the
historic city walls, built in the 14th and 15th century and
enjoy the wonder of the place. From Portarella is indeed
possible to take a relaxing “walk among the rhymes by
Tullio Colsalvatico”, a literary path which runs along the
city walls and which will delights the visitors with the
verses of the local poet. A visit to Camporotondo can
also include a ride on horseback or bicycle and sports
TGNCVGF VQ ƂUJKPI CNQPI VJG (KCUVTQPG 4KXGT 1P VJGUG
occasions, as well as savoring the typical dishes of local
EWKUKPG[QWCTGQHVGPNWEM[GPQWIJVQOGGVUSWKTTGNU
foxes, hawks, roe deer and all the other animals that
live in the area, passing by uncontaminated waterways.
An incredible walk with views on the Sibillini and on
the surrounding hills can also be experienced in
Sant’Angelo in Pontano. At the highest point of the
village, at the top of Via del Castello, after the current
Benedictine monastery, a rock surmounted by ruins is
what remains of the ancient fortress of the village. From
here there is a 360-degree panorama and a marvellous
view can be observed.
Immersed in luxuriant and fantastic nature, in a locality
ECNNGF (QUUQ /CUUCEEKQ CP GSWKRRGF VTCKN YKPFU KVU
way from Rocca di San Filippo and allows you to reach

Le Fontanelle, a spring of water that, according to
tradition, was made to gush out by St. Nicholas, who
had gone to that place to pray.
In Pollenza, the panoramic walk around the historic
walls allows you, due to its favourable position, to
admire the slope of the hills towards the sea on the east
and a few steps later, on the west side, the imposing
chain of the Sibillini Mountains from one of the best
viewpoints in the province.
In Treia, in the green area of San Lorenzo, you can stay
in touch with the uncontaminated nature of the woods
YKVJ/GFKVGTTCPGCPXGIGVCVKQPVJGTGCTGCUEQWVƂGNF
CITGGPRCVJCPFGSWKRRGFCTGCUHQTVJGNGKUWTGVKOG
Do not miss the panoramic tour of the Colli Bellavista
in Morrovalle. Here, where history has that the French
general Murat, King of Naples, spent the night, the
gaze gets lost between the blue of the sea, the yellow
QHVJGUWPƃQYGTUCPFVJGDNWGQHVJGOQWPVCKPUKPVJG
distance.
Civitanova Alta is the perfect place to experience
the romanticism of a village rich in art, suspended
between the blue sea and the green hills. Entering from
Porta Marina, with the typical cypress that stands out
among the Ghibelline merlons, a splendid walk takes
shape between noble palaces, churches full of history
and art, characteristic alleys, breath-taking glimpses.
We highly suggest a break in Piazza della Libertà
and in Corso Annibal Caro, along which the 19thcentury historical theatre dedicated to the renowned
Renaissance man of letters is located. Moreover, we
suggest a visit to the Marco Moretti Civic Art Gallery
set up in the 16th century house where Annibal Caro
was born.
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Tips by Maria Pia, Middle Mountain Guide
(Risorse Cooperativa – Active tourism)
(1)
Montelago Plateau (Sefro): we are now
standing on two small plateaus surrounded by limestone peaks and placed between 900 and 1000 above sea level: a magical place in the Macerata Apennines far from the most popular tourist itineraries.
These places were inhabited since the Bronze Age
and their history is also connected to the land reclamation of the area by the Dukes Da Varano from
Camerino. In winter, when the snow melts, in one of
VJGƃCVUC temporary pond is formed, giving to the
landscape an even more suggestive atmosphere
(2)
Braccano - Matelica: the village of Braccano is located at the foot of Monte San Vicino and
many paths starting from its slopes reach some of
the most famous destinations in the Regional Natural Reserve of Monte San Vicino and Monte Canfaito. Since 2001 the small town is famous for its
murals: houses, walls and barns have been painted
by dozens of artists who have contributed to make
Braccano even more characteristic.
Braccano also hosts, in the premises of the former
primary school, a very interesting museum of the Resistance that traces the history of the partisan bands
on San Vicino Mount.
Cave of the Friars - Fiastra: it is one of
(3)
VJGOCP[LGYGNUVJCVYGECPƂPFYKVJKPVJGVGTTKVQT[
of the Sibillini Mountains National Park. Grotta dei
Frati consists of three caves of karst origin transformed into a hermitage by the Clareni Friars in the
13th century. This timeless place rises over the Fiastrone Gorges and can be reached by a simple itinerary on foot starting from Villa di Cessapalombo
(MC), by treading the same path that then reaches
the famous Lame Rosse.

Elcito - San Severino Marche: it is cer(4)
tainly one of the most charming villages in central Italy
and it is alsoknown as “The Tibet of Marche”. Elcito
rises about 800 meters above sea level on the slopes
QH /QPVG 5CP 8KEKPQ CPF KVV YCU ƂTUV HWPFGF CU VJG
castle of the nearby Abbey of Valfucina, from whose
original structure only a crypt is currently preserved.
From Elcito you can easily reach the beech forest of
Canfaito, symbol of the homonymous Regional Natural Reserve.
(5)
Valley of the Three Saints (Sarnano): the
territory of the Sibillini Mountains National Park is rich
in ravines, gorges and “orridi” that for centuries have
fascinated and frightened pilgrims and visitors from
all over the world. Infernaccio, Fiastrone and Ambro
rivers have however a less famous “rival” that has
nothing to envy them: the Valley of the Three Saints
on the Tennacola stream. This gorge is much wilderthan the others and, also due to the considerable
difference in height, the path that crosses it is less beaten by mass tourism. This is also why it represents a
place of extraordinary naturalistic and scenic interest.
(5+1)
Magalotti Castle (Fiastra): the territory of
Fiastra is famous for the homonymous lake that every
year in the summer attracts tourists from every part
of the world. Few people know, however, that the
Magalotti Castle is located only a short walk from its
beaches. The ruins of the fortress that belonged to
the Magalotti family and the adjacent church of San
Paolo hold a timeless charm and, from the natural
terrace on which they stand, you can enjoy a timeless
panorama of the lake below and the surrounding
peaks of the Sibillini.
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Mountains, parks and active nature
experiences
www.marcamaceratese.info

Camerino - photo by Pier Giovanni Buatti
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Loro Piceno - photo by Mattia Mosca
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MaMa’s
Legends
The fascinating legends
that animate the territory
of the Marca Maceratese

MaMa’S LEGENDS
Impervious, mysterious, but intensely evocative, the landscapes of Marche region bring with their toponyms, the constant
Christian dichotomy of good and evil, the Kingdoms of Light and Darkness. On one side stands Pizzo del Diavolo, with its
evil name, on the other stands the Cima del Redentore; Gola dell’Infernaccio is opposite to the Valley of the Three Saints.
In the collective consciousness of a population that is inextricably connected in submissive devotion to the Christ, and
distressed by the anguish of sin and evil, these territories occupied by thick woods and tunnels into the rock became the
ideal scenario of fantastic stories, where episodes of proven existence were gradually loaded with magical elements until
they rose to mythical and absolute stories, exempt from the canons of time and space.

THE CAVE OF SIBILLA AND THE GUERIN
MESCHINO1
“It long time already that Guerin Meschino
passed here to the Sibilla cave,
to ask about his destiny;
In the cave water drops drop by drop:
To make him stay, she doesn’t answer,
And night and day the unhappy wails!”2
6JGƂTUVTGHGTGPEGUVQVJGCave of the Apennine Sibilla
date back to the “History of the Caesars” by Suetonius.
This enchanted place, the gateway to the hypogee
kingdom of Queen Sibilla, reached its fame in 1473, with
the publication of the chivalric novel “Il Guerin Meschino”
by the troubadour Andrea da Barberino.
The opera describes the wanderings of Guerino, called
the Meschino, who set off on a mission to the lands of
the East in search of his unknown parents. During his trip
Guerino learned about the existence of an enchanted
fairy, Sibilla, who was “[...] in the middle of Italy, in the
#RGPPKPG/QWPVCKPUq#TTKXKPIƂTUVVQ#TG\\QCPFVJGP
to Norcia, the wandering Knight met with some hermits
who, aware of the spells of the Sibilla, explained to him
the secret to not fall victim to her.
On the slopes of the Sibillini Mountains, having
undertaken the climb, Guerino reached the mouth of the
1

cave, where he recognized the enchanting Fairy, who
for a year held him inside her cave. She used her arts to
persuade the Knight to stay, showed him her treasures,
and promised to make him Lord of her empire. Guerino
witnessed incredible visions inside the cave: he saw men
transformed into animals by witchcraft, and a hedonistic
kingdom carved into the rock, made of castles, villas and
gardens. Nevertheless, the Knight managed to resist
the Sibilla’s temptations by invoking the name of Jesus
Christ and, a year after his arrival, he left the cave to
resume his journey.
The vision of Sibilla as a malignant creature is strongly
KPƃWGPEGF D[ OGFKGXCN %JTKUVKCPKV[ +P VJG QTKIKPCN
tradition, remained in vogue among the locals, Sibilla
was a benevolent creature, with incomparable grace,
surrounded by a host of benign fairies, her maids. It was
rumored that these little creatures had the appearance
of pretty little girls, dressed with chaste skirts to hide
their goat legs. Clipping gracefully in the night on the
cobbled mountain paths, they would visit the inhabitants
of the surrounding valleys, to teach women the art of
spinning and men to dance.

6JGƂTUVVYQNGIGPFUYGVGNNVJGQPGQH5KDKNNCCPFVJGQPGQPVJG2KNCVQ.CMGQTKIKPCVGFKPVJGVGTTKVQT[QH#UEQNK2KEGPQDWVVJG[CTGUQHCOQWUVJCV
they started to be collectively shared by all the inhabitants of the region. We also would like to stress that, the Sibillini Mountains stand on a territory
which comprises the areas of Ascoli Piceno, Fermo, Macerata and Perugia.
2
Popular ditty from the Ascoli Piceno area reported by G. Vitaletti in “Dolce Terra di Marca, Luigi Trevisini Editor, ed. 1928.
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La Sibilla - photo by David Cammoranesi
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Pilato lakes
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PILATE’S LAKE
The myths hovering over lake Pilate perfectly represent
the connection between sacred and profane, historic
and legendary, which tinge the tales of Marche’s
folklore.

THE HERMITAGE OF THE BLESSED
BERNARDO AND THE BOOK OF
VIRTUES

Along the path that from Tribbio di Agolla, retracing
the south coast of Monte Crestaio, leads to Sefro, it
is possible to see a natural terracing that juts out over
The lake derives its name from the prefect of Judea, in the so-called “Fosso di San Giovanni”. In this place,
front of whom Jesus Christ was brought on the day of carved into the rock, a serie of caves are visible, one of
JKUETWEKƂZKQP#EEQTFKPIVQVJGPCTTCVKQPGPFQTUGFD[ which, called “Cave Of Friars”, sheltered the Blessed
Antoine de La Sale, Pontius Pilate was called back to Bernardo da Quintavalle during his two years in exile.
Rome by the Emperor Vespasian. Here his killing was
ordered. The martyred body of the prefect was pulled 6JG ƂTUV EQORCPKQP QH 5V (TCPEKU QH #UUKUK WRQP JKU
by a cart, led by oxen, to the slopes of Monte Vettore, FGCVJ HQWPF JKOUGNH KPXQNXGF KP VJG DKVVGT EQPƃKEV
and he found his last sepulcher in the lake of crystalline triggered by the “Spirituals”, strict observers of
water that still bears his name.
the Franciscan Rule, and the “Conventuals”, who
called for a more moderate application of the rule.
In its waters lives the Chirocefalo of Marchesoni, As reported by Iacobili “[...] Seeing the Order begin
which, in some seasons, dyes the whole lake red. to widen, by means of F. Elia General, [the Blessed
According to legend, that is the blood of Pontius Pilate. Bernard] withdrew into a mountain; […] and lived in it
for two years”.
The colour of the water, together with the isolated
position and the impervious access to the lake, brought On the other hand, a legend that hovers over the
a distressing aura of mystery to the eyes of the local same municipality of Sefro is mysterious and esoteric.
people.The rumor began to circulate and the lake It seems that here lived a powerful wizard, owner of the
became a destination for Negromantic pilgrimages so-called “Book of Virtues”: a collection of spells able
who went there to immerse their Books of Command to cause misfortunes and suffering.
in the waters and consecrate them to the Devil.
Since, as we know, the human soul can reach the
The continuous whirlwinds and movements that are lowest levels of execrability, the magician reached
ETGCVGF YKVJKP VJG YCVGTU KPVGPUKƂGF VJG VGTTQT QH VJG great fame thanks to the innumerable spells, which
inhabitants of the area, who started to believe it was were commissioned for the lowest reasons. It seems,
a cursed place YJGTGVJGFGOQPUUYCONKMGƂUJCPF however, that once he had understood how much pain
they even thought it lead to the underworld. This gave he was causing to the other, the wizard had gone to the
rise to the custom of throwing in these waters, every friars of Camerino to redeem himself, and ask for the
[GCTCOCPEQPFGOPGFVQFGCVJCUCUCETKƂEKCNXKEVKO destruction of the Book of Virtues.
to appease the wrath of evil forces.
The friars tried to destroy the volume by burning it in
ƃCOGU DWV KV FKF PQV DWTP DGECWUG VJG GXKN HQTEG KV
contained was so great. Legend has it that the wizard
has spent the rest of his life trying to destroy the Book
3
The Comando Books were notebooks containing formulas for
of Virtues to save his soul.
enchantments from which wizards and necromancers could get their
magical powers.
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HERMITAGE OF SAN CATALDO
It is located on the Corsegno’s Mountains slopes to
700 mslm of height. It is perched on a rocky ridge
overhanging the town of Esanatoglia. The hermitage
of S. Cataldo has been built due to the willingness
of the “Esanatogliesi” (Esanatoglia’s inhabitants - at
that time “Santanatogliesi” from the rinascimental
original name of Santa Anatolia) for the particular
dedication to Santo Vescovo Cataldo (in the church
[QW ECP ƂPF C TGOCTMCDNG 9QQF 5EWNRVWTG FCVGF
back to the 15th century). From that period it was copatron of the Castrum, together with Santa Anatolia,
because of a legend which is still nowadays an object
of veneration and peligrinage.
Due to an instability probably because of a strong
GCTVJSWCMG C DKI RKGEG QH TQEM FGVCEJGF HTQO VJG
top of Corsegno’s Mountain and it started to roll
down towards Santa Anatolia’s Village. St. Cataldo
UVQRRGF VJKU UVQPG D[ WUKPI JKU VJTGG ƂPIGTU WUGF
to indicate the Holy Trinity) with a strong energy
VJCV JG NGHV JKU ƂPIGTRTKPVU QP VJG TQEM KVUGNH TQEM
which today is still on its original position, along the
path which brings to the hermitage dedicated to St.
Cataldo. Every year, the pilgrimage which drives the
relic of the Saint to the hermitage stops by the rock
and the believers lay on it, in order to reduce the
joint pains (based on the legend) or they kiss it to
attract the blessing of the Saint.
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photo by Esanatoglia municipality
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Macerata - Teatro Lauro Rossi - photo by Michele Capozucca
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Culture:
MaMa’s genius
Let’s discover the treasures guarded
in Mama’s territory.

THE GENIUS OF MaMa
Marca Maceratese is a thousand-year-old spiderweb that gently sews together art cities, historic villages,
archaeological sites, pieces by great artists, theatres, museums, ancient libraries, villas and gardens that all
narrate of the past and embellish the present. In fact, MaMa, is full of art; MaMa is the creative genius who
has illuminated the history of a territory that makes of its beauty its own label; MaMa has always been love
to humanae litterae and to humanae scientiae. After all, the University of Macerata and the University of
Camerino, which was born in 1290 and 1336 respectively, are the pillars of a territory which has never been
tired of growing and innovate.

Macerata - Sferisterio - photo by Valeria Temperoni
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THEATRES
1.

Giovanni Mestica Theatre (Apiro)

23. Municipal Theatre (Penna San Giovanni)

2.

Municipal Theatre (Appignano)

24. Municipal Theatre (Petriolo)

3.

Municipal Theatre (Caldarola)

25. Giuseppe Verdi Theatre (Pollenza)

4.

Filippo Marchetti Theatre (Camerino)

26. Beniamino Gigli Arena (Porto Recanati)

5.

Municipal Theatre (Castelraimondo)

27. Bruno Mugellini Theatre (Potenza

6.

Farnese Theatre (Cingoli)

7.

Annibal Caro Theatre (Civitanova Marche)

28. Giuseppe Persiani Theatre (Recanati)

8.

Enrico Cechetti Theatre (Civitanova Marche)

29. La Cava Theatre (Ripe San Ginesio)

9.

Rossini Cinema Theatre (Civitanova Marche)

30. Giacomo Leopardi Municipal Theatre

Picena)

10. G.B. Velluti Theatre (Corridonia)

(San Ginesio)

11. Municipal Theatre (Esanatoglia)

31. Feronia Theatre (San Severino Marche)

12. Municipal Theatre (Loro Piceno)

32. Della Vittoria Theatre (Sarnano)

13. Roman Theatre of Helvia Recina (Macerata)

33. Nicola Antonio Angeletti Theatre

14. Lauro Rossi Theatre (Macerata)

(Sant’Angelo in Pontano)

15. Arena Sferisterio (Macerata)

34. Nicola Vaccaj Theatre (Tolentino)

16. Giuseppe Piermarini Theatre (Matelica)

35. Municipal Theatre (Treia)

17. Apollo Theatre (Mogliano)

36. Roman amphitheater (Urbisaglia)

18. Delle Logge Theatre (Montecosaro)

37. Roman Theatre (Urbisaglia)

19. La Rondinella Theatre (Montefano)
20. Nicola degli Angeli Theatre (Montelupone)
21. Durastante Theatre (Monte San Giusto)
22. Municipal Theatre (Morrovalle)
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CASKETS OF ART
The Marca Maceratese territory is a never ended source of
art, culture and beauty. Every reality, from the smallest
village to the chief town, is an open sky museum. Let’s
discover together some treasures.

Macerata
The city holds the charm of medieval historical centres,
clearly visible from its defensive walls, the noble buildings of
16th century, the alleys where you can lose yourself and the
harmony of the landscape which can be seen everywhere.
The city jem is the Arena Sferisterio, inaugurated in 1829
CUVJGURQTVƂGNFYJGTGVQRNC[pDCNNYKVJVJGDTCEGNGVq
a huge space with an elegant succession of arches,
from 1921 is an open theatre to play opera. It welcomes
international cultural appointments which : the Macerata
Opera Festival, Musicultura, Sferisterio Live. Casket
of the Macerata’s art is Buonaccorsi Palace, prestigious
18th century noble house whose beauty reaches its top
in the Aeneid’s Gallery. It hosts ancient and modern
art collections of the Civic Museums and the interesting
Carriage Museum, necessarily stop for both children and
adults.
The town is dominated by the Civic Tower, with the
precious planetary clock which stages the carousel of the
Three Wise Men in adoration of the Virgin with the Child.
Next to it, you can see the Lauro Rossi Theatre, which
has been built based on the project of the most famous
theatre architect of that century, Bibiena. Here, in Liberty
5SWCTG[QWECPƂPFCNUQVJGLoggia of Merchants dating
back to 1504, the Government Palace of the 13th century
and the 16th-century ancient Municipal Palace. Among
the other uncountable and important existing worship
buildings, there is San Giuliano Cathedral, the symbol of
the religious history of Macerata. Next to it, a heartwarming
jewellery, the Basilica of Our Lady of Mercy, one of the
smallest in Europe: projected by Luigi Vanvitelli, it has
been built in just one night, it surprises for the wealth of

marble and works. A real treasure which must be visited
is also the Mozzi-Borgetti Library, while a prestigious
collection of the Italian 19th century is hosted in the Ricci
Palace Museum, which preserves three hundred artworks
of great artists as Guttuso, Scipione, Depero, Pannaggi,
Balla.
A surprise for children is the Natural History Museum,
with beetles collections, stuffed animals, fossils and lots of
discoveries.
Outside of the city walls the suggestive village of Villa
Ficana arises, a renovated area of houses with raw earth and
a vibrant eco-museum, and Helvia Recina, archeological
area of the ancient Roman settlement of which today there
are few but important Roman theatre traces.

photo by Macerata municipality

Mogliano

Monte San Giusto

Mogliano is well-known as a centre for handcraft, even
beyond the national borders. Here, the town stands
out for the production of objects and furnishing
accessories made by weaving wicker, bamboo cane
and wicker but also for the processing of leather and
leather goods.

In Monte San Giusto the footwear production is
CP WPFKURWVGF CTV EJCTCEVGTKUGF D[ C JKIJ SWCNKV[
workmanship and a distribution that goes beyond the
Italian borders, keeping alive this village’s ancient tradition.
The old vibe of the village is also guarded by the Torrione,
by Porta de Moscé and Porta della Sala. The village’s
JKUVQTKECNEGPVTGQRGPUQPVJGUSWCTGUVTQPIN[HCXQWTGFKP
1500 by Niccolò Bonafede. Once elected bishop of Chiusi,
he transformed his hometown into a Renaissance court, by
also building Palazzo-Fortezza Bonafede, an important
architectural work inspired by Venezia Palace in Rome,
whose courtyard recalls that of Ducal Palace in Urbino.
1PVJGITQWPFƃQQTKVJQUVUVJG2KEVC4QQOYKVJHTGUEQGU
attributed to the Spanish artist Johannes Hispanus. While,
QP VJG DCUGOGPV ƃQQT [QW ECP ƂPF VJG Museum, with
the ancient drawings Collection, a drawing collection
of Italian authors dated back to 16th and to 19th century,
owned by the collector Alessandro Maggiori. Among
the artworks collection there are drawings made by
important artists as: Guercino, Giorgio Vasari, Cavalier
d’Arpino, Carlo Cignani, Domenichino and Giovanni
Battista Salvi. The museum includes also an Art Gallery
which collects artworks by Ricci and Fontana (19th century
and 20th century) and the Fondo Carlo Cantalamessa,
which is composed by a big number of artworks, medals,
drawings, busts and it is entitled to the sculptor author of
the Monument to the Fallen of all Wars, made in 1955.
6JG4QOCPGUSWGChurch of Santa Maria della Pietà is
located along Via Tolomei. It’s Bonafede’s mausoleum and
CEJGUVHWNNQHVTGCUWTGU*GTG[QWECPƂPFQPGQHLorenzo
Lotto’s masterpieces from 1531, the “%TWEKƂZKQP”, a
15th-century stone Pietà and an alabaster Madonna with
Child from the following century. Other churches worth to
be visited are Santa Maria delle Panette, Sant’Agostino
del Monastero and the Church of Santo Stefano,
commonly called “La Collegiata”, in neoclassical style,
which preserves an 18th century Callido organ and was
rebuilt on the ancient Pieve in 1772. Casina Bonafede,
DWKNVD[0KEEQNÎ$QPCHGFGCUCRNCEGQHTGUVCPFCHQTVKƂGF
refuge, is located close to the city centre.

By entering the village through Porta Romana, you
can see the elegance of the 18th century Nuschi
Palace as well as other residences which overlook
on the main road: here, it can also be seen the
YKFG $CTQSWG UVCKTECUG QH San Gregoriano Magno
Church, a building that inside preserves three
precious paintings by the painter Durante Nobili from
Caldarola, student of Lorenzo Lotto, and, not too far,
the Forti Palace, beautiful residence of the family, that
today is the municipality location. The Church of S.
Maria Di Piazza and the ancient Oratory of Our
Lady of Mercy, which hosts the MASM (Mogliano’s
Museum Of Sacred Art), decorate, with the Apollo
Theatre VJG VQYP USWCTG QRGPGF VQ VJG UVWPPKPI
view of Regina Margherita Street, in prospective
escape towards Levante’s Door. Outside of the city
walls, you can discover: the monumental Church
QH 55OQ %TQEKƂUUQ Fo'VG VJG UOCNN 5 /CTKC QH
Bagliano and the Artisan Lands Museum (Museo
delle Terre Artigiane) born with the intent of giving
value to the artisanal productions of Mogliano’s
territory, the imposing size of S. Michele Hospital
(1782) and the Autopalace, in liberty style.
To the Sacred Art Museum of Mogliano, recently
renovated also belongs, among sacred furnishings,
paintings and status, the masterpiece of Lorenzo
Lotto D’Assunta, which has been painted in 1548,
coming from the Santa Maria Di Piazza Church FCOCIGFD[VJGGCTVJSWCMGQH
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Monte San Giusto - photo by Mattia Orsili
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Recanati and Leopardi’s places
San Severino Marche
The place where Giacomo Leopardi wrote “Sempre
ECTQ OK HW SWGUVoGTOQ EQNNGq p#NYC[U FGCT YCU VJKU
isolated hill”) is still visible in his hometown, Recanati.
This is the %QNNG FG .o+PƂPKVQ, celebrated in the
homonymous idyll, a destination for the poet’s walks,
where he would contemplate the vast panorama that
goes from the mountains to the sea. The poet had
access to the hill directly from his home garden passing
through the crops of Santo Stefano convent. It is not
far from Leopardi Palace, which houses the very rich
library of more than 20,000 volumes assembled and
ordered by Monaldo, Giacomo’s father, in which the
latter studied with his siblings, Carlo and Paolina. There
is also a vast collection of documents, manuscripts and
memories and the recently restored cellars are back to
their former glory.
The poet’s family residence overlooks Sabato del
Villaggio Square, where there are also Santa Maria
of Montemorello Church, which preserves the poet’s
DCRVKUOCN CEV CPF 5KNXKCoU *QWUG NQECVGF QP VJG ƂTUV
ƃQQTQHVJG.GQRCTFKoUUVCDNGUCPFEQORQUGFD[UQOG
UOCNNTQQOUHWTPKUJGFYKVJCPVKSWGHWTPKUJKPIU
The “Tower of the Lonely Sparrow” (Torre del
Passero Solitario) is located in the courtyard of the
Sant’Agostino Cloister. Along a short road one can
reach Antici Mattei Palace, birthplace of Adelaide, the
poet’s mother, and location of her marriage to Monaldo
and the San Vito Church, where the young Leopardi
read his “Sacred Discourses” in various religious
celebrations.
The Convent of Santo Stefano hosts the World Poetry
Centre, while the National Centre for Leopardian
Studies is housed in a building adjoining Palazzo
Leopardi, built in 1937 on the initiative of the poet’s
family, in order to “promote and encourage studies and
research into the life and works of Giacomo Leopardi”.
It has a rich library open to scholars for consultation
and to see the exhibition hall of Leopardi’s documental
OCVGTKCN 6JG EGPVTG HTGSWGPVN[ JQUVU UVWF[ EQWTUGU
conferences and seminars aiming at achieving the
purposes of its foundation. It is a constant reference
point for all the initiatives regarding Leopardi, both in
Italy and throughout the world.

Town of towers and bells, San Severino is witness of history
and Marche’s traditions, surrounded by the gentle hills of

The Leopardian
manuscripts in Visso
The Diocesan Civic Museum in Visso
holds twenty-seven autographed
manuscripts by Giacomo Leopardi;
UKZ KF[NNU  .oKPƂPKVQ .C UGTC FGN
giorno festivo, Alla luna, Il sogno, Lo
spavento notturno, La vita solitaria
 ƂXG UQPPGVU UQOG NGVVGTU CPF C
comment to Petrarch’ s rhymes.

Macerata in the Potenza valley. The highest part is one
of the most suggestive ones, with the Ancient Duomo,
the Civic Tower and the Archaeological Museum which
HCUEKPCVGU HQT VJG ƂPFKPIU HTQO VJG 2KEGPC CPF 4QOCP
ages of the ancient Septempeda, from which the town
originated. The actual centre is located in the valley and
it develops around the wide and harmonious elliptic
Piazza del Popolo completely arcaded, among the
OQUV DGCWVKHWN CPF UWIIGUVKXG USWCTGU QH VJG /CTEJG
Region. Here you can see families that walk around,
children that play and couples which hold their hands.
Here there is also the Municipal PalaceJGCFQHƂEGQH
the Modern Art Gallery which preserves a collection
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of contemporary art paintingsand a collection of
paintings made by Filippo Bigioli. Next to it, the
Feronia Theatre, built by Ireneo Aleandri. Even if the
facade is modest, and the reduced dimensions follow
the shapes of the previous theatre, the neoclassical
UVTWEVWTGKPUKFGKUQHJKIJSWCNKV[
It is worth to visit also the Civic Art Gallery, which
EQNNGEVU USWCTGU QH NQECN UEJQQN EQOKPI HTQO VJG
EQPƂUECVKQP QH GEENGUKCUVKECN IQQFU FWTKPI VJG [GCTU
which followed the Unity of Italy, and partially works
given to the Diocese and frescoes detached for
conservation reasons. Among the other works of great
importance, it needs to be mentioned the “Matrimonio
mistico di Santa Caterina” of Lorenzo Salimbeni and
the Our Lady of Peace by Pinturicchio.
Among the churches, Santa Maria del Glorioso is
worth to be mentioned, particularly full of paintings,
where the terracotta statue representing Our Lady of
Piety miraculously cried tears on April 22th of 1519 and
Santa Maria dei Lumi, which has been built in 1589,
after a prodigious event. It is richly painted, with nice
paintings, lots of frescoes and artworks of important
artists as Giulio Lazzarelli, Felice Torelli and Felice
Damiani. To be also mentioned is Sant’Eustachio, an
old eremitic church which rises on the Sant’Eustachio
caves area and which, in old times it was dedicated to
San Michele. Around the area there are several cavities,
DQVJQHPCVWTCNCPFQHCTVKƂEKCNQTKIKP6JGXCNNG[YJGTG
VJG%JWTEJKUNQECVGFKUENCUUKƂGFCURTQVGEVGFCTGCQH
Marche Region and during ancient times, it was one of
the places where to stop along the “Via Lauretana”, the
path followed by pilgrims which connected Rome to the
Loreto’s sanctuary.

Tolentino
With its 13th century walls, Tolentino preserves pieces
and monuments of considerable value. The Basilica
of S. Nicola is located in the nice San Nicola Square.

It is dedicated to the thaumaturge Saint and it has been
QRGPGF CICKP CHVGT VJG GCTVJSWCMG +V KU CNUQ RQUUKDNG VQ
see the urn of the Saint and the Holy Arms, worshipped by
thousand of pilgrims, and the diorama of his life.
The Bell tower of San Francesco Church, the clocks’
tower, contemplates the presence of a fascinating clock
of four quadrants.
The Sacred Heart Church is also very interesting, which
keeps the shovel “La visita del Sacro Cuore a S. Maria
#NCEQSWGqOCFGD[.WKIK(QPVCPC*GJCUCNUQTGCNK\GFVJG
facade and frescoes.
+P VJG .KDGTV[ 5SWCTG CV 5CPICNNQ 2CNCEG KU NQECVGF
the International Museum of Humor in Art (Museo
+PVGTPC\KQPCNG FGNNo7OQTKUOQ PGNNo#TVG  7PKSWG KP KVU
gender and among the few in the world. The museum
contains more than three thousand works of the most
famous teachers of caricature and humor of every time and
country.
Absolutely majestic it is also the Devil’s Bridge, built in 1268
from the project of Mastro Bentivegna. The ancient Vaccaj
Theathre with its elegant facade, made by Giuseppe
.WECVGNNKUVCPFUQPVJGJQOQP[OUSWCTGUKPEGYJKNG
the Rancia’s Castle it is not too far from the centre ;it hosts
the Archeological Civic Museum “Aristide Gentiloni
Silverj” and the show/musical Compagnia della Rancia:
thirty years of shows with customs, the scenes, and
pictures which tell about three decades of musical theatre.
Do not miss also the centre for art and show Politeama,
a magic place where innovation, design and traditions
OGGV+VKUFGƂPGFCUCURCEGHQTCTVFCPEGOWUKEEKPGOC
theatre, training, sharing, a kind of aggregator for emotions
in the name of the Live Experience.
The Poltrona Frau Museum deserves a visit. It is an
authentic temple of the creative beauty and of design, it
preserves the history and the evolution of the label. “Hands’
Intelligence”, Italian style evolution and internationalization
CTGJGTGVQNFKPCPGZJKDKVKQPURCEGQHUSWCTGOGVGTU
through historical products, original archive documents
CPFUWIIGUVKXGƂNOU
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Tolentino - photo by David Trombetti
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Lorenzo Lotto’s works in Marca Maceratese

retracts the bust backwards and reaches out to the cross.

Lorenzo Lotto’s relations with Marche have been intense.
The painting style introduced by the famous Venetian
artist, among the leading exponents of Renaissance,has
RTQHQWPFN[KPƃWGPEGFNQECNCTVKUVKEGXGPVUCPFGODGNNKUJGF
PWOGTQWUCTGCUQH/C/C.GVoUVT[VQƂPFQWVYJKEJQPGUD[
following a chronological order.

The “Our Lady of the Rosary” of 1539, currently housed
in the “Sala degli Stemmi” of Municipal Palace, in Cingoli,
is an altarpiece, very rare for its iconography, dedicated
to the complex theme based on the worship towards the
Rosary. On an evening sky, an impressive rose garden
appears, which is the background for a wooden trellis upon
YJKEJƂHVGGPOGFCNNKQPURQUKVKQPGFKPVJTGGTQYUCPFKP
a pyramidal shape, representing the Fifteen Mysteries of
the Rosary, are collocated. An uncompleted wall made of
big bricks, deteriorated by the time, by covering the low
part of the rose garden, represents a further background
for the Sacred Conversation with the Virgin on the throne
and the Child surrounded by Saints honouring Her: Saint
Domenico (which receives the Rosary from Saint Mary’s
hands) , Saint Esuperanzio (Holy Patron of Cingoli, which
offers the diorama of the city, forwards which the Child is
stretching, as to run away from the Mother’s hug), thus,
elegantly dressed with clothes typical from the 16th
century is Mary Magdalene and then Catherine from
Siena and then the Dominicans saints Vincenzo Ferrer
and Peter from Verona. At the bottom, in the centre, there
are the baby John Baptist and two small cherubs, one of
which throws petals with both hands, taken from the big
osier basket in front of him.

The “St. Vincenzo Ferrer in Glory”, dated 1513,
kept in the Church of San Domenico, in Recanati, is a
masterpiece which dates back to the years immediately
following the artist’s Roman experience. Saint Vincent
is portrayed dressed in the characteristic clothes of the
Dominican order, while transmitting his message and
RQKPVKPI JKU ƂPIGT CV VJG EQWTV QH  CPIGNU YJQ YKVJ
trumpet blasts, announce the Last Judgment and the
scourges that will follow the opening of the seventh seal,
as the Apocalypse prophecy states.
The “Annunciation”, made around the 1527, preserved
in the Recanati Art Gallery, in the Civic Museum of
Villa Colloredo Mels, is the canvas in which Lorenzo
Lotto painted his most troubled and personal version
of the theme, clearly separating himself from the
traditional representations. The sense of astonishment
YJKEJ RGTXCFGU VJG UVQT[ ƂPFU KVU EGPVTG KP VJG HTCIKNG
CPF UWTRTKUGF ƂIWTG QH VJG 8KTIKP CPF KP VJG RTGUGPEG
of the cat that runs away scared by curving his back,
symbol of the defeat of evil. The representation of the
room is admirable, where the neatly arranged objects
CEV CU C TGƂPGF EQPVTCUV VQ VJG VGPUKQP QH VJG UWDLGEV
TGRTGUGPVKPIVJGSWKGVƃQYQHGZKUVGPEGVJCVKUDTQMGPD[
the advent of the angel, a perturbing divine messenger.
The “%TWEKƂZKQP” (1531), “the most beautiful
Renaissance representation of the Golgotha” according
to a statement by Berenson, is preserved in the church
of Santa Maria in Telusiano in Monte San Giusto. In
the piece, which still has the 16th century architectural
frame crafted according to Lotto’s own design, Christ is
still on the cross while Mary, unconscious, is supported
by Maddalena, who opens her arms in a broad and
theatrical gesture, and San Giovanni. Underneath the
three crosses there is a crowd animated by a dramatic
tension, one of its most representative characters is the
centurion on the white horse; the blind Longinus, which

The “Our Lady with Child” and Saints (1548) is preserved
in the Sacred Art Museum in Mogliano. The frame of
the altarpiece has recently been an object of study;
considered for a long time irretrievably lost, it was found
KPKPVJGEQWPVT[EJWTEJ55%TQEKƂUUQFo'VGYJGTG
it was brought in 1720. Great surprise was also aroused
by the discovery of a pictorial decoration that remained
under the frame itself. Following the restoration, images
of angels, a goblet, three small bottles for the oils used
HQTVJGUCETCOGPVUQH$CRVKUO%QPƂTOCVKQPCPF7PEVKQP
and scrolls with inscriptions with a penitential meaning
emerged. These symbols are in full harmony with the
iconography of the altarpiece; St. John the Baptist
evokes the sacrament of baptism, St. Anthony of Padua
VJGEQPƂTOCVKQPVJG/CIFCNGPGVJGGZVTGOGCPQKPVKPI
and Joseph recalls the sacrament of marriage. The work,
completed in May 1548, is part of a critical period for the
artist’s style, which seems to lose the dazzling colours of
the early years, by preferring muted tones that veil the
compositions in a melancholic but popular pathos.
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Museo Pallotta - photo by Mosconi
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ART IN MUSEUMS
APIRO
Pinacoteca Museum of Sant’Urbano Church

MONTECASSIANO
“G. Buratto” Civic Art Gallery
“G. Cingolani” Gallery
BELFORTE DEL CHIENTI
MIDAC Museum - Dynamic International Museum Of “Giovanni da S.Guglielmo” Sacred art
and furnishings
Contemporary Art
Museum of Confraternities*
BOLOGNOLA
MONTELUPONE
Permanent show of “Filippo Marchetti”
Civic Pinacoteca
CAMERINO
MORROVALLE
Pinacoteca Diocesana
“Palazzo Lazzarini” Civic Museum
CASTELRAIMONDO
PENNA SAN GIOVANNI
Lanciano Castle
Municipal Pinacoteca Of Contemporary Art
/CTKC5QƂC)KWUVKPKCPK$CPFKPK/WUGWO
Pinacoteca (Santa Maria Assunta Church)
PIEVE TORINA
“San Giovanni Church” Pinacoteca
CINGOLI
Sant’Esuperanzio Collection of the collegiate
PORTO RECANATI
“Attilio Moroni” Municipal Pinacoteca
CIVITANOVA MARCHE
Civic Accessible Pinacoteca Museum
POTENZA PICENA
Modern Art Gallery “M. Moretti”
“B. Biancolini” Civic Art Collection
COLMURANO
RECANATI
Memorial Museum “Renzo Contratti Ventura”
Villa Colloredo Mels Civic Museum
CORRIDONIA
RIPE SAN GINESIO
Municipal Pinacoteca
Contemporary Civic Art Collection
Parish Pinacotecae
FIUMINATA
“Diotallevi di Angeluccio” Deposit

SAN GINESIO
Scipione Gentile Pinacoteca (ex San Sebastiano Church)

MACERATA
Civic Museums of Buonaccorsi Palace
Palace Ricci Museum. Italian Art of the 19th

SAN SEVERINO MARCHE
“P. Tacchi-Venturi” Municipal Pinacoteca
Contemporary Modern Art Gallery - Filippo Bigioli Collection

MATELICA
“R. Fidanza” Municipal Pinacoteca

SARNANO
Sarnano Municipal Pinacoteca

MOGLIANO
Forti Palace Museum
Santa Maria di Piazza Parish Museum

SERRAPETRONA
National Pinacoteca Of Contemporary Holy Art

MONTE SAN GIUSTO
“A. Maggiori” Collection - Drawings from 16th to 18th century
Bonafede Palace Museum – Paintings from 18th - 19th century
“C. Cantalamessa” Collection – Bronze Sculptures from 20th
century

TOLENTINO
Sanctuary Museum of San Nicola Basilica
Confraternity Museum of SS. Cuore di Gesù
TREIA
Municipal Pinacoteca
VALFORNACE
Pievebovigliana Museum: “Gino Marotta” section
“Maria Ciccotti” Xylography Collection
“R. Campelli” Civic Museum*

MONTE SAN MARTINO
“Mons. Armindo Ricci” Civic Pinacoteca
San Martino Vescovo Church
Sant’Agostino Church
Madonna delle Grazie Church
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VTCPUHQTOGF KPVQ CP 'PINKUJ ICTFGP YKVJ CP CTVKƂEKCN
lake inside.

HISTORIC GARDENS
As we could see, art is a bit everywhere in the territory
of MaMa. And it enchantingly characterises also
suggestive green spaces.

Rocca d’Ajello Garden - Camerino

+VJCU+VCNKCPUV[NGRNCPVUUKZNCTIGƃQYGTDGFUDQTFGTGF
D[DQZCPFQXGTƃQYKPIYKVJƃQYGTUYKVJCPQXCNUVQPG
basin full of water lilies in the centre, and two romantic
It is a green area still strongly marked by the taste of the CTEJGUEQXGTGFD[TQUGUCPFENGOCVKU+PURTKPICƂTUV
original owner, of whom the villa bears the same name. ƃQYGTKPIQHVWNKRUFCHHQFKNUCPFJ[CEKPVJUKUHQNNQYGF
He made a large garden in a composite style. The large by a profusion of roses in white and pink shades, which,
English-styled park, with sinuous paths and groves, also climbing up the walls, closely intertwine with blue and
contains parts that are structured as formal gardens, dark purple clematis. In summer, until November, there
are blooms of hydrangeas, dahlias and tall Japanese
with a regular and symmetrical layout.
Lauri’s passion for botany is still perceivable in the great anemones by the airy corollas. The whole hill on which
variety of tree species, especially exotic conifers, mixed the castle stands has become an intensely cultivated
with native hardwoods and Caucasus, Greeks and garden housing a collection of ancient and modern
Engelmann trees, Lebanese and Atlantic cedars, pines, roses and colourful dahlias. There is no corner where
E[RTGUUGU UGSWQKCU [GYU RCWNQPKGU FQYP[ QCMU ƃQYGTUCTGPQVRTGUGPVVQUQHVGPVJGUGXGTGOGFKGXCN
architecture with their bright colours. In the background,
holm oaks, adornments, linden, maples and palms.
DQTFGTKPI VJG EWNVKXCVGF ƂGNFU C EQNNGEVKQP QH TQUGU
divided according to the colour is grown.

Villa Lauri’s park - Macerata

Villa Buonaccorsi Gardens - Potenza Picena
6JG[CTGMPQYPCNNQXGTVJGYQTNFCUCWPKSWGGZCORNG
QH C OCIPKƂEGPVN[ RTGUGTXGF +VCNKCP ICTFGP CFQTPGF
with niches, obelisks and mythological statues, where
QPG ECP CNUQ ƂPF HQWPVCKPU YCVGT ICOGU VYQ ECXGU
citrus trees and ancient and rare plants. The park is
FKXKFGFKPVQƂXGOCKPVGTTCEGUCNNEQPPGEVGFD[CNCTIG
central staircase, along which there are plenty of laurel
JGFIGF RCVJU ƂUJ RQPFU CPF IGQOGVTKE ƃQYGTDGFU
TKEJ KP OCP[ XCTKGVKGU QH ƃQYGTU +P VJG ƂTUV VGTTCEKPI
the “secret garden” and the “cave of the friars” can be
HQWPFKPVJGUGEQPFQPGVJGTGCTGHQTOCNƃQYGTDGFU
YKVJ UVCVWGU TGRTGUGPVKPI *CTNGSWKP CPF 2WNEKPGNNC
The third terracing is characterised by a statue of the
goddess Flora placed in a niche, in the fourth there are
QVJGT ƃQYGTDGFU CPF VJG ƂHVJ KU OCTMGF D[ NQPI CPF
parallel wings of evergreens, especially laurel.
Beyond an imposing wall there is also a vast forest,

University Botanical Garden - Camerino
It covers an area of almost one hectare. It is divided into two
main parts, a sloping nemoral, with a 19th century structure,
YJGTGVJGQNFVTGGUHQTOCITQXGCPFCPQVJGTQPCƃCV
where herbaceous, shrubby and arboreal species of various
UK\GUITQYHQTQTPCOGPVCNRWTRQUGU+PVJGƃCVCTGCVJGTG
CTGUGXGTCNUGEVQTUUQOGQHYJKEJCTGFKXKFGFKPVQUSWCTG
ƃQYGTDGFUJQUVKPIURQPVCPGQWUCPFOGFKEKPCNRNCPVUC
large portion is dedicated to them, also in consideration of
the research conducted in the Department of Environmental
Sciences to which the vegetable garden belongs. Close to
the walls of Palazzo Ducale, on a mezzanine level from the
main one where the vegetable garden is located, there
is an Italian hanging garden, where some ancient and
fragrant roses are cultivated.
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Potenza Picena - photo by Elisa Cartuccia
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San Ginesio - photo by Roberto Dell’Orso
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Colle Ascarano - San Ginesio

Villa La Quiete - Treia

Above Ascarana Door, you can see a wide, lightness
surface with garden, it delimits the place where in a
medieval age was powerful and threatening built the
Ascaro Fortress. It has been destroyed around the
middle of the 14th century, after the betrayal by the
sons of Ascaro which turned into sinister characters and
damaged San Ginesio. From its altitude it is possible
to admire a breath-taking view which goes from the
Conero Mountain till the Gran Sasso.

A bit outside from the town, you can see Villa Spada,
an important proof of the neoclassic architecture,
made by the architect Giuseppe Valadier starting
from 1815. Built in a pre-existent Capuchin monastery
of the 17th century. In the main junctions of the Villa,
surrounded by a big park, various buildings are
inserted: the main one is the Villa’s House, on which
axis, signed by the main corridor, there are two wide
gardens with fountains; at the closure of the atrium
the Gardener’s House, framed by two couple of
propylaea; a greenhouse, with Ghibelline merlons, is
on the service of the garden’s area, while a neo gothic
gazebo, with octagonal plant and a Neo-Egyptian
pavilion, decorate the cappuccino forest.

Villa La Quiete - photo by Treia municipality
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AMONG THE RUINS OF
ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS
Welcome to MaMa’s archaeological parks!

Urbs Salvia - Urbisaglia
The park is located in Urbisaglia and covers 40 hectares.
The tour winds in pleasant paths and allows visitors
to grasp the structure of a typical Roman city in its
GPVKTGV[#VVJGJKIJGUVRQKPVQPGECPƂPFVJGRoman
aqueduct arrival and decanting tank that supplied
the city, consisting of a vaulted underground tunnel in
brickwork walls.
Further down, using the hill’s slope according to greek
constructive methods, the Theatre was built at the
DGIKPPKPIQHVJGƂTUVEGPVWT[#&1PGQHVJGNCTIGUVKP
Italy and the only one that preserves consistent traces
of painted plaster. Further on, a niche building shows
a containment structure presumably built in the early
stages of urbanisation.
At the foot of the hill, instead, there is the majestic
sacred area, which can be seen thanks to the presence
of the rests of the minor template and of the Dea Salus
Augustea Temple, surrounded by a Cryptoporticus,
a hidden corridor. It preserves delightful panels with
animal scenes interspersed with lunar masks.
Outside the imposing walls there is the Amphitheatre,
one of the best preserved in Marche, erected around
81 A.D. by Lucio Flavio Silva Nonio Basso. In its vicinity
there are two impressive funerary monuments.

the walls; he surrounded the forum with arcades and
tabernae (workshops/shops)and ordered the erection of
the temple of Jupiter. It was 56 B.C. when, as reported
D[ %KEGTQ KP 5GPCVG C FGXCUVCVKPI GCTVJSWCMG UVTWEM
the colony, causing immense destruction. Raised
from its ashes, Potentia regained a new prosperity, as
documented until the 5th century A.D.
Today, the urban layout, largely rebuilt only thanks to aerial
photography, is a 540-meters-long and 300-meters-wide
SWCFTCPIWNCTURCEGUGVQPCPQTVJQIQPCNTQCFPGVYQTM
One can see the remains of a domusYKVJOQUCKEƃQQTU
and frescoed walls, the forum’s porticoes with the
annexed tabernae and a temple on the high podium
that hid many terracotta pieces.

Septempeda - San Severino Marche
A short distance from the modern town of San Severino
Marche, near the Church of S. Maria della Pieve, along
the junction to the ancient Via Flaminia, the remains
of the Roman city of Septempeda can still be found.
The settlement, located on the left of the river Potenza,
was destroyed during the barbarian invasions. The
remainders of the village, which are currently visible,
consist of; the partial wall circuit built in large blocks of
UCPFUVQPGCUUGODNGFKPQRWUSWCFTCVWOVJGGCUVCPF
south-west doors, a large thermal building consisting
of a series of environments developing around a
central courtyard paved in opus spicatum and an
artisanal complex with furnaces for the production
of ceramics.

Helvia Recina - Macerata
Potentia - Porto Recanati
We are Località Santa Maria. Here, in 184 B.C., a
PWENGWUQH4QOCPEKVK\GPUUGVVNGFCPFUQOGƂGNFUYGTG
assigned to them, to be cultivated. After a decade,
Quinto Fulvio Flacco commissioned to thecolony the
EQPUVTWEVKQP QH VJG CSWGFWEV VJG YCIG U[UVGO CPF

In the archaeological area located near Villa Potenza, in
/CEGTCVCƂPFKPIUHTQOVJGRTGJKUVQTKECIGFQEWOGPV
that the territory of Ricinese had to be inhabited since
ancient times. It was Pliny the Elder, Roman scholar of
VJG ƂTUV EGPVWT[ #& VQ OGPVKQP HQT VJG ƂTUV VKOG VJG
locality as a Roman city. Judging from the remains of
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public and private buildings, and from the remainders
of tombstones and inscriptions, the inhabited area
had to extend for about 60 hectares, mainly on the left
bank of the river Potenza. The importance assumed
by the inhabited area over the decades was due to
its strategic position, at the intersection of important
TQCFU(GYDWVUKIPKƂECPVVTCEGUTGOCKPVQFC[HTQOVJG
ancient settlement, dated between the end of the 1st
EGPVWT[ $% CPF VJG ƂTUV JCNH QH VJG UV EGPVWT[ #&
all located near the monumental ruins of the Roman
theatre, in whose evocative setting various artefacts,
marble and a series of funerary epigraphs are
exhibited.

EGYPT’S FLAVOURS
The Civic Archaeological Museum
of Treia, which has been established
in the ancient convent of San
(TCPEGUEQRTGUGTXGURTGEKQWUƂPFKPI
of Neolithic, Picena and Roman era.
Fragments of sculptures, inscriptions
CPF ƂPFKPIU LWUVKH[ VJG NKPM YJKEJ
there used to be between the ancient
Trea to the Egyptian civilization. The
excavations are of big importance,
made at the end of the 19th century
by the “treiese” Fortunato Benigni at
VJG 5U %TQEKƂUUQ CTGC RNCEG YJGTG
the Serapeum has been found. It is
an area dedicated to the Egyptian
deities Iside and Serapide. In addition
to two small Egyptian statues in
diorite, in the Museum the marble
head and a part of the body of the
statue of the God are conserved.
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HISTORY MUSEUMS
CAMERINO
Santa Chiara Convent Museum
Historical Capuchin order Museum

TOLENTINO
Palazzo Parisani Bezzi – Napoleon’s
Halls

CINGOLI
Palazzo Castiglioni
“D. Stefanucci” Civic Art Gallery
San Domenico Church
Civic Museum

TREIA
Georgica Academy

LORO PICENO
Museum of Postal History of the 15
municipalities from the “Comunità
Montana dei Monti Azzurri”
Museum of the First and Second World
Wars

VALFORNACE
Pievebovigliana – “Historical
Museum of the Territory”

URBISAGLIA
Museum of weapons and uniforms

POLLENZA
Palazzo Cento Civic Museum
RECANATI
Diocesan Museum
MUREC – Recanati Museum
SARNANO
Museum of weapons*
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Accademia georgica - photo by Treia municipality
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photo by Serrapetrona municipality
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Archaeological MaMa
PORTO RECANATI
Permanent Archeological Exposition
“Storia di un paesaggio rivelato”

CALDAROLA
#PVKSWCTKWO
CAMERINO
Civic and Archeological Museum*

SAN SEVERINO MARCHE
Archeological Museum “G. Moretti” at
the old Episcopo at Monte’s Castle

CESSAPALOMBO
San Salvatore Abbey Museum

SERRAVALLE DEL CHIENTI
MuPA - “Museo Paleontologico
Archeologico”

CINGOLI
Archeological State Museum
8KNNC(QNKIPQs&GNNC4QXGTG#PVKSWCTKWO

TOLENTINO
Archeological
Museum
“Aristide
Gentiloni Silverj”
Archeological Museum of Santa Maria
di Chiaravalle di Fiastra Abbey

CORRIDONIA
Archeological Area
Of the Roman City of Pausulae
FIASTRA
Archeological Exposition
at the Municipal Palace

TREIA
Civic Archeological Museum

MATELICA
Archeological Museum inside Finaguerra
Palace

URBISAGLIA
Public Archeological Museum
VALFORNACE
Pievebovigliana - Museum

MONTECASSIANO
Archeological Collection
MONTECOSARO
CAM - “Complesso Agostiniano Montecosaro”
MUCCIA
Archeological Museum “Muccia: antico
crocevia dell’Appennino” Archeological
Exposition*
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On the other hand, the Museum of Marchigiana
Emigration tries to make known in a realistic and truthful
Fairs and ancient traditions in the MaMa territory are YC[VJGJKUVQT[QHOKITCVQT[ƃQYUVJCVEJCTCEVGTKUGF/CTEJG
impressive.
while the National Museum of the Folkloristic Costume
Indeed, various exhibition spaces are dedicated to the in Castelraimondo displays materials donated by folklore
processing of the land, including; the “Luigi Fagianella” groups from the entire national territory.
Poor Art Museum in Caldarola, funded with the aim of Finally, three other important exhibitions are linked to the
making known the 20th century daily life and work in Marche products of the soil: Serrapetrona’s Olive Oil Museum, which
countryside; the “Ferretti Florindo” Museum of Farming RTGUGTXGU VJG GSWKROGPV CPF OCEJKPGT[ QH VJG GCTN[ VJ
Culture, in Sefro, a moving testimony of the ancient century in an environment that has maintained its original
CITKEWNVWTCNCEVKXKVKGUKP/CEGTCVCoUJKPVGTNCPFCPFƂPCNN[VJG structure, including the brick paving. The Wine Museum in
Museum of Peasant Civilization in the Abbey of Santa Tolentino displays tools and objects used in the past for the
Maria di Chiaravalle di Fiastra, in Tolentino, which collects processing of the grapes, while the Permanent Exhibition
objects and tools of domestic and rural use.
of Cooked Wine Equipment in Loro Piceno is included in
The Museum of Popular Arts and Traditions in Civitanova the broader context of the Interactive Museum of Local
Marche, the “Oberdan Poleti” Territory Museum in San Tradition. Here an interesting path consisting of a series of
Severino Marche, Serrapatrona’s Museum of Man and installations and multimedia tools projects the visitor into
the Demo-Anthropological Museum of Ancient Art characteristic atmospheres of the ancient society and of the
and Crafts in Montelupone are all dedicated to the work creation of the typical village’s product.
KP VJG ƂGNFU CPF QVJGT CPEKGPV ETCHVU HTQO VJG ECTRGPVGT
to the blacksmith, from the cobbler to the weaver, to the
shoemaker. Terre Artigiane museum in Mogliano and
Museo della Tessitura in Macerata were also opened to
promote the territory and its handicrafts.

Between ethnography and anthropology

ONCE UPON TIME
THERE WAS A MILL...

Still regarding ancient crafts, Cessapalombo’s Museum
of Carbonaie collects the typical tools and historical
documentation of this ancient activity, carried out up to the
end of the 19th century.It also develops along an external
path where all phases of the coal production process been
faithfully reconstructed. The Museum of Pastoralism in
Visso, on the other hand, preserves the testimonies of
UJGRJGTFUNKXGUCPFYQTMCPFVJGKTVTCFKVKQPCNGSWKROGPV
Fishing, nets, boats and seafaring life are the fulcrum of Sea
Museum, in Porto Recanati, while the River Mill in Pieve
Torina is dedicated to the millers work. This latter exposition
space is a detached branch of Della Nostra Terra Museum,
where many rooms of farmhouses and artisan shop shave
been faithfully reconstructed.

Muccia, since from the prehistory, has
been characterized as node of important
communication ways. Natural place of
passage and where to stop during big and
small travels, during the Varano’s lordship,
KV JCU DGGP QHƂEG QH CP KORQTVCPV OKNNU
system for cereals from which people used
to get sustenance. Here, in fact, it has been
DWKNVVJGƂTUVOKNNQHVJGCTGCCEVKXCVGFD[
the power of water, and, therefore, it was
the place where all the produced wheat
used to be milled, in this part of the
Varano’s territories. Today in the Victory’s
5SWCTG KP /WEEKC KV KU UVKNN RQUUKDNG VQ
admire it.
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Mill - photo by Muccia municipality
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MUSEUMS OF NATURAL HISTORY,
SCIENCE AND NATURAL
TECHNIQUES
CAMERINO
Accessible Science Museum
Botanic Garden “Carmela Cortini” University Of Camerino
CESSAPALOMBO
*QOGCPFDWVVGTƃKGUICTFGP
FIASTRA
Chamois Museum
GAGLIOLE
Natural History Museum
MACERATA
Natural History Museum
MATELICA
Fossil Finds Museum
PIORACO
Civic Museum of Pioraco
SARNANO
Avifauna Museum of Marche
collection “Brancadori”*
SERRAPETRONA
Paleontologic Exhibition “Attrezzi,
ornamenti, armi e corazze”
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Pioraco - photo by Patrizia Dionigi
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The Carriage Museum - Macerata

RARE AND SURPRISING GEMS

One of the most visited places in Macerata, for adults
and children. The visitors travel on a rich collection of
ECTTKCIGUGSWKRRGFKPCUWIIGUVKXGYC[QPCTQCFKPC
fascinating path enriched by interactive installations. The
virtual carriage is not to be missed: you choose a trip, get
on the carriage, and some movements start swinging you
Vespa Museum - Pollenza
while the wheels make some noise when going along the
+V KU C WPKSWG EQNNGEVKQP CVVTCEVKPI XKUKVQTU HTQO CNN QXGT streets. The coachman’s voice tells you about a nice trip
Italy, which narrates the myth of one of the best-known in Marca Maceratese.
two wheeled vehicles in the world. The exposition
provides a very rich overview of motorcycles in excellent
The Museum of Paper and Filigree - Pioraco
condition and objects related to their world.
6JG WPKSWGPGUU QH VJKU GZJKDKVKQP UVCPFU KP VJG YKUG
choice of materials collected from the Vespa Club of The town hosts the Filigree Exhibition, inaugurated on
Italy and the extraordinary experiences linking Vespa May 1, 1984. The exhibition consists in a collection of
to the cinema. Thus, one enters a space that houses artistic watermarks and watermarked papers, mostly
RJQVQITCRJUEWRUVTQRJKGUGXGPVRNCSWGUVJCVVGNNVJG belonging to the period between the 14th and 19th
UVQT[QHQWTEQWPVT[CPFCNUQƂNORQUVGTUECNGPFCTUC centuries, which bear witness to the long evolution of
very rare 8mm recording about rallies and children’s toys. papermaking from its origins to the present day. The
ancient art, handed down from one generation to the
next by Pioraco’s paper makers, is brought back to life in
Gualchiera Prolaquense, where it is possible to witness
Sidecar Museum - Cingoli
the manual manufacture of paper using 14th century
The collection is composed by over one hundred VQQNUCPFVGEJPKSWGU
RKGEGU FKXKFGF KPVQ ƂXG UGEVKQPU 6QWTKUO  6JG OQUV
representative models are exhibited, from the end of the
last century to the scooters and bicycles with sidecars; The International Museum of Humour in Art some vehicles belonged to famous people or were Tolentino
used in important movies. Commercial - It includes the
carriages built for utilitarian purposes, to transport goods +V KU WPKSWG KP +VCN[ CPF COQPI VJG HGY KP VJG YQTNF
QT FKHHGTGPV URGEKƂE WUGU %QORGVKVKQP  JKIJNKIJVU VJG collects more than three thousand works including
particular use of sidecars in races and contains a section prints, engravings, drawings, paintings and sculptures
dedicated to articulated sidecars. The Military section by caricature and humour masters from every time
includes vehicles used during the First and Second World and country. Arranged in different rooms, it includes
Wars, with special dioramas that place sidecars inside a an historical introduction to caricature and various
real war scene. Finally, Bonsai - houses every miniature sections: Humor and Art, History, Caricature and Humor.
concerning sidecars. Numerous original documents, The museum is now recognised as a meeting place of
photos and movies enrich all sections; the world’s fundamental importance for the genre’s historians, artists,
longest, the widest, the smallest and biggest sidecars are critics, scholars and all fans. The collection is continuously
increased with works donated by the artists taking part
hosted in the museum, as special curiosities.
to the “Biennial of Humour in Art”, one of the most
important cultural events in Tolentino and in the region.
Among the many museums within Marca Maceratese
territory, some places deserve a particular mention for
VJGWPKSWGPGUUQHVJGKTMKPF5JCNNYGFKUEQXGTUQOG!
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Museo della carrozza di Macerata - photo by Macerata municipality
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photo by Pascucci
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Processional Woods Museum - Petriolo
It hosts sacred furnishings and furnishings, processional
carved woods and golden of the 17th and 18th centuries,
sacred silverware - among which the precious 1782
monstrance of the silversmith Domenico Piano from
Macerata - and two paintings: a nativity of Andrea De
Magistris and an Annunciation of Durante Nobili in 1559.
Hammer Museum - Sarnano *
It provides evidences of the daily use of the hammer in
the artisanal and industrial work. Examples of this tool
in bronze, crystal, leather, stone and copper, steel and
other materials are here displayed. You can walk through
an unusual path, among 500 pieces from 40 countries
and representing over 100 professions, from the copy of
the hammer and trowel of the Holy Year 1975 used by
Pope Paolo VI to open the Holy Door, til the hammers
used by farmers, lumberjacks, cobblers, speleologists,
goldsmiths, typographers, and even collectors.

PETRIOLO AND GIOVANNI
GINOBILI’S PLACES
Investigate where you come from to
understand where you are heading to.
Petriolo is the place where Ginobili was
born. He was a folklore student from
Marche, vernacular poet, folklorist and noble
father of the modern ethnomusicology of
Marche Region. He dedicated all his life to
the research and the conservation of the
popular culture of his own territory, where
he lived the whole life and where he wrote
one of his most representative poem “Pitriò’
mmia”. By the Summer 2019, the “Centro
Studi Giovanni Ginobili” and the Museum
dedicated to him inside the Petriolo Castle,
treasure of popular culture, will be opened
to the public. From this attention to the
rediscovery of identity of Petriolo and its
roots, it has born the twinning with the
Hungarian city of Mezokovesd, hearth of the
Popular Culture Matyo, UNESCO Immaterial
Cultural Heritage of Humanity.

Cinema Brush Museum - Montecosaro
It is the only national exhibition of cinematographic
sketches, an extraordinary collection of 20th century
ƂIWTCVKXGCTVCDNGVQECRVWTGCPFTGEQWPVQWTRQRWNCT
memory in evocative images. Here, in fact, it is possible
to admire the original features of the greatest poster
illustrators: an unmissable opportunity to closely observe
YQTMU QH CTV ETGCVGF VQ CFXGTVKUG WPHQTIGVVCDNG ƂNOU
such as Stagecoach, Ben Hur, Giant, Quo Vadis?, Don
Camillo, I Vitelloni, La Grande Guerra, Once upon a time
in the West, Un sacco bello and many other titles that
have made the history of cinema.
Bracelet Museum - Treia
It collects objects, photographic material and
documents which tell the history of the Bracelet,
emblem of the Treia town.
Petriolo - photo by Vanessa Illi
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OTHER SPECIALISED MUSEUMS IN MaMa
MORROVALLE
International Pinacoteca Museum of
Crib “don Eugenio De Angelis”
Ex “Romagnoli” House

CALDAROLA
Pallotta Castle
“L’Arte nella Resistenza” Civic Museum
CASTELRAIMONDO
“U. Bottacchiari” Civic Museum

PETRIOLO
Study Center Giovanni Ginobili (it
opens in Summer 2019)

CASTELSANTANGELO SUL NERA
Ecomuseum of the deer

RECANATI
Study Center “Il Paesaggio
dell’Eccellenza”
“Beniamino Gigli” Museum
Artistic-Didactic Museum G. Leopardi
of the National Center of Leopardian
Studies
House Leopardi Museum
MEMA - Marche emigration museum

CIVITANOVA MARCHE
Del Trotto Historical Museum
CORRIDONIA
“Filippo Corridoni” Birthplace Museum
FIUMINATA
“Mariateresa di Lascia” Library
“Mauro Mancia” book fund - Physicology
Historical Archive
GUALDO
Romolo Murri archive-library with emeroteca
MACERATA
School Museum “Paolo e Ornella Ricca” of
University of Macerata
Ecomuseum Villa Ficana (Village of raw earth
houses)
MATELICA
“V. F. Piersanti” Museum
MONTELUPONE
Historical Photography Museum
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SERRAPETRONA
Gold and silver Museum of the S.
Francesco Church
Exhibition focuses on the life and works
of Dt. Vittorio Claudi
TREIA
Center of Studies Dolores Prato
USSITA
Cardinal Gasparri Museum

photo by Mosconi
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Tips by Elena, PhD student at the University of Macerata

(1)
Castello di Lanciano - Castelraimondo:
close to the Potenza river, surrounded by a
ƃQWTKUJKPI XGIGVCVKQP VJG %CUVNG QH .CPEKCPQ
is located near Castelraimondo. The ancient
residence of the Varano family became a manor
in the 15th century and then became property of
VJG $CPFKPK OCTSWKUGU YJQ VTCPUHQTOGF KV KPVQ
a villa. Do not miss the guided tour to the richly
decorated Salone delle Feste and the interiors
hosting many classic artifacts from the nearby
Roman excavations.

Museo della Tessitura - Macerata:
(2)
for those who are mostly attracted by local
traditions, a visit to this exhibition space, located
in Via del Vicolo Vecchio, close to the ancient
medieval walls is a must. Here it is possible to live
an out-of-time experience: you can attend to the
typical local weaving activity, known for the art
of the liccetti. Rigorously manual looms of great
historical value are used, which also give prestige
to the permanent exhibition inspired by the art of
the loom and weaving.
(3)
Giardino delle Farfalle (Cessapalombo):
for nature lovers, visiting this place, in whichyou
ECP YCVEJ DWVVGTƃKGU ƃ[ HTGGN[ CPF GZRGTKGPEG C
moment of extreme intimacy with nature, will
surely be fascinating. In fact, a medicinal garden
is also active and, for the little ones, experiential
educational workshops are provided. The place is
CNUQGSWKRRGFVQQTICPK\GRKEPKEUYJCVCDGVVGT
choice to spend a refreshing and relaxing Sunday!

(4)
Sferisterio and Teatro Lauro Rossi
(Macerata): Macerata Opera Festival has certainly a
national and international relevance, one of the most
anticipated and appreciated appointments in Italy
and beyond. It takes place at the Sferisterio Arena,
where it is possible to attend to other important and
heterogeneous musical and theatrical events. For
example, on the same stage takes place Musicultura,
a national music competition which gives voice to
up-and-coming pop music artists and songwriters
and hosts national and international top-level artists.
The Sferisterio Arena also hosts Sferisterio Live,
where every year word-class artists make their live
performances. The attention that the city addresses
to musical culture is well shown also in the intense
programming of the Teatro Lauro Rossi, which is
located in front of the imposing Clock Tower in Piazza
della Libertà. For those who are in Macerata during
the opera season it is recommended to take a walk
in the area of Vicolo Cassini where you can listen
to the songs in preview. In fact, many of the artists
rent houses in that neighborhood and it is possible
to listen to them singing during the rehearsals: a real
concert in impromptu!
(5)
Biblioteca Egidiana (Tolentino): Among
the most representative examples of librarian
patrimony of Macerata territory, the Library in
Tolentino dedicated to the Augustinian Egidio
Colonna certainly stands out. It contains artifacts
dating back to the 14th century and is also home to a
rich archive of great historical interest. Although the
GCTVJSWCMG JCU RCTVKCNN[ OCFG KV WPWUCDNG FQ PQV
give up on visiting the main hall: you will breathe an
ancient and precious atmosphere that is in harmony
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with the imposing Basilica of San Nicola, to whom still not fed up, then you should arrive up to the
the village is devoted.
Ottaviani church. Nearby there is a fountain where
you can get water: this is said to be miraculous water
because it served as a refreshment for a bishop and
(5+1)
Fons Episcopi (Recanati): Recanati is one his followers at the time of the Roman persecution.
of the most characteristic and well-known villages 1PGOQTGQRRQTVWPKV[VQTGƃGEVKPCNKXGN[CPFFKTGEV
in Marche. Every little corner, every building, every way on the stratigraphic historical experience of the
glimpse seems to represent a detail of the majestic villages in Macerata province!
literary works by Giacomo Leopardi, who lived here
and spoke of this place. But if after visiting Casa
.GQRCTFK CHVGT UVQRRKPI KP VJG KPURKTKPI USWCTG QH
Il Sabato del Villaggio and after having admired
the landscape from the %QNNG FGNNo+PƂPKVQ, you are

www.giardinofarfalle.it
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San Severino Marche
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Art and Culture: the genius
of MaMa experiences
www.marcamaceratese.info
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MaMa’s people
A trip with the illustrious characters
of the Marca Maceratese

MAMA’S PEOPLE
What are the most important personalities related to the Marca Maceratese, emblems of this land, which have
marked, with their existence, the cultural environment in which they operated?
Some names stand out!

ANNIBAL CARO
(Civitanova Marche, 6 June 1507 - Frascati, 17
November 1566)
“Important literary man, translator, poet and
playwright, he was born in the high part of Civitanova
Marche in 1507 from Giovanbattista Caro and Celanzi
%GPVQƂQTKPK *G FKGF KP 4QOG KP  YJGTG JG
moved due to his position as particular secretary in
Farnese’s Home, role that he covers for the whole
life. In 1555 he gets Malta’s Order commendation.
We made lots of works, among which we mention the
italian translation of Virgil’s Aeneid, the Songbook,
the translation of pastoral loves of Dafne and Cloe,
the comedy of “Gli Straccioni”. In order to know
the man and the intellectual, it is fundamental the
collection of Letters he wrote and received, historical,
artistic and political mirror of the 16th century.
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ALBERICO GENTILI
(San Ginesio, 16 January 1552 - London, 19 June 1608)
He is the most famous and oldest son of St. Ginesio.
His major work, the Dure Iure Belli (1598), represents
VJGƂTUVU[UVGOCVKEVTGCVKUGQPVJGNCYQHRGQRNGCPF
it gave the root for the international law to born.
After pursuing the doctorate in Law at University of
Perugia, Alberico Gentili moved back to San Ginesio
with the mission of modifying the municipal Statutes.
He has been obligated to run away due to religion
reasons (it was the Protestant reform period), he
repaired the reformed Courts of the Empire where
he has been appreciated for his high intelligence and
deep doctrine. In 1580 he established in England,
where in 1581 he started to taught civil law at Oxford
University. Six years later, he has been nominated
Regius Professor of Civil Law, teacher’s desk instituted
by Enrico VIII in the same University.
The Gentili’s positions regarding religious tolerance
and cultural difference, his political pragmatism
and his aversion to every form of ideological
fundamentalism, they still form today a subject and
CRQKPVQHTGƃGEVKQPHQTVJGUEJQNCTUHTQOCNNQXGTVJG
world. The International Center Of Gentiliani Studies
promotes the memory and the study of the thought
and of the works of Alberico Gentili. It has been built
in San Ginesio in 1981.
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PADRE MATTEO RICCI
(Macerata, 6 October 1552 - Beijing, 11 May 1610)
Born from a noble Maceratese family, he entered
the Society of Jesus in 1571. Shortly afterwards he
made the decision to carry out his apostolate as a
missionary and in 1578 moved to India, where he held
the role of teacher of humanistic subjects.
On his departure for China. His motto became
“Becoming Chinese with the Chineses”: he began
studying the local language, assumed the oriental
name of Li Ma Tu and wore the bronze clothes; he
translated the “Sayings of our philosophers and our
UCKPVUQPHTKGPFUJKRqJKUƂTUVYQTMKP%JKPGUGYJKEJ
EQPUGETCVGFJKOCUVJGƂTUV'WTQRGCPUKPQNQIKUV
In January 1601 he entered Beijing and was
admitted to the court of Emperor Wan Li; having a
close friendship with the most powerful imperial
QHƂEKCNU JG TGEGKXGF C NKEGPUG VQ EGNGDTCVG OCUU KP
public. Worshiped in China as a second Confucius,
he introduced the notions of Euclidean geometry,
western geography, clocks, astronomy and the use of
the sextant into the eastern country.
He died on 11 May 1610, his remains rest in the
garden of Shal in Beijing.
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GIACOMO LEOPARDI
(Recanati, 29 June 1798 - Naples, 14 June 1837)

Listed as one of the most important poets in the world;
Giacomo Leopardi is the symbol of the genius of Marche.
From childhood, he showed an acute intellect and a
RTGFKURQUKVKQPVQCUVWF[OGVJQFVJCVJGJKOUGNHFGƂPGF
as “mad and desperate”, which allowed him to learn
several languages, including Hebrew and Sanskrit.
In 1817 he began writing “Zibaldone”, published for the
ƂTUVVKOGD[%CTFWEEKKPKVKUVJGRQGVoURGTUQPCNFKCT[
considered the key to understanding and interpreting the
Leopardian works. In 1819 he composed his most famous
KF[NN p6JG +PƂPKVGq KPURKTGF D[ VJG XKGY QH VJG JQTK\QP
from the hill near his home in Recanati.
Eager to get in touch with more cosmopolitan cultural
GPXKTQPOGPVUJGOQXGFƂTUVVQ4QOGVJGPVQ$QNQIPC
and Milan. There he met Alessandro Manzoni and

Antonio Ranieri, with whom he travelled to Naples, where
the poet died on 14 June 1837. After two hundred years
QHKVUEQORQUKVKQPp6JG+PƂPKVGqQH.GQRCTFKKUEGNGDTCVGF
KP 4GECPCVK KP C EQPVKPWQWU ƃQY QH GZJKDKVKQPU UJQYU
conferences and publications.

6YQJWPFTGF[GCTUJCXGRCUUGFUKPEGKVUEQORQUKVKQP6JG+PƂPKVG
D[.GQRCTFKKUUVKNNEGNGDTCVGFKP4GECPCVKYKVJCEQPVKPWQWUƃQY
of exhibitions, shows, conferences and publications.

BENIAMINO GIGLI
(Recanati, March 20, 1890 - Rome, November 30,
1957)
Italian tenor and actor, he is considered one of the
most famous opera singers of the 20th century. A
homogeneous voice, from the rare timbre that united
enamel and softness, exceptionally endowed with
PCVWTCNJCTOQPKEUUVKNNWPOKUVCMCDNGGXGPCVVJGƂTUV
listening to one of the many discs left by the artist. His
art has honored the Marche in the most prestigious
stages in the world.

DOLORES PRATO
(Rome, 12 April 1892 - Anzio, 13 July 1983)
# YTKVGT CPF RWDNKEKUV UJG NKXGF HTQO VJG CIG QH ƂXG VQ
eighteen in Treia, a place that has profoundly marked her life.
Forced by the promulgation of the racial laws to leave
teaching, she lived on collaborations with newspapers and
private lessons. Her Roman house was, during the last days
QHVJGTGIKOGFWTKPIVJGOQPVJUQHTGUKUVCPEGCPFKPVJGƂTUV
years of the post-war period, a meeting point for artists and
intellectuals.
In 1980, at the age of 87, he published Giù la piazza non c’è
nessuno (Lerici Prize 1981), and it was immediately a literary
case: the attention of the critics stopped more on the unusual
contingency of being faced with an almost ninety-year-old
writer and not on the extraordinary narrative and stylistic
temperament of the book. Purely autobiographical, the novel
is an attempt to recover the years of childhood spent in Treia,
to rediscover environments and people, but above all to
track down feelings and impulses then repressed. The novel,
surprising for the clarity of introspection and for a vein of irony
that surrounds events and characters, is the reconstruction of
a world and of lost years, a meticulous chronicle of the daily
life of a small Italian country of the late 19th century.
Among the various works, we point out The walls of Treia
and other fragments (1992), which represents a recovery of
songs all dedicated to the description of the Marche region,
suppressed by the publisher in Giù la piazza non c’è nessuno.
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IVO PANNAGGI
(Macerata, 1901 - Macerata, 1981)
Painter, architect, and co-author with Vinicio Paladini of
“Manifesto dell’Arte Meccanica Futurista” (Manifesto of
Futurist Mechanical Arts), he is regarded as the founder of
Italian futurism. Between 1923 and 1924 he made, based
on a commission of the entrepreneur Erso Zampini di
Esanatoglia, the furniture of four environments of Zampini’s,
the only example in Europe regarding a futuristic furniture of
a whole house.
From 1927 he was Walter Gropius’ pupil at the Bauhaus until
it was closed by the Nazi armed forces in 1933. Thanks to
the close friendships he had made in Germany, he set off on
various international journeys, which took him from Lapland
to Brazil, then sailing the coasts of Africa. During his travels,
he dedicated himself to the profession of photojournalism,
collaborating with important Italian magazines, and serving
as a war correspondent in Germany.
From the second half of 1900 he resumed painting and
launched into a new career as a designer, returning to his
native Macerata in the ‘70s.

DANTE FERRETTI
(Macerata, 26 February 1943)
Well-known at international level thanks to his
numerous collaborations in important Hollywood
productions; the pivot and pillar of Italian cinema,
Dante Ferretti is considered one of the most
KORQTVCPV CPF KPƃWGPVKCN NKXKPI UEGPQITCRJGTU 9KVJ
his creations, his perspectives, his fantasy, and his
genius,he has created a characteristic new set for
GXGT[ƂNOJGJCUYQTMGFQP(QTVJKUTGCUQPJGKUQPG
of the greatest and most appreciated set designers
in the world and in his long career he has won three
Oscar prizes and ten nominations. Not only that,
he also developed a multitude of theatre sets and
curated the installation of the Egyptian Museum in
Turin.
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IN ADDITION TO THOSE ALREADY MENTIONED, THERE ARE MANY OTHER CHARACTERS THAT HAVE
GIVEN PRESTIGE TO THE MARCA MACERATESE. LET’S TRY TO GET TO KNOW SOME OF THEM.

•

TITO LABIENO (100 BC -45 BC): ROMAN MILITARY COMMANDER

•

AMICO DI SAN PIETRO AVELLANA (ABOUT 920 -1040): CHRISTIAN MONK

•

ST. NICHOLAS FROM TOLENTINO (1245 -1305): FRIAR

•

FRA BEVIGNATE (AROUND 1250 APPROX. -1305): ARCHITECT AND CHRISTIAN MONK

•

GENTILE DA CINGOLI (XIII SEC. - XIV SEC.): PHILOSOPHER

•

DIOTALLEVI DI ANGELUCCIO (ABOUT XIV SEC.): PAINTER

•

ALLEGRETTO NUZI (1315 - 1373): PAINTER

•

LORENZO SALIMBENI (1374 - ABOUT 1420): PAINTER

•

GIOVAN BATTISTA CACCIALUPI (1420 - 1496): JURIST

•

CARLO CRIVELLI (1430 CIRCA -1495) PAINTER

•

BLESSED PIETRO DA MOGLIANO (1435 - 1490): RELIGIOUS

•

VITTORE CRIVELLI (1440 - 1501): PAINTER

•

LORENZO D’ALESSANDRO (1445 CIRCA -1501): PAINTER

•

DOMENICO INDIVINI (1445 - 1502): WOOD CRAFTSMAN

•

LORENZO LOTTO (C. 1480 -1557): PAINTER

•

NICOLÒ BONAFEDE (1463 -1534): BISHOP AND LEADER

•

BARTOLOMEO EUSTACHI (AROUND 1500 - 1574): ANATOMIST

•

POPE MARCELLO II (1501-1555): POPE

•

SIMONE DE MAGISTRIS (AROUND 1538 - 1613): PAINTER AND SCULPTOR

•

GIOVANNI EVANGELISTA PALLOTTA (1548 -1620): CARDINAL

•

ILARIO ALTOBELLI (1560 - 1637): ASTRONOMER - MINOR CONVENT

•

PIETRO PAOLO FLORIANI (1585 -1638): ENGINEER AND ARCHITECT

•

CARLO MILANUZZI (1590 - 1640 CIRCA): MUSICIAN AND CAPPELLA’S TEACHER, COMPOSER AND WRITER

•

EUSTACHIO DIVINI (1610 - 1685): OPTICIAN AND ASTRONOMER

•

GIOVANNI MARIO CRESCIMBENI (1663-1728): POET AND LITERARY CRITIC

•

LUIGI LANZI (1732 -1810): JESUIT, ARCHAEOLOGIST AND ART HISTORIAN

•

GIUSEPPE PIERMARINI (1734 - 1808): ARCHITECT

•

MARGHERITA SPARAPANI GENTILE BOCCAPADULI (1735 - 1820): NOBLEWOMAN AND TRAVELER

•

GIUSEPPE LUCATELLI (1751-1828): ARCHITECT AND PAINTER
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•

POPE PIUS VII (1761-1830): POPE

•

VINCENZO OTTAVIANI (1790 - 1853): BOTANIST

•

IRENEO ALEANDRI (1795 - 1885): ARCHITECT

•

CARLO DIDIMI (1798 - 1877): BRACELET GAME CHAMPION

•

LAURO ROSSI (1810 - 1885): COMPOSER

•

DIONILLA SANTOLINI (1813 - 1885): OPERA SINGER

•

TITO LIVIO FACONDO CIANCHETTINI (1821-1900): JOURNALIST

•

FILIPPO MARCHETTI (1831 - 1902): COMPOSER

•

GIOVANNI MESTICA (1831 - 1903): PHILOLOGIST AND POLITICIAN

•

ELENA FIORETTI (1833 - 1889): OPERA SINGER

•

FILIPPO MARIOTTI (1833 - 1911): POLITICIAN

•

ERCOLE ROSA (1846 - 1893): SCULPTOR

•

ENRICO CECCHETTI (1850 - 1928): DANCER AND CHOREOGRAPHER

•

FATHER CLEMENTE BENEDETTUCCI (1850-1949): PRIEST AND HISTORICAL AND LITERARY CRITIC

•

FEDERICO CARBONETTI (1854-1916): OPERA SINGER

•

ALESSANDRO LUZIO (1857-1946): ITALIAN JOURNALIST, HISTORIAN AND ARCHIVIST

•

GIOVANNI TACCI PORCELLI (1863 -1928): CARDINAL

•

GABRIELE GALANTARA (1865-1937): JOURNALIST AND CARICATURIST

•

NAZARENO STRAMPELLI (1866-1942): AGRONOMIST, GENETICIST AND POLITICIAN

•

AUGUSTA BOCCI (1866 - 1954): PAINTER

•

BRUNO MUGELLINI (1871 -1912): COMPOSER, PIANIST AND TEACHER

•

ADRIANO CECCHETTI (1872 - 1947): MANUFACTURER

•

NADA PERETTI (1875 - 1927): JOURNALIST AND WRITER

•

SIBILLA ALERAMO (RINA FACCIO) (1876 - 1960): WRITER AND POET

•

ROMOLO MURRI (1878 - 1940): PRESBYTER AND POLITICIAN

•

MARIA SIMONETTI (1878 - 1922): TEACHER

•

AGEO ARCANGELI (1880 - 1935): JURIST

•

GILFREDO CATTOLICA (1882 - 1962): COMPOSER AND CONDUCTOR

•

PIER ALBERTO CONTI (1884 - 1968): MAYOR AND PATRON

•

FILIPPO CORRIDONI (1887 -1915): TRADE UNIONIST, MILITARY, POLITICIAN AND JOURNALIST

•

VINCENZO CENTO (1888 - 1945): PEDAGOGIST

•

MARIA SPES BARTOLI (1888 - 1981): PHOTOGRAPHER

•

UGO BETTI (1892-1953): POET, PLAYWRIGHT AND JUDGE
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•

ADA SIMONCELLI (1892 - 1965): SCIENTIST AND PEDAGOGIST

•

GIOVANNI GINOBILI (1892 -1973): VERNACULAR POET, FOLKLORIST AND NOBLE FATHER OF MODERN
ETHNOMUSICOLOGY

•

GIUSEPPE VINCENZO TUCCI (1894-1984): ORIENTALIST AND EXPLORER

•

RAFFAELE CIFERRI (1897 - 1964): AGRONOMIST AND BOTANIST

•

BENEDETTO TESEI (1898 - 1953): CONTEMPORARY PAINTER

•

TULLIO COLSALVATICO (21 AUGUST 1901 - 21 SEPTEMBER 1980): WRITER AND POET

•

ARTURO GHERGO (1901-1959): PHOTOGRAPHER

•

LINO LIVIABELLA (1902-1964): COMPOSER AND PIANIST

•

SCIPIONE (1904-1933): PAINTER

•

LIBERO BIGIARETTI (1905 -1993): WRITER

•

ENRICO MATTEI (1906-1962): ENTREPRENEUR, PARTISAN AND POLITICIAN

•

LUCIANO MORETTI (1906 - 1985): ARTIST

•

DIEGO MUZIO VEDASTO DE MINICIS (1913-1942): SCULPTOR AND PAINTER

•

ARNOLDO CIARROCCHI (1916 - 2004): PAINTER AND ENGRAVER

•

SILVIO ZAVATTI (1917 - 1985): EXPLORER, POLITICIAN AND ANTHROPOLOGIST

•

SESTO BRUSCANTINI (1919 -2003): BASS-BARITONE

•

DANTE CECCHI (1921-2015): HISTORICAL

•

VIRGINIA SANTUCCI (1921 - 2014): CIGAR MAKER

•

WLADIMIRO TULLI (1922 -2003): PAINTER

•

ENZO SORDELLO (1927 -2008): BARITONE

•

ELVIDIO FARABOLLINI (1930 - 1971): PAINTER

•

ANITA CERQUETTI (1931 - 2014): SOPRANO

•

LODOVICO SCARFIOTTI (1933-1968): AUTOMOTIVE DRIVER

•

MARIANO GAVASCI (1933 - 1983): PAINTER

•

JIMMY FONTANA (1934 -2013): SINGER, COMPOSER AND ACTOR

•

GINO MAROTTA (1935 - 2012): PAINTER AND SCULPTOR

•

TONI MARIA (1939-2016): ENTREPRENEUR

•

FRANCA CAPRODOSSI (1947 -2018): WEAVER

•

GIOVANNA MARIA FABRINI (1949 - 2016): ARCHAEOLOGIST

•

CARLO URBANI (1956 -2003): DOCTOR
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Made in
MaMa
Ready to buy?
Typical products, crafts and shopping
in Marca Maceratese.

MADE IN MaMa
Discovering a territory means visiting its places, getting to know its art, its people, its streets and its colours.
$WVKVCNUQOGCPUFKUEQXGTKPIKVUVCUVGUVJTQWIJKVUOQUVV[RKECNƃCXQWTUKFGPVKH[KPIKVUETCHVUOCPUJKRCPFYJ[PQV!DW[KPI
those products that make it an excellent experience.
was born; Ciauscolo, a salami strongly characterized
by its softness. The choice of the meat is particularly
(TQO HTGUJ #FTKCVKE ƂUJ VQ KPNCPF UCWUCIGU HTQO important for its production: shoulder, ham, bacon, loin
cheeses to honey and wine, from olive oil to lentils and CPFQHEQWTUGNCTFCTGOKPEGFVQIGVJGTCPFƃCXQWTGF
with the addition of white wine and pepper. The
red potatoes. It’s time to eat!
Ciauscolo, the most typical cream salami in Marche
region, with a rosy colour and a savoury but delicate
Fish
taste, is excellent as a snack or as a starter on toasted
The Adriatic Sea has been a scenery of legends, but bread, slices of bread or bruschetta. It goes well with
CNUQQHJKUVQT[CPFEWNVWTG+VKUƂNNGFYKVJVJGƂUJGTOGPoU cheeses and wines of the territory of origin and can also
lives, of their toil, of the strength of their boats and the be enjoyed with pasta!
VTCFKVKQPCNCTVQHƂUJKPI
6JWU EQF OCEMGTGN EWVVNGƂUJ VTWHGNNK UQNG OCPVKU We are now in the area where, traditionally, Chianina,
shrimps and seafood are the protagonists of the Marchigiana and Romagnola (breeds of cattle) are
gastronomic traditions of Marca Maceratese, that are fed with fodder from the area. They have been bred
reproduced in the private kitchens and the hundreds here for more than 1500 years, and it is precisely
of restaurants through numerous recipes: in the pan, from the breeding of cattle that, inevitably, another
grilled, in paper, in salt crust or, in the traditional typicality of the territory is born, boasting the Protected
Geographical Indication: the White Vitellone of
Brodetto of Porto Recanati.
the Central Apennines. Today it is the only Italian
The territory of MaMa is notoriously rich in rivers full of SWCNKV[NCDGNHQTHTGUJDGGHCRRTQXGFD[VJG'WTQRGCP
ƂUJCPFKUCFGUVKPCVKQPHQTOCP[ƂUJGTOGPKPEGPVTCN Community. Its meat is a health guarantee for those
Italy and beyond. The mountains of the area of the who include it in their diet.
ƃWXKCN DTCPEJGU QH 2QVGP\C %JKGPVK CPF 0GTC CTG KP
HCEVTGPQYPGFƂUJKPINQECVKQPUCPFOCMGVJKUVGTTKVQT[ Among the products that have received the IGP-PTN
the richest trout water of the Marche Region. The trout recognition (Protected Geographical Indication is the protagonist of unmissable events for those who National Transitory Protection), fpr which the European
NQXGVJGUGƃCXQWTUUWEJCUVJGVJG6TQWVCPF8GTFKEEJKQ RTQEGUU HQT VJG CVVTKDWVKQP QH VJG SWCNKV[ NCDGN KU KP
progress, there is also the Lamb of Central Italy,
(May) and the Festival of the Trout (August) ,in Sefro.
which boasts an excellent meat, highly appreciated
by consumers, both through the traditional butchers’
Salami and meat
circuit and through catering.
From the need to not waste anything in the kitchen,
let alone any part of the pig, and the need to use even
the lard, one of the most typical products in Macerata

FOOD AND WINE
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Cheese

Sopravissana sheep

The Pecorino Cheese of Sibylline
Mountains is one of the typical products
of the Marca Maceratese included in
the Slow Food presidia. Presidia are
aimed at supporting small traditional
productions through the enhancement
of their territories and the recovery of
CPEKGPVETCHVUCPFRTQEGUUKPIVGEJPKSWGU
In addition, they endeavour to preserve
indigenous breeds and varieties of
vegetables and fruit from extinction. The
Pecorino Cheese of Sibillini has been
chosen by Slow Food because it identifies
itself with the history of the mountains
that characterize the MaMa territory
and which, to this day, still preserve the
signs of transhumance and an important
pastoral civilisation.

The Sopravissana sheep, a cross between
sheep and merino rams, has a triple attitude: milk, meat and wool. The breed was
very widespread after World War II but was
supplanted by more productive breeds. “It
RTQFWEGUXGT[NKVVNGDWVSWCNKV[OKNM6QRTQduce one kilo of cheese 18 sheeps per day
are needed, while 5 or 6 Sardinian sheep
can produce the same amount. The Sopravissana is very rustic and free-range, it adapts itself very well to hot and cold pastures
and manages to steal the nutrients it needs,
UQKVUOKNMKUIQQFKPSWCNKV[6JGYQQNHTQO
these sheeps has for long been called Italian cashmere.”

Olive Oil
The olive oil of Marca Maceratese is characterized
D[ CP CNOQUV KPƂPKVG EQODKPCVKQP QH PWCPEGU CPF
CTQOCU OCMKPI GXGT[ VCUVG DGEQOG C WPKSWG
and unrepeatable moment. It distinguishes itself
by a medium-light fruity taste, with a tendency
to sweetness and with bitter and spicy notes.
Moreover, its cultivation and its milling have very
ancient origins. The city of Recanati represents the
MaMa at the National Association of the Towns
of Olive Oil. The association aims to promote
extra virgin olive oil and its areas of production,
promote the culture of the olive tree, promote its
environment and landscape, spread its history and
assure the consumer through the enhancement of
denominations of origin.

Piantone of Mogliano Oil
6Q DG FGƂPKVGN[ VTKGU KU VJG OQPQ XCTKGVCN
Piantone di Mogliano olive oil: delicate, harmonious and balanced, with a yellow colour
and light green hues, it is excellent with deliECVGFKUJGUƂUJCPFYJKVGOGCVU
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Wine and its cities
To each wine its taste, and for every taste its wine. There
are many wine products from Marca Maceratese, which
houses four “Wine Cities”: Matelica, Morrovalle,
Potenza Picena and Serrapetrona.
This latter is the home of Vernaccia, a sparkling red
wine, sweet or dry, DOC and DOCG, whose importance
KU IKXGP D[ VJG WPKSWGPGUU QH C XKPG TGEQIPKUGF CU
native of Marche. It is a product with a great structure,
which enhances dry pastries and biscuits, but that also
goes well with various types of meat and wild game
OGCVYKVJTGFUCWEGUƂTUVEQWTUGUUWEJCURCRRCTFGNNG
pasta, with wild boar and aged pecorino cheeses.

Another gem in MaMa territory is the San Ginesio
DOC, which comes in two types: red and sparkling, dry
or sweet. It is a medium-bodied wine that, especially if
drunk young, is able to enhance the characteristics of
ƂTUVEQWTUGU+PKVUOCVWTGUVCVGJQYGXGTKVCEEQORCPKGU
second meat courses.
Let’s move on to the dessert and let’s dive into the
KPVGPUG ƃCXQWT QH Loro Piceno’s Vino cotto, which is
also used to be drunk during meals, it is particularly
suitable to accompany desserts. It has a high alcohol
content, a variable colour, ranging from red to amber, a
very characteristic intense smell and a full-bodied taste.

Verdicchio of Matelica comes from a grape rich in
extracts, aromas and polyphenols, which gives life
to a product of great structure and complexity, well
disposed to ageing. It is a DOC and DOCG white wine
that can be tasted also as sparkling, reserve and passito
TCKUKPYKPG +VDGUVOCVEJGUYKVJƂTUVCPFUGEQPFƂUJ
courses, but also excellent is the combination with raw
appetisers, cured and white meats.
Wine of the Colli Maceratesi is also a DOC: the white
one is to be taken young and fresh and it enhances the
taste of raw bivalve molluscs with a sweet tendency,
rices and soups with delicate white sauces. The red
one, instead, allows various combinations: from cold
cuts to pizza al formaggio, from vincisgrassi to white
meat dishes, such as rabbit in porchetta or casserole
chicken.
The Terreni of San Severino DOC is available in four
types - red, superior red, passito and moro - is a fullbodied wine obtained from Montepulciano vines. It
goes very well with tagliatelle pasta with hare sauce and
pasta dishes served with red meat sauces, but also with
white and red meats, wild game meat and mediumaged cheeses.
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Wine Museum
In Tolentino, the Wine Museum of the Abbey of
Chiaravalle di Fiastra displays tools and objects
used in the past for the processing of grapes:
presses, various-size oak barrels, different kinds
of containers, pumps to decant the wine and a
beautiful boiler for vino cotto.
In Loro Piceno, the museum of Vino Cotto is
dedicated to this last product of local tradition.

photo by Elisa Cartuccia
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Craft breweries
MaMa is not just wine. In fact, on this territory,
the pleasure for producing craft beer has been
rediscovered, made with passion, effort and a lot of
imagination by professionals in the sector. It is a nonRCUVGWTKUGFCPFWPƂNVGTGFRTQFWEVYJKEJMGGRUCNNVJG
components that contribute to form an organoleptic
RTQƂNG TKEJ KP CTQOCU CPF ƃCXQWTU 6JG ETCHV DTGYGTU
use natural ingredients, with barley and hops coming
mainly from the territory to which they belong. Beer is
mainly produced with barley malt and / or wheat malt,
basic elements to which hops, yeast and water are
added.

The Varnelli Distillery
The long tradition of anise drinks is at the base of
the history and success of Varnelli Distillery, producer
QH C WPKSWG CPF QTKIKPCN FKUVKNNCVG Varnelli. Already
awarded in 1950 with the Gold Medal at the National
'ZJKDKVKQPQH9KPGUCPF.KSWQTUKVKUOWEJCRRTGEKCVGF
both in Italy and abroad for its dry and decisive taste
that makes it very pleasant and suitable for many
uses. It was created in the laboratories of the distillery,
built in 1868 on the slopes of the Sibillini Mountains,
in Pievebovigliana, Valfornace. The company was
founded by Girolamo Varnelli, a passionate herbalist
YJQ HTQO JGTDU CPF TQQVU GPFQYGF YKVJ DGPGƂEKCN
properties, drew the inspiration for the Amaro
Sibilla. This is a name immediately evocative of the
territory and its ancient history. The Varnelli Distillery
KU VJG QNFGUV NKSWGWT JQWUG KP /CTEJG 4GIKQP CPF KVU
numerous products are known all over the world.
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Honey and its cities
The territory of Marca Maceratese houses four
Cities of Honey: Matelica, Valfornace, Muccia and
Montelupone. In the latter every summer, the Honey
Market Exhibition VCMGU RNCEG CPF VJG SWCNKV[ RTK\G
dedicated to the best products of Marche region is
given. Honey is actually widespread in this area. The
IGPVNGJKNNUQH/C/CRTQXKFGDGGUYKVJCNCTIGSWCPVKV[
QH PGEVCT 2CTVKEWNCTN[ TGƂPGF KU /KNNGƂQTK YKVJ CP
incredible and surprising personality.

The Lentil
Castelsantangelo sul Nera is among the places where
VJGWPFKURWVGFSWGGPQHCITKEWNVWTGCPFQHVJGVCDNG
is the Lentil of Castelluccio IGP. It is characteristic
for its variegated colour, ranging from mottled green
VQ NKIJV DTQYP +VU WPOKUVCMCDNG ƃCXQWT KVU XGT[ UOCNN
size, its resistance to pests and the exclusively organic
cultivation make it a sought-after product, as well as the
basis for numerous and delicious traditional recipes.

The Red potato
Serravalle di Chienti, Muccia, Pieve Torina, Sefro,
Visso and Montecavallo: these are the municipalities
in Marca Maceratese dedicated to the cultivation
QH VJG TGF RQVCVQ QH %QNƂQTKVQ CYCTFGF YKVJ VJG
European IGP label since 2015. Unlike white potato,
the red one is particularly suitable for the climatic and
environmental conditions of the Apennine highlands.
And it is precisely the peculiarities of the soil of the
latter that contributed to the growth, to the chemical
CPFQTICPQNGRVKEEJCTCEVGTKUVKEUCPFVQVJGSWCNKV[VJCV
make this precious fruit of the earth a well recognisable
and highly appreciated agricultural product.
photo by Roberto Paganelli
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The artichoke

The pink apple

The artichoke from Montelupone, characteristic of
the municipality from which it takes the name, has
an intense purple colour, smaller dimensions than the
average, has no internal hair and external spines and
is another Marca Maceratese Slow Food presidia. It
KU C RTQFWEV QH VJG JKIJGUV SWCNKV[ CPF VJCPMU VQ KVU
rich and very sweet taste it is the protagonist of many
typical local dishes and a very popular festival that
every year in May offers many typical recipe variations.

It is in Monte San Martino that another product
listed among the Slow Food presidia is carefully
cultivated: the Pink Apple of the Sibillini Mountains.
Thanks to its conservative properties, it is harvested
in the first ten days of October but it remains
perfect until April. Particularly refined and precious,
it is characterised by an acidulous and sugary pulp
CPF CP KPVGPUG CPF CTQOCVKE UEGPV SWCNKVKGU VJCV
make it perfect also for the preparation of cakes

photo by Ilaria Elisei
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CPF FGUUGTVU 5OCNN KTTGIWNCT UNKIJVN[ ƃCVVGPGF YKVJ
a very short peduncle, it is very good, but not always
able to compete with the aesthetics of apples on the
market which are larger, regular and in bright colours.
For this reason, its cultivation had been almost
completely abandoned, but since some years it is
DCEMCICKPCOQPIVJGSWGGPUQHVJGVGTTKVQT[VJCPMU
to the Festival of Knowledge and Flavours of the
Pink Apple of the Blue Mountains. The event is
held in Monte San Martino, and represents a tasty
appointment aimed at safeguarding and promoting
this precious typical fruit, in danger of extinction.
The festival holds a considerable cultural, technicaleconomic and touristic importance and boasts the
organisation of an exhibition market of apples and
typical products, food stands offering ravioli with
apple, polenta, pink apple rolls, grilled meat and
apple desserts.

Legumes from Appignano
The “DE.C.O.” (municipal name of origin) is the label
given by the municipal administration to the world
of agriculture in Appignano, towards the approval
QH VJG RTQFWEVKQP URGEKƂECVKQP p6JG .GIWOGU HTQO
#RRKIPCPQqYJKEJFGƂPGUVJGRTQFWEVUITQYPKPVJG
municipal territory of Appignano. They belong to the
three botanic varieties which are typical of the terriVQT[ %GEG 3WGTEKC (CIKQNQ 5QNƂ CPF 4QXGLC 9JKEJ
are the goals of the De.Com? It aims to guarantee the
VTCEGCDKNKV[VJGV[RKEKV[CPFVJGSWCNKV[VJGUWUVCKPCbility of the production and the well-integrated local
SWCNKV[EQPUVTWEVKQPEKTEWKV

Monte San Martino - photo by Gianluca Tamantini
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CRAFTSMANSHIP

school commits itself to promote this particular type of
art by the organization of molding courses on the lathe,
Ability and skills that are handed down from generation courses for the decoration of ceramics and experience at
to generation and ancient arts that develop in accordance the lathe for tourists and school groups.
with tradition, in a nutshell: craftsmanship in Marca The craftsmanship of the master potters are the
protagonists of the Terracotta Collection and of the
Maceratese.
Local Artistic Ceramics, which include about 160
artefacts, a lathe and 16 photographic panels with vintage
photos, which allow you to dive into a historical path
Ceramics and terracotta
through all the phases and secrets of working with clay.
Appignano is the homeland of ceramics and terracotta The Municipal School for Ceramics is committed in
in the territory of MaMa, where the artisans have been the promotion of this this particular type of art by the
URGEKCNKUKPI KP VJKU V[RG QH YQTM HQT OQTG VJCP ƂXG organization of molding courses on the lathe, courses for
JWPFTGF [GCTU 5RGEKƂECNN[ VJG RTQFWEVKQP OCKPN[ the decoration of ceramics and experience at the lathe
concerns earthenware for domestic use, in the past for tourists and school groups.
KFGPVKƂGF YKVJ VJG FKCNGEV VGTO QH pEQEEGq 8CUGU
crockery and containers of various kinds have been The Renaissance Ceramics of Saint Anatolia are also
crafted with the same methods and decorated in the well-known together with the A-Typical laboratory
same way for hundreds of years and represent the of Esanatoglia which handmakes ceramic objects
ancient treasures of this village. The municipal ceramics CEEQTFKPIVQVJGCPEKGPVVGEJPKSWGUCPFEQNQWTU

The ceramics museums
•

The Civic Museum of Palazzo Cento,
in Pollenza, exhibits ancient ceramic
artefacts found in an old tower in the
village, and built in factories existing
in the municipality since 1500.

•

The Museum of Ceramics in Tolentino
includes specimens of various eras,
from the 16th to the 19th century,
coming from the major Italian ceramic
schools.
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photo by Appignano municipality
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Wicker weaving: the processing of wicker
Wicker weaving is the oldest form of crafts in the world
CPF VQFC[ ECP DG FGƂPGF CU VTCFKVKQPCN KP VGEJPKSWG
yet new in form and use. Its charm, unchanged for
millennia, lies in creating objects of great utility with
poor materials, often waste, such as wicker. Wood racks,
OCIC\KPGTCEMUEJCPFGNKGTUHCXQWTUVTC[UOCVUƂUJKPI
rods and furniture for homes, terraces, gardens, hotels
are some of the products of this ancient art. These, and
many other products, leave from Mogliano to then
converge on the national, international and overseas
markets, and are appreciated thanks to the experienced
hands of local artisans who “weave” wicker.

Wood, antiques and restoration
Wood processing in the territory of MaMa has a very
CPEKGPV JKUVQT[ 1XGT VKOG KV JCU GXQNXGF KPVQ CPVKSWGU
and furniture restoration. The localities of these
activities are Appignano, Sarnano and Pollenza.
The latter, each year, in mid-July hosts the Exhibition
of Antiques, Restoration and Artistic Craft. It is an
interesting opportunity to immerse yourself in the
artisans’ workshops of the historic centre, experience
the atmosphere of the creative forge that characterises
it, taste the traditional dishes and take part to the festival
with songs and dances.

Weaving
+PVJGCTGCQH/CTEC/CEGTCVGUGVJGCTVQHYQTMKPIƃCZ
and hemp is still alive, accompanied by traditional
weaving loom. Tolentino is the representative town of
this tradition. This ancient practice, which was practiced
KPVJGVGTTKVQT[CDQXGCNNYKVJVJGVGEJPKSWGQHVJGNKEEGVVK
is amply documented also by many pictorial works of ‘300
and ‘400. An example are the frescoes in the Basilica of
San Nicola, in Tolentino, which reproduce scenes of this
type of work and witness its widespread use in the past.
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The Museums of Weaving
In Macerata, since 1986 in the workshop
“La Tela di Ginesi e Varagona” the typical
weaving tradition of the inner area of
Marche Region has been transmitted. Here
it is possible to directly observe precious
examples of the ancient “art of liccetti”
VGEJPKSWG VJCV KU FQEWOGPVGF CNUQ KP YGNN
known paintings.
In Appignano you can immerse yourself in the
area of the Museum dedicated to “The room
of the loom”, by admiring the traditional
tools from 18th and 19th century used for the
RTQEGUUVJCVHTQOVJGƂDTGVQQMVQVJGVJTGCF
and by taking part to macramé workshops
and attending to the exhibition and sale of
handcrafted and artistic products.
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A BIT OF SHOPPING
How about going to the discovery of the r the excellences of MaMa?
Thus, we’ll give you some tips and tricks to visit the famous outlets on the territory and buy the best products at the best
price.

Clothing and footwear
Known throughout the world for its footwear district,
Marca Maceratese hosts many leading companies in
VJG UGEVQT ;QW ECP ƂPF UJQGU QH CNN MKPFU CPF HQT CNN
tastes, the result of the visionary work of small and large
local brands that have chosen to focus on research,
innovation and design. A variety of shoes that give
prestige to the Made in Italy brand and to the noble
history of Marche craftsmanship. The territory of MaMa
is in fact recognised for the industry of craftsmen that
ETGCVGU JKIJ SWCNKV[ OQFGNU GXGT[ [GCT MPQYP CPF
appreciated all over the world. There are numerous
direct sales points within companies, where visitors
can not only buy shoes, but can closely observe
the manufacturing process. By the way, we would
recommend a trip to Civitanova Marche, Mogliano,
Monte San Giusto, Corridonia, Morrovalle and Petriolo.

PCOG QH HCUJKQP CPF KP EQORNKCPEG YKVJ UVTKEV SWCNKV[
standards.
On the territory, in fact, there are companies that
QHHGT ICTOGPVU KPURKTGF D[ C WPKSWG VTCFKVKQP QH UV[NG
and high-end fashion, combining the most soughtafter classic style with rock attitude for an absolutely
cosmopolitan outlook. A wide range of clothing,
including shirts, jeans, accessories and underwear, from
casual collections to superchic ones, with the presence
of world-renowned brands also in the world of formal
wear!
Lastly, if you are fond of leather goods, do not miss a
visit to Morrovalle and Tolentino, leaders in this type
of production.

Not only shoes in the Marca Maceratese. Even to
clothing is reserved an important space, always in the

Guinness World Record
The biggest shoe in the world! In 1996 a
ETCHVUOCP HTQO 2GVTKQNQ 2CUSWCNG 2CEGVVK
broke the world record for the biggest shoe
in the world with its 280 cm length and 100
cm width.
Take a walk along the alleys of the castle
and look for the glass door of the “Club
degli Stravaganti” through which you can
admire the record shoe!
photo by Alessandro D’Amico
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Tips by Grandma Adele’s
(1)

Among the vergare candidates I know
(these women were the priestesses of the family,
QHVJGFQOGUVKEƂTGCPFQHOQTCNKV[VJG[JGNFVJG
keys of the house hanging on a large ring) there
are certain ones that live in the area of Cingoli.
During the village festivals, they make a crescia
with strascinate herbs able to awake the dead!
Try them!

(2)
Chestnut is always appreciated in
the woods of the area of Macerata! This can be
cooked in many ways: “drowned” in rum, toasted, or boiled. But the very best is grilled and
accompanied by a great wine. If, in October and
November, the aspiring vergara wants to take a
trip, she can wander through the small villages of
the hinterland because, chestnut after chesnut,
she can even get to listen to some stornelli!
(short traditional songs)
(3)
6JGTGKUCNKSWGWTVJCVKUCNUQCUGCUQning: Sapa! Vergare make it at home and use it
for everything: even as a medication! I recommend it for macaroni and for the famous cavallucci (traditional sweet)!
(4)
There is a cake that is not a frustingo
(a traditional sweet) but resembles it and is
prepared during Christmas time in the high
mountain area of Macerata province. It’s called
torciglione: what on earth is inside it I do not
know for sure, but it’s worth trying!
(5)
When you go around, to the restaurants and to the Vergare’s gardens in Marche and
in the Macerata area, notice that there is always
a plant: wild fennel! In fact, vergare not only col-
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lect the seeds as they do in all the other parts of Italy,
DWVCNUQVJGKTƃQYGTU#HVGTJCXKPIVJGOFTKGFKPVJG
shade, they use them for cooking. Taste them when
you eat grilled meat, ciauscolo and porchetta!
(5+1)
The vergara’s palate cannot give up on
Tagliolini Pelosi, from Macerata area: this pasta is
cooked in a tomato and herbs sauce diluted with
cooking water! A must for those who want to follow
the vergara diet!

Made in MaMa
experiences
www.marcamaceratese.info
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Laboratory La Tela
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photo by Domenico Auriemma
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MaMa’s gastronomy
To the table! The secrets of the typical gastronomic
dishes of Marca Maceratese

MAMA’S GASTRONOMY
The only Italian region whose name is “in the plural form”, where, in an hour’s drive, the Sibillini mountains areas join
VJGDNWGQHVJG#FTKCVKE5GCRCUUKPIVJTQWIJCYGNNQTFGTGFJKNN[OQUCKEQHƂGNFUJGFIGTQYUCPFQNKXGITQXGU/CTEJG
has an extremely rich gastronomic heritage, which is a combination of various “land and sea” dishes.
9KNFHGPPGNYCNPWVUEJGUVPWVUƂIUUYGGVUCRCCTGVJGƃCXQWTUVJCVEJCTCEVGTKUGVJGURGEKCNVKGUQHCEWNKPCT[VTCFKVKQP
YJQUGDCUGKURQQTCPFRGCUCPVDWVCVVJGUCOGVKOGJCUDGGPCDNGVQGXQNXGCPFTGƂPGKVUGNHKPQTFGTVQKPENWFGXGT[
XCNWCDNGRTQFWEVUUWEJCUVJGVTWHƃGHTQOVJG#RGPPKPGHQTGUVUCPFVJGHTGUJ#FTKCVKEƂUJ

photo by Nicolas Nori
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VINCISGRASSI
Do not call them lasagne!
Undisputed sovereigns of Macerata and Ancona’s
culinary tradition, Vincisgrassi are often degraded as
“lasagna”, thus ignoring their ancient history and the
WPKSWGPGUUQHVJGKTTGEKRG
It was the year 1779 when Antonio Nebbia published
VJG ƂTUV GFKVKQP QH p+N EWQEQ OCEGTCVGUGq p6JG EQQM
from Macerata”), reporting the steps to prepare the
“Salsa per il princisgras” (“Princisgras’ sauce”), made
QHJCOETGCOCPFVTWHƃGU

CALCIONI AL FORMAGGIO
2WHH RCUVT[ TCXKQNK ƂNNGF YKVJ C OKZVWTG QH YJGCV ƃQWT
eggs, pecorino cheese, sugar and oil. Thanks to their
sweet, but at the same time slightly spicy taste, they can
be served as appetizers or desserts.

photo by Loredana Caponi

PIZZA CO’ LI SGRISCI
Sgrisci are the remnants of pork fat, once lard has been
obtained. During the period of pigs’ slaughter, farmers used
to prepare a bread dough, leavened with brewer’s yeast,
pepper and, indeed, sgrisci. Although there was no sugar in
the recipe, the pizza co ‘li sgrisci was offered as a dessert after
a meal, usually accompanied by one last glass of wine.

PIZZA CO’ LO CACIO
It’s a focaccia resembling the shape of panettone. Due
VQ VJG FKHƂEWNV RTGRCTCVKQP RTQEGUU VJKU EJGGUG RK\\C YCU
consumed only during Easter celebrations. Its ancient recipe,
already reported in 19th century cookery books, needed 40
eggs, a symbolic reference to the 40 days of Lent. Nowadays
it is prepared by adding brewer’s yeast, then goat’s milk
and ricotta, pieces of fresh pecorino cheese, emmental and
pepper to the bread dough.

FRIED CREAM
+VEQPUKUVUQHEWDGUQHƂTODTGCFGFCPFHTKGFRCUVT[ETGCO
It’s never missing on the tables set for special celebrations
and is generally served as a hors d’oeuvre with olive ascolane
and fried sage leaves.

LI TAJULÌ PILUSI
This type of pasta dates back to a time when farmer families
were so poor that they had to save even on eggs. The dough
YCU VJGTGHQTG RTGRCTGF YKVJ QPN[ ƃQWT CPF YCVGT RWNNGF
thin and cut into tagliolini (“tajulì”). The adjective “pilusi”,
meaning “hairy” was disparagingly used to describe how
the dough was rough and coarse due to the lack of eggs.

PENCIARELLE
A type of tagliatelle prepared with bread dough and
consumed in ancient times on weekdays as an alternative
to egg pasta, which was reserved instead for Sundays and
holidays.
photo by Sara Pizzabiocca
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VUCCULOTTI SAPA E NOCI
# ƂTUV EQWTUG YKVJ CWVWOPCN CPF DKVVGTUYGGV ƃCXQWTU
it contains one of the most particular ingredients of
/CTEJG EWKUKPG UCRC +V KU C U[TWR QH HTGUJN[ USWGG\GF
grape juice, left to boil until it’s reduced to a third of its
KPKVKCNSWCPVKV[6JGFTGUUKPIQHVJGXWEEQNQVVK OCECTQPK 
is obtained by mixing sapa with breadcrumbs, chopped
walnuts and olive oil.

FRASCARELLI
An ancient dish prepared by mixing “tritello” (bran) and
water with a “cucchiara” (wooden spoon; the name of
the dish derives from the word “frasca”, i.e., branch),
QXGT C NQY JGCV 6JG ƂPCN RTQFWEV KU C UQTV QH pRQQTq
polenta, served with a plain tomato or pork meat sauce.
Another name for frascarelli is “ppiccicasanti” (“saints
gluer”), because their consistency and whitish colour
TGECNNGFVJGRQQTSWCNKV[INWGUWUGFKPCPEKGPVVKOGUVQ
glue saint’s pictures to the wall.

POLENTÒ CO’ LI FURBI E L’ABBITI
It is a typical dish of Civitanova Marche cuisine which has
its roots in the origins of the maritime activity.
For the polenta: make the water boiling and put salt
KPKV5NQYN[RQWTVJGEQTPƃQWTCPFOKZKVYKVJCYJKUM
to prevent the creation of lumps. Let it cook till the
polenta has a solid consistency and pour it in a wooden
chopping board. Cut the mixture with a string as the
tradition wants.
For the sauce: beat the “furbi” (polyps) to make the
meat soft and richly wash them in order to remove the
sand residues. Remove the innards, the eyes, the skin
and dry them. Fry in a pan oil, onion, parsley and garlic.
Merge the “furbi” cut in big pieces, salt, chili pepper and
vanish with white wine. Add tomatoes cut in pieces. At
half cooking, merge the “abbiti puliti” (beets), potatoes
CPFƂZVJGUCNV
photo by Marco Moschettoni

(Receipt from Lampara Restaurant)
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IL POLENTONE FROM SAN GINESIO

POLLO IN POTACCHIO

It is a gastronomic specialty similar to the lasagna pie with
meat sauce in which, instead of using durum wheat pasta,
CTGWUGFVKP[UNKEGUQHEQTPƃQWTRQNGPVCQH3WCTCPVKPQC
variety typical of Macerata. A delight to be tried!

Free-range chicken cooked in a restricted sauce based
on white wine, tomato sauce, olive oil, onion, garlic and
rosemary. The recipe derives its name from the French
“potage”, coming from the Latin “potare” (to drink).
This etymology presupposes an originally brothy
preparation.

Here are the ingredients: cornmeal of 8 rows vitreous
typology; beef; pig meat; sheep meat; poultry meat;
burrow meat; extra virgin olive oil; pork lard; salt; pepper;
onion; carrot; celery; tomato concentrate; peeled
tomatoes; aged pecorino cheese; white wine.

LU CUTICUSU FROM PETRIOLO
Lu Cuticusu of Petriolo is the traditional food made of
dried beans, tuna or salted mackerel and anchovies
that the “vergare” of Petriolo used to prepare, for the
occasion of November 2. Every woman had a secret
connected to the preparation of the dish and even today
every family replicates it with their own ricotta cheese that
is closely guarded.

BRODETTO FROM PORTO RECANATI
$QTP CU C RQQT FKUJ HQT ƂUJGTOGP C UQTV QH LWODNG QH
WPUQNF ƂUJ VJG RTGRCTCVKQP QH /CTEJGoU ƂUJ DTQVJ YCU
VJGPTGƂPGFCVVJGDGIKPPKPIQHnIKXKPINKHGVQHQWT
historical recipes: Porto Recanati’s, Fano’s , Ancona’s and
San Benedetto del Tronto’s.
The variant of Porto Recanati was created by Chef Velluti
and is characterised by the absence of tomatoes and the
addition of “zafferanella” (Conero’s wild saffron), which
gives the dish its typical yellow colour.

photo by Serena Natali

CONIGLIO IN PORCHETTA
Baked rabbit stuffed with pork sausage, giblets and
wild fennel boiled with garlic. Although it is commonly
thought that porchetta comes from Lazio region, its
legacy is actually strongly claimed by various towns in
Lazio, Umbria and Marche.
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photo by Lorenzo Benedetti

photo by Laura Adani
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ECNQTKGUCPFWPNKOKVGFƃCXQWTU#DQODHWNNQHGPGTI[
and with a particular taste!

FRUSTINGO
It is the Christmas dessert par excellence in the entire
Marche region. It is a very ancient sweet, whose
preparation was even mentioned by Pliny in Naturalis
*KUVQTKC +VU DCUKE KPITGFKGPVU CTG ƂIU NGHV VQ TGUV KP
UCRCHQTCPGPVKTGPKIJVYJQNGYJGCVƃQWTCPFQNKXGQKN
Raisins, almonds, walnuts, candied fruit, honey, cocoa
and rum are the other elements that are generally
added to this high-calorie but incredibly tasty dessert,
whose recipe, jealously guarded, varies from family to
family.

I CAVALLUCCI
The “cavallucci” are a typical Marche Region’s sweet
that the “Vergare” used to make during Winter. The
name is derived from the shape which reminds the
shape of a horse with back and legs. It is a sweet full of

CRESCIA FOGLIATA
The origins of this particular type of crescia, particularly
well-known in the hinterland, can be traced back to
High Middle Age. In fact, based on some authors’
opinion, it was really appreciated and well-known by
Da Varano’s family. The receipt, made by simple and
easily-available ingredients, it was handed down from
generation to generation and each family closely
guarded its own way to prepare this sweet. Both pasta
CPFUVWHƂPICTGKPFCTMEQNQT6JGUJCRGEJCPIGUDCUGF
on the productor, but the most used ones are those of a
cylindrical and spiral roll (as the snail shell). You should
not miss the Crescia Fogliata’s Festival which happens,
GXGT[[GCTKP(KWOKPCVCVJGƂTUVYGGMGPFQH#WIWUV

photo by Loredana Caponi
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“Vergare” at work - photo by Ilaria Elisei
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Urbisaglia photo by Tommaso Cimarelli
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Spirituality
and meditation
A land of art, rich in history and traditions,
fortresses, castles, museums and theatres.
Marca Maceratese can also be
experienced through meditation
by discovering its treasures through
its own conspicuous religious heritage.
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ABBEYS AND MONASTERIES
#UVJGYJQNG/CTEJGTGIKQP/C/CVGTTKVQT[KUTGICTFGFCUVJGƂTUVRNCEGKP+VCN[VQJCXGCEEGRVGFCPFYKVPGUUGF
the growth of the phenomenon of Monasticism, which spread in the West from the 6th century onwards. Decisive for
the expansion of the movement was the construction of abbeys and monasteries that underpin Marca Maceratese
and make it an ideal destination for spiritual journeys and the discovery of impressive religious architecture.
directions for the Abbey’s construction. The church’s
space is organized in three naves with ogival vaults with
RKNNCTU ETQYPGF D[ 4QOCPGUSWG ECRKVCNU 6JG ECRKVCNU
were carved, by the monks themselves, using materials
For over three centuries the abbey was economically from the nearby Urbs Salvia. The monks also dedicated
ƃQWTKUJKPIKVECOGVQEQPVTQNVJKTV[VJTGGEJWTEJGUCPF themselves to the remediation of the surrounding area.
monasteries and favoured the religious, economic and The Abbey contains noteworthy frescoes from the 15th
social development of its vast surrounding territory.
century, located in San Benedetto Chapel and attributed
Currently included in the homonymous Natural Reserve, to “Scuola Camerinese” Next to the building, there is a
it is the most important evidence of Cistercian presence monastery enclosing a large cloister in bricks where the
in Marche and is considered one of the most valuable “Sala del Capitolo”, a refectory, a dormitory, and an oil
and well-preserved examples of the order’s architecture cruet room and other rooms are still preserved.
and style in Italy. The monks arrived in 1142 in the place
where the building is currently located, carrying liturgical
books and work tools, and followed St. Bernard’s

Santa Maria di Chiaravalle di Fiastra Abbey
Urbisaglia
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Santa Maria in Rio Sacro Abbey - Fiastra
It is located not far from Fiastra Lake, in the hamlet of
#ESWCECPKPC DWKNV CTQWPF  D[ $GPGFKEVKPG HTKCTU
but its original name was different from the current one:
it was called “San Salvatore di Rio Sacro”, in honour of
CYQQFGPETWEKƂZMGRVKPKVUKPVGTKQT6JGRTQURGTKV[QH
VJG OQPCUVGT[ CPF EQPUGSWGPVN[ QH VJG XCNNG[ YJGTG
it is located, decreased at the beginning of the 16th
century, when the Commendatory Abbots to whom the
site was entrusted dilapidated the abbey’s patrimony,
forcing the monks to move elsewhere.

The church was restored in 1956 and it hosts a wooden
statue representing the “Virgin with the Baby”,
dating back to the 15th century and many frescoes,
among which it is worth to mention “Saint Sebastian’s
martyrdom”, attributed to Girolamo di Giovanni and
painted in 1490 and a small octagonal painting with
“Madonna del Suffragio” by Carlo Maratta. Recently,
the crypt has recently been rediscovered, thanks
to some excavations that brought out a beautiful
underground path with three small naves from 11th
century.

photo by Lisha Westendorp-Matla
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Saint Urbano upon Esinante’s Abbey
Apiro
It was founded between the 10th and 11th century
and it represented an important centre of political and
religious power until the 1442, date in which it was
merged to the Abbey of San Salvatore in Valdicastro
from Fabriano, to become, then, private property in
1810. During the time, the building was restored several
times and recently its exterior has changed due to the
superimposition of some case coloniche (farmhouses).
The church is divided into three naves with latin
cross and octagonal dome. It is a clear example
QH 4QOCPGUSWG CTEJKVGEVWTG EQORQUGF D[ VJTGG
apses and represents a particular case in which the
presbytery is canted and, thus, the spaces dedicated to
the clergy are separated from those dedicated to the
devoted. To the latter was dedicated the front part of
VJGDWKNFKPIYKVJCPCORNGCVTKWOYKVJUSWCTGFDCUG
divided into three naves and separated by a wall from
the presbytery, that was, indeed, used by the monks.
The capitals are richly carved with representations of
ƃQYGTU NGCXGU ƂIJV CPF JWPVKPI UEGPGU KOCIKPCT[
animals and typical medieval symbols such as
FQNRJKPU ƂUJ CPF TQQUVGTU 6JG JKIJ CNVCT JQUVU CP
altarpiece from 17th century representing the scene
of the “Coronation of the Virgin with S. Urbano I the
Pope”, by Angelo Scoccianti di Andrea. The crypt is
characterised by several small pillars, capitals, round
arches and it hostes an altar from 1140.

S. Maria a piè di Chienti Abbey
Montecosaro
+V KU COQPI VJG QPN[ ƂXG DWKNFKPIU KP +VCN[ VQ JCXG C
choir with deambulatory and sunbeams above the
apse, an architectural symbol of pilgrim churches.
This allowed the transit of the passing pilgrims who
stopped to pray in the small chapels without disturbing
the sacred functions that took place in the central
part. It stands on the left bank of the Chienti, a few
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photo by Roberta Alberti

kilometres from the mouth of the river, and features a
basilica-shaped building divided into three naves. The
central one, wider and taller, is covered by a trussed
roof, built entirely in laterizio bricks, and enclosed
between two semi-circular apses, the largest of which
has three elegant radial chapels.
The church contains fragments of precious 14th century
frescoes and two epigraphs which, placed in the atrium
and in the internal side of the facade, report that the
main part of the structure was built at the behest of
Abbot Agenolfo and consecrated in 1125. At the end
of the 14th century, or at the beginning of the 15th,
however, some works were carried out to modify the
building’s initial appearance. It was during this period
that the upper apse was completely covered in frescoes.
The facade, rebuilt between the 17th and 18th
centuries, is certainly not original.

San Firmano Abbey - Montelupone
Characterised by a modest size and entirely built of
bricks, it features a stone portal, with a bas-relief of the
%TWEKƂZKQPKPVJGNWPGVVGCPFCPVJEGPVWT[YKPFQY
that opens onto a sober gabled facade.
Essential architectural lines distinguish the interior
and a considerably raised presbytery connected by an
imposing staircase. The building was commissioned by
a pious lady from the Grimaldi family, and its foundation
dates back to 986. In 1248, the monastery was sacked
and the works of reconstruction that followed partly
changed its aspect. It was on that occasion, however,
that the body of San Fermano was found. To give a
proper burial to his remains, the presbytery was then
canted and the space for the construction of the crypt
was created, which in addition to the saint’s relics, also
contained its polychrome terracotta statue.
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Santa Maria di Rambona Abbey - Pollenza

Piobbico Abbey - Sarnano

Very powerful in early Middle Ages, historical evidence
dates its construction between the years 891 and 898 by the
.QPIQDCTFSWGGP#IGNVTWFGYKHGQHVJG&WMGQH5RQNGVQ
CPF/CTSWKUQH%COGTKPQ+PVJCVRGTKQFVJG&WMGGZGTEKUGF
his jurisdiction over a large area that extended from the
slopes of the Sibillini Mountains to the mouth
of the Potenza river. Unfortunately, in 1443, the church
UWHHGTGF C NQQVKPI CPF C ƂTG DGKPI EQORNGVGN[ FGUVTQ[GF
and then abandoned.
Today, the presbytery and crypt of the ancient temple are still
visible, divided into small naves by beautiful columns with
4QOCPGUSWGECRKVCNU(QTVJGTGUVDQVJVJGEJWTEJoUHCECFG
and the sidewalls underwent profound transformations from
the moment in which the interiors were adapted to housing.
The three sandstone apses, surmounted by a portion of a
gabled wall, despite the restorations, propose the original
wall layout and formal articulation. Two important frescoes
are housed in this building: S.Amico che Ammansisce il Lupo
and Madonna in Trono con il Bambino.

Originally known as “Santa Maria tra i Torrenti” (“Santa
Maria among the Streams”), it stands isolated in a green
valley, between the villages of Piobicco and Giampereto. It
was founded in 1030, consecrated in 1059 and named after
5CP$KCIKQKPVJGVJEGPVWT[5KPEGVJGƂTUVRGTKQFQHKVU
foundation, various local lords sold or ceded assets and
lands to the abbey, and destined the collection of tithes to
expand its possessions. Today, however, only the church and
the monastic house remain attached to the sacred building,
which represents a plant with a rectangular apse. The
presbytery is raised above the tripartite crypt, while above
VJGCNVCTVJGTGKUVJGUVCVWGQH5CP$KCIKQ1PVJGCRUGoUƃCV
bottom and along
VJGTKIJVYCNNVJGTGCTGHTGUEQGFRCPGNUFGRKEVKPIƂIWTGUQH
saints and a more intense scene of “Adorazione dei Magi”.
6JGYQTMUCTGCVVTKDWVCDNGVQVYQCTVKUVUQHVJGƂTUVJCNHQHVJG
15th century; reportedly, Giovanni di Corraduccio painted
VJG RTGUD[VGTKCP USWCTGU CPF /CVVGQ FC )WCNFQ VJG
frescoes in the nave. The crypt is the only entirely preserved
part of the original building. It has three naves with tufa and
stone columns, two of which are octagonal; the cross vaults
covering the sacellum fall on the columns’ capitals.

Madonna delle Macchie Monastery
Gagliole
The complex represented a place of passage and rest
for the pilgrims who moved on the road leading from
Rome to Loreto. Built in several stages dating back at
least as early as the 14th century, it is composed of a
SWCFTKRQTVKEWUYJGTGUQOGOQPCUVKEDWKNFKPIUCPFVYQ
churches overlook. The oldest of these buildings is in
Gothic style, with pointed portals and cross vaults, and
houses various frescoes from the 14th century, attributed
to Diotallevi di Angeluccio. Other paintings, by an
anonymous artist called “Maestro delle Macchie” and
today partly detached, are guarded in Museo Diocesano
di Camerino. The adjacent second church has various
votive frescoes and a particularly important large
Assunzione, inspired by Signorelli, and dating between
the 15th and 16th centuries.

Santa Maria in Insula Abbey (San Salvatore)
Monastero di Cessapalombo
Datable to the early 11th century, according to tradition, it
housed a Benedictine settlement founded by San Romualdo.
The Abbey stands on the premises of a previous Roman villa.
In the crypt above the altar you can admire the fresco of the
13th century “Madonna with the Child”, inspired by Ravenna.
Particularly interesting in the crypt are the capitals of the columns
that support the vaults. In the entrance portico to the Upper
Church there is the fresco depicting Saint George killing the
dragon, while inside, in two opposing niches, there are valuable
frescoes, such as “The Virgin and Mary Magdalene” and “Saint
Lucia and Saint Catherine”Attributable to Andrea De Magistris.
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photo by Gagliole municipality
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SANCTUARIES, CATHEDRALS AND PARISH CHURCHES
Santa Maria of Macereto Sanctuary*
Visso
The building, bearing extraordinary architectural
interest, was built in the place where, according to
tradition, on the 12 of August 1359 a mule carrying
a statue of the Madonna from Ancona to the Kingdom of Naples knelt there and did not want to leave
again.
Some people passing by, rushing to lend their help,
saw a divine sign in what had happened and claimed
that a small church was to be built on the site, to
guard the image of the Madonna. In 1529 the com-

munity of Visso commissioned a larger church that
could contain the old chapel to Lombard masters
who worked in Umbria. The works began following
the design by the architect Giovan Battista da Lugano, who resumed a project from 1505 by Bramante. Even today the sanctuary, completely covered in
travertine, represents the greatest expression of Renaissance architecture in the 16th century, and amazes visitors with its perfect lines and the wonderful
landscape context in which it is immersed.

Visso - photo by Dalila Scuppa
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S. Maria dei Lumi Sanctuary
San Severino Marche

San Marone Sanctuary - Civitanova

Its construction, which took place in the 16th century,
was inspired by a prodigious fact; a large and repeated
sparkling of lights in the place where, on a pillar, the
image of the Madonna was painted. Its interior, built
as a Latin cross, has several chapels richly frescoed
and decorated. In one of these, the image of “Beata
Vergine Maria dei Lumi” is venerated, whose altar was
embellished with a coating of precious polychrome
marble and lapis lazuli. Numerous were the architects,
painters, sculptors called to decorate the sanctuary;
among them, Felice Damiani, Giulio Lazzarelli,
Venanzio Bigioli, Gian Tommaso da Ripoli, Felice
Torelli and G. Andrea Urbani. In the Chapel of the
Visitation there are the urns with the remains of blessed
Pellegrino from Falerone and Bentivoglio de Bonis
from San SeverinoDQVJCOQPI5CP(TCPEGUEQoUƂTUV
disciples. On the pillar of the Madonna’s chapel, a small
tombstone in black marble recalls that Venerabile
Serva di Dio Francesca Trigli dal Serrone is buried
there.

SS%TQEKƂUUQ5CPEVWCT[6TGKC
+P 6TGKC [QW ECPPQV OKUU C XKUKV VQ VJG 55 %TQEKƂUUQ
Sanctuary, located in the area where the ancient Roman
Trea was erected. It has two buildings built in different
times, separated by the bell tower bulk; on the left
the Church, of remote origin and of neo-Renaissance
NKDGTV[ UV[NG QP YJKEJ [QW ECP ƂPF VJG FQOG YKVJ KVU
height of 42 meters; on the right the Convent of Minor
(TKCTU 6JG ETWEKƂZ KU KVU GODNGO FCVGF DCEM VQ VJG
16th century.: a polychrome wooden sculpture, with
a beautiful face, described as “sculpted by angelic
hands”. In different points of the sculpture different
ƂPFUQHVJG4QOCP'TCQHVJGCPEKGPV6TGCCTGRNCEGF
among these, two precious Egyptian statues which
CTG EQPUGTXGF KP QTKIKPCN  YKVJ QVJGT ƂPFKPIU KP VJG
Archaeological Museum.

The church rises on the San Marone area, in the
DQVVQORCTVQHVJGVQYPPGCTVJGEGPVTCN5SWCTG::
Settembre. It has been erected on the martyrdom
place of the Saint Patron, first apostle of Piceno,
martyred between the 1st and 2nd century A.C..
1TKIKPCNN[ QH 4QOCPGUSWG RNCPV VJG %JWTEJ JCU
been renovated by the architect Giuseppe Sacconi
who built a new dome. Other restoration works have
been done during the 1946 in order to bring to light
new findings which witness that in the surrounding
area there were a Roman and an early-Christian
settlement. Inside, today the Church shows a central
nave, two laterals and it conserves few archaeological
HKPFKPIU QH VJG RTKOKVKXG 4QOCPGUSWG EJWTEJ VJG
front shows a bezel on the portal, made by the artist
Sigismondo Nardi at the end of 1800.

Santa Maria Annunziata Cathedral
Camerino
Built in early 19th century where a previous
4QOCPGUSWG)QVJKE ECVJGFTCN YCU FGUVTQ[GF D[
VJG  GCTVJSWCMG VJG EJWTEJ YCU FGUKIPGF D[
Andrea Vici, Vanvitelli’s pupil, and by Clemente
Folchi.
Featuring neoclassical forms, it holds valuable
examples of the 13th and 15th century polychrome
wooden sculptures, in both the sacristies and the
grandiose interior. These include the wooden group
of “Our Lady of Mercy”, a precious 15th century
artefact familiarly called “Madonna Bella” by the
Scuola Camerinese , and interesting paintings by
17th-century Mannerists. In the crypt there are two
stone lions by Armanno da Pioraco, two busts in
Bernini’s style, and the incredible Sant’Ansovino’s
marble arch in Tuscan Gothic style, dating between
the14th and 15th centuries.
It should be noted that the painter Carlo Crivelli
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created a large polyptych for the structure, which,
now dismembered, can be found in various
museums in Europe and in the United States. The
central altar is instead housed in the Pinacoteca di
Brera in Milan.

San Flaviano Cathedral - Recanati
This cathedral stands out for the presence of a
majestic and rich coffered ceiling which has been
commissioned by the Cardinal Galamini in 1620.
Here, it is preserved the sarcophagus that collects
the spoils of Pope Gregorian XII that refused
the pontificate in order to end the schism of the
Catholic Church in that period; it has been deposed
in 1409.

San Giuliano Cathedral - Macerata
It was built in 1459-1464 following a project by
%QUKOQ /QTGNNK CPF UWDUGSWGPVN[ TGOQFGNNGF KP
1771. The unfinished facade shows the remains of
a bell tower in flowery gothic style and is attributed
to Marino di Marco Cedrino.
The interior, vast and luminous, was built in
neoclassical style and is characterised by large
columns dividing the three naves. Here the arm of
S. Giuliano, protector of the city, is preserved in a
precious silver urn.
The altarpiece was painted by Cristoforo
Unterbenger while interesting 1602 paintings by
Filippo Bellini can be found in the choir section.
The large temperas by Silvio Galimberti are also
very precious. There are many others jewels stored
in this place; the “Consegna delle Chiavi” in
Bolognese style, the “Madonna fra i SS. Sebastiano
e Andrea”, painted in 1600 by Andrea Boscoli, one
of the best Florentine Manierists; a mosaic with
Saint Michael the Archangel, executed in 1628
by Giambattista Calandra for the Vatican basilica;
“San Carlo Borromeo”, a 1790 canvas by Vincenzo
Martini from Macerata.

The Chapel of SS. Sacramento by Giuseppe Rossi,
is a skilful reproduction of 18th century style, with
its dome frescoed by Pavisa. Another chapel holds
the baptismal font that is the fragment of a large
17th century wooden structure, which reproduced
the project by Michelangelo for the Vatican Basilica.
Numerous and precious works of art are also kept in
the sacristy, and an organ built in 1790 by Gaetano
Callido can be found in the choir.

San Claudio al Chienti - Corridonia
Albeit known as an abbey, it is indeed a parish
church. Existing documentation excludes that
a monastic congregation of any kind has ever
inhabited it. Located in Corridonia, the church
has very ancient origins - its existence has been
documented since the 11th century in the Historical
Archive in Fermo - and is certainly one of the most
KORQTVCPV GZCORNGU QH 4QOCPGUSWG CTEJKVGEVWTG
in Marche. Moreover, the building maintains its
original appearance almost intact and the presence
of two overlapping churches is very characteristic.
The facade is framed by two cylindrical towers,
similar to the bell towers in Ravenna area, while the
interesting Gothic portal that adorns the entrance
to the upper floor is made of Istrian stone. The
church which is reachable by walking towards the
double row of centennial cypresses of the long path,
it represents an authentic “dive into the past”, in an
imposing location, but still perfectly integrated with
the landscape.
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LAND OF POPES, BLESSEDS AND SAINTS
Marca Maceratese is a territory rich in spirituality, abbeys, monasteries, and important places of worship. But it is
CNUQCVGTTKVQT[VJCVJCUUGGPVJGDKTVJQHKORQTVCPVTGNKIKQWUƂIWTGUPope Pio VIII was born in Cingoli in 1761,
and the city still preserves a House-Museum in Palazzo Castiglioni, where the pontiff’s furnishings and personal
objects are kept. Montefano, on the other hand, hosts the birth house of Pope Marcello II (1501), who rose to the
RCRCNVJTQPGKPHQTQPN[VYGPV[VYQFC[UCPFYCUVJGOCKPRTQVCIQPKUVQHVJG%QWPEKNQH6TGPVoUƂTUVRGTKQF
Tolentino and Camerino, instead, host the remains of San Nicola and Santa Camilla Battista da Varano.

San Nicola Basilica - Tolentino

Santa Chiara from Camerino Monastery

It is dedicated to the Augustinian friar and great preacher
who lived in Tolentino, in the convent of Eremitani di S.
Agostino order, from 1275 until his death. Thanks to his
extraordinary thaumaturgy skills, St. Nicholas achieved
great notoriety when he was still alive and was canonised
in a short time, in 1325.
It is one of the most important sanctuaries in central Italy.
Consecrated in 1465, the basilica preserves valuable art
pieces, such as “S. Anna di Guercino” and “S. Tommaso
da Villanova” by Ghezzi, and its interior presents a single
nave with a polygonal apse, whose wooden ceiling and
eight chapels date back to the 17th century. One of these
guards the “Sante Braccia di San Nicola” (“St. Nicholas’
Holy Arms”), which became an object of worship when,
during an attempt to steal the body of the saint in an
WPURGEKƂGFRGTKQFJKUCTOUYGTGCORWVCVGFCPFDGICP
to pour live blood. Foschi represents this miraculous
event in the painting near the high altar. The chapel
also preserves two large votive paintings, “Incendio del
Palazzo Ducale a Venezia” by Matteo Stom and “La Peste
a Genova” by Giovanni Carboncino. Its Cappellone is
particularly important and its frescoes, by pupils of Giotto’
school from Rimini, represent the highest testimony of
14th century painting in Marche. The cloister hosts San
Nicola’s cell now transformed into an oratory. Through
a large staircase one can reach the Basilica’s Museums,
which hosts numerous paintings and sculptures, precious
ceramics, ex-voto, and permanent exhibitions of nativity
scenes.

Here lie down the remains of Santa Camilla Battista
da Varano, who was born and raised in Camerino.
When she was eighteen, she decided to retire to
religious life, but was strongly hampered by her father.
During a two-years period she was the protagonist of
celestial visions. She then obtained paternal consent
and dressed in the Franciscan robe in the Monastery
of S. Chiara di Urbino, on 14 November 1481. During
her life, she founded a monastery in Camerino and
QPGKP(GTOQ5JGYCUYQTPQWVD[RJ[UKECNKPƂTOKVKGU
and inner sufferings, including the pain for her father’s
death during the revolt by Cesare Borgia in 1502. At
that time, however, she received mystical graces and
experienced states of high contemplation, fervidly
VGUVKƂGFD[JGTYTKVKPIU
The monastery housing her relics was inaugurated in
1484. The former refectory, where the detached fresco
by Giovanni di Corraduccio is kept, houses a collection
of furnishings and paintings, including a 16th century
table inspired to Perugino style , a copy of a manuscript
by Antonio da Segovia, various pamphlets, and a
miscellaneous 15th- 16th century code.
The building has a guest house and a halfway house
with independent management, which allows its guests
to participate in the nuns’ prayer moments, to meet
them, to get to know their lifestyle, as well as getting
to know the lifestyle led by Santa Camilla Battista, to
whom a small crypt and a museum are also dedicated.
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Camerino - photo by Pier Giovani Buatti
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THE HERMITAGES
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•
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•
•
•
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•
•
•
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•
•
•

Madonna del Sasso Hermitage – Caldarola
Madonna della Valpovera Hermitage – Camerino
Sant’Angelo Hermitage – Cingoli
5CP$QPƂNKQ*GTOKVCIGs%KPIQNK
San Cataldo Hermitage – Esanatoglia
San Pietro Hermitage – Esanatoglia
Grotte dei Frati Hermitage – Fiastra
Madonna di Valcora Hermitage – Fiuminata
Romitella di Campottone – Fiuminata
Madonna delle Macchie Hermitage – Gagliole
San Francesco Cave – Matelica
La romita – Monte Cavallo
Beato Rizzerio Hermitage – Muccia
Sant’Angelo “de Prefolio” Hermitage – Pieve Torina
Madonna della grotta Hermitage – Pioraco
San Vittorino a Fiorato Hermitage – Pioraco
San Liberato Hermitage – San Ginesio
S. Eustachio in Dòmora Hermitage – San Severino
Marche
Santa Sperandia Hermitage – San Severino Marche
Fontanelle di San Nicola – Sant’Angelo in Pontano
5QHƂCPQ*GTOKVCIGs5CTPCPQ
San Bernardo da Quintavalle Hermitage – Sefro
Madonna del Sasso Hermitage – Serravalle del Chienti
S. Sperandia Hermitage – Treia - Cingoli
Centelle Hermitage – Visso
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MEDITATING
As previously mentioned the spread of monasticism in Marche historically characterized the region’s territory.
It did it in such an important way that a study-project was created with the aim of creating a Community of
Monasteries to reinterpret a path of hospitality, meditation and spirituality following the particular monastic rules.
Among these, there are the aforementioned Santa Chiara Monastery in Camerino, and two other important
buildings of worship in Marca Maceratese.

San Giuseppe Monastery - Pollenza

S. Chiara Monastery - San Severino Marche

Featuring a valuable altarpiece placed above
the main altar to portray the “Transito di San
Giuseppe”, the building is characterised by an
evocative portal adorned in bas-reliefs. In its threePCXGKPVGTKQTUYQQFGPCNVCTUKP$CTQSWGUV[NGCTG
preserved, one of which houses the remains of the
martyr San Giacinto. The presence of the Poor
Clares here dates back to the late 13th century.
In addition, this monastery suffered from 19th
century orders of suppression, and the nuns had
to leave the enclosure and dedicate their work to
a female boarding school. They returned in 1942,
and in 1985 the church became a diocesan shrine.
Today, the building is inhabited by a community of
Poor Clares and has a private vegetable garden, a
guest house adjacent to the church, and a halfway
house in a structure connected to the monastery.
Particular attention is paid to hospitality; the
monastery hosts groups, generally of young
people, for retreats and training days.

A fully self-managed shelter is here available for parish
groups or associations, for those who want to live in
UKNGPEGTGƃGEVKQPTGVTGCVCPFYJQCTGYKNNKPIVQUJCTG
moments of prayer and dialogue with the Poor Sisters
of St. Clare. Surrounded by large green spaces, it rises
in the panoramic and silent area of the “castle”, so
called because it is the location of the medieval city
that stands on a hill above the town of San Severino.
6JGOQPCUVGT[YCUDWKNVFWTKPIVJGƂTUVJCNHQHVJGVJ
century for the order called “Terziarie Francescane
Penitenti della Beata Angela da Foligno”. The order of
“Damianite di S. Salvatore in Colpersito” joined them
in 1458, an then in 1519 asked and obtained the right
to follow St. Clare’s rule. In 1552 they received the visit
of Blessed Camilla Battista Varano, who stayed there
for a year and taught them her new form of Clarian
life, reforming the monastery according to the most
genuine spirit of the Poor Sisters’ lifestyle.
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East in West
+H [QW CTG NQQMKPI HQT C RNCEG YJGTG VQ SWKGV OKPF
and body, MaMa offers another extraordinary
opportunity. We are talking about the Wabi Sabi
%WNVWTG \GPRCVJ KP5CP)KPGUKQWPKSWGURGEKCNKV[
on the Italian and European soul. A corner of Japan
YJGTG VQ ƂPF VJG RGCEG VJG RJ[UKECN CPF OGPVCN

well-being again by following the ancient Japanese
tradition Wabi Sabi, poetic and simple aesthetic
ideal linked to the green tea path, to its ceremony
and to its meditation. Here everything is realised by
following the dictates of the Japanese architecture,
of the sustainability and green building.
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SAN FRANCESCO’S PLACES
/CTEJG KU QHVGP CUUQEKCVGF YKVJ VJG ƂIWTG QH 5V (TCPEKU HTQO #UUKUK HQT KVU IGQITCRJKECN RTQZKOKV[ VQ 7ODTKC
D[ GNGEVKXG CHƂPKV[ CPF DGECWUG VJG TGIKQP YGNEQOGF JKO QP OCP[ QEECUKQPU 6JG (TCPEKUECP OQXGOGPV JCU
GODTCEGFKPQWTTGIKQPOWNVKRNGHQTOUQHUQEKCNNKHGKPVJGRCUVEGPVWTKGUVJWUUKIPKƂECPVN[OCTMKPIVJGEWNVWTCN
and religious history of Marca Maceratese.

S. Francesco in Forano Church - Appignano

past as a Cistercian monastery, the building was then ceded
VQ5V(TCPEKUoHTKCTUKPVJGƂTUVFGECFGUQHVJGVJEGPVWT[#P
Its construction took place following the apparition of the important appointment is the well-known annual celebration
8KTIKPYKVJ%JKNFVQ$NGUUGF%QTTCFQHTQO1HƂFCICVJGTGF of the so called “Perdono di Assisi” that takes place on the
in prayer in the woods surrounding the current church’s 1st and 2nd of August, in order to give to all the devoted the
location. According to tradition, the testimony of St. Francis’ chance to get into the reconciliation sacrament.
presence resides in an ancient oak door in the facade of the
church, through which the saint made his entrance. With a

San Severino Marche - photo by Alessandra Cristalli
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S. Francesco di Favete Church - Apiro
Built in the 14th century, it rises in the homonymous
district. In this area, on the occasion of St. Francis’ visit
to the Benedictine Monastery of S. Urbano dell’Esinante,
the monks assigned him an area dependent by the castle
of Favete, for the construction of a convent and a church.
In a few days, Saint Francis made miracles and gave life to
the building. Although almost completely destroyed by
natural forces, in the area the cave where the saint retired
in prayer is still visible.

San Salvatore in Colpersito Church and
Convent - San Severino Marche
Colpersito is a place full of Franciscan memories: it was
here that St. Francis converted the famous troubadour
Guglielmo da Lisciano, “King of the verses”. At the time
of St. Francis, this place was home to a female religious
community. According to tradition, S. Francis gave a
sheep to the nuns whose wool was used to give him a
tunic.
The temple, whose current shape derived from the
interventions made between the 17th and 18th centuries,
GZJKDKVUCPCPEKGPVCPFXGPGTCVGFYQQFGPETWEKƂZ6JKU
wooden ornament in the high altar, made in 1750 by the
carvers Francesco and Gaetano Gentili, is particularly
valuable, as well as the ciborium of walnut wood with VJGUGNCPFURTGEKUGN[CVVJGDGIKPPKPIQHVJGƂTUVVGPUKQPU
ivory inlays.
between those who wanted to establish free commonality
and Rinaldo di Bunforte. In order to appease the spirits
and attempt to restore peace between the parties, the
Roccabruna Convent - Sarnano
Saint grabbed the knot of his cord and, bending to
the ground, drew a pacifying angel. Legend has it that
It is an important Franciscan place, since here, according the drawing mysteriously began to shine, so that the
VQ VTCFKVKQP 5V (TCPEKU HQWPF C RQKPV QH RCEKƂECVKQP witnesses, impressed by the extraordinary nature of the
between the citizens of Sarnano and the Lords of HCEV CFQRVGF KV CU VJG OWPKEKRCNKV[oU ƂTUV EQCV QH CTOU
Brunforte. The community of Sarnano was able to free The event is also represented in two paintings from the
itself from the latter on the 1st June 1265, after more than 17th century, oneby Pietro Procaccini (1607), the other
sixty years of battles and political claims.
was realised for Campanotico Church, the place where
Reportedly, St. Francis found himself passing through the meeting between the Saint, the Brunforte family,
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and the “rebels” took place. Both of the works are now
preserved in the town’s Civic Art Gallery, where you can
CNUQƂPFCPGVEJKPIQH(TCPEGUEQ2KECTGNNKFCVGFDCEMVQ
1707 which shows the same subject.

Colfano Convent* - Camporotondo di
Fiastrone
This is located near the inhabited area and boasts a very
ancient history. In fact, some remains in stone testify the
presence of a construction in the years around 1100.
Dependent from the monks of San Clemente di Casauria
in Abruzzo, it offered shelter to St. Francis and, here,
according to tradition, he founded a hermitage near the
URTKPIVJCVPQYƃQYUKPVQVJGWPFGTITQWPFTQQOUQHVJG
monastic complex.
For this reason the underground source, still subject of
fascinating narrations and legends, bears the name of
the Saint from Assisi. The church inside the Convent was
also intitled to the Saint. It is known for the altarpiece of
the “Vergine della Devozione”, oil on wood from 1490,
by Nobilis De Luca.

Beato Rizzerio Hermitage - Muccia
The Hermitage is singularly fascinating, rising at 730
meters altitude, immerse in peaceful and green woods.
It has been erected on the tomb of the blessed Rizzerio,
who was born in Muccia and was one of the closest
disciples and mates of St. Francesco from AssisiHe also
followed a simple lifestyle, in poverty, even if he had
noble origins, he lived as a hermit in a cave among the
hills, where he died. After the demolition of the local
%JWTEJQH5CP)KCEQOQ/CIIKQTGKPYJKEJƂTUV
hosted the Blessed spoils. Prof. Cesare Lami, surgeon
and devoted, found the cave and the grave around
which, by tracing the ancient basements, he rebuilt a
small church, today sanctuary, near which stands the
chipped tower, which makes a contrast with the solid
aspect of the Christ’s cross. Currently the building is a
hospitality facility with 21 rooms and halls for events
and it is on an ideal path between Assisi, Cascia and
Loreto, on the awesome mountains around the village.
+VTGRTGUGPVCWPKSWGQRRQTVWPKV[HQTCDTGCMQTCUVC[VQ
discover, get to know and visit the wonderful territory in
which it is located. For this reason, it is very appreciated
by, among the others, trekking lovers and mountain
bikers.

San Liberato Sanctuary - San Ginesio
It is located outside of the walls, in the hearth of the
National Park of Sibillini Mountains, in a place where faith
and natural beauty perfectly match. The Sanctuary of St
Liberato which has been built by the Brunforte’s family
in 1274 for the purpose of hosting the spoils of the Saint
that, by embracing the rule of St Francesco from Assisi,
retreated himself till the end of his life. In the same place,
CNUQVJG$NGUUGF(TCo7OKNGCPF(TCo2CEKƂEQJCXGDGGP
buried. They are Liberato’s mates and main characters of
two chapters of the Fioretti by St. Francesco.
The birth house of the Saint is located in the complex of
the Brunforte Caste, in Loro Piceno.

photo by Eugenio Cammoranesi

THE PLACES OF SAN FILIPPO NERI
Marca Maceratese has been a fertile territory for the Filippini movement and even today,the churches and the
works that testify the importance of San Filippo Neri’s cult are numerous.

San Filippo Neri Church* - Camerino
Built in 1733, its structure shows an imposing classical
facade, while the interior has a more markedly BaroSWGCRRGCTCPEGCPFRTQVGEVUCDKIVTGCUWTG+PHCEV
in addition to two pieces by Girolamo di Giovanni,
VJG p%TWEKƂZKQPq CPF p#PPWPEKCVKQPq KV CNUQ JQUVU
the “Apparition of Our Lady to St Filippo Neri”, a
beautiful canvas commissioned in 1743 to the painter Giambattista Tiepolo. The painting, rediscovered
only in 1960, is the only work by the Venetian artist
in central Italy.

S. Filippo Neri Church - Cingoli
Famous as the location of San Nicola from Tolentino’s priestly ordination, it is a jewel with a stone faECFGGODGNNKUJGFD[C4QOCPGUSWGRQTVCNYKVJVYQ
UOCNN YKPFQYU QP GCEJ UKFG 6JG DCTQSWG KPVGTKQT
amazing in its richness, with its ceiling decorated in
frescoes and stuccos, preserves valuable paintings
by Calandrucci, Maratta, Marini, Conca, Cignani, and
Fanelli.

S. Filippo Church - Macerata

bino e i SS. Giuseppe e Antonio”, particularly stand
QWV6JGp%TQEKƂUUKQPGqD[(TCPEGUEQ/CPEKPKHTQO
Marche and the canvas depicting “Madonna e S. Gaetano da Thiene che adora il Bambino” by Ludovico
Trasi are located in the church. The marble high altar,
which also preserves another important altarpiece by
Mancini, was built by Treviso-based Bonessi between
1764 and 1770. Valuable works of carving by Silvestro
Fioravanti from Macerata are the wardrobes placed
in the entrance to the sacristy, and the confessionals
arranged symmetrically in the central entrance.

San Filippo Church and ex Filippini’s
Convent - Matelica
#PKPVGTGUVKPIGZCORNGQH$CTQSWGCTEJKVGEVWTGEQPsecrated in 1737 in conjunction with the construction
of Convento dei Padri Filippini, the church has a discreet brick facade with a niche in the centre and a
terracotta statue of the saint. In line with the Filippini
rules, the statue had to be included in every sacred
building connected to the order.
The most interesting part of the complex is the secondary facade, opposing the main one, located
along the outer walls and enlivened by a rich play
of windows.

The initial layout of the building was erected in 1611,
just two years after San Filippo Neri’s canonization.
6JG EJWTEJ JCU CP WPƂPKUJGF HCECFG YKVJ C UGXGTG
appearance, crowned by two bell towers, and an exSWKUKVGNWPGVVGUFQOGGPNKXGPGFD[YKPFQYUKPUVWEco. Among the decorative apparatuses placed in the
altars embellishing the building, the “Natività della
Vergine” attributed to Girolamo Donnini, and the alVCTRKGEGD[/CTEQ$GPGƂCNVJGp/CFQPPCEQN$CO-
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San Filippo Neri Church - Recanati

THE RELIGIOUS PATHS

The original construction, began in 1665 was soon
followed by the 1722 one, which led to the demolition
QHVJGƂTUVDWKNFKPICPFVJGGUVCDNKUJOGPVQHCUGEQPF
space designed by the architect Romolo Broglio from
Treviso. The church is characterized by a 18th century
HCÃCFG CPF C DCTQSWG KPVGTKQT YKVJ C PCXG 6JG JKIJ
altar, as well as the decorations in the choir section
and the pulpit, is in wood with a pure gold veiling. The
painting “Estasi di San Filippo”, by Pier Simone Fanelli,
while the canvas “San Carlo” and “Madonna e Santi”,
RNCEGF KP VJG UKFG CNVCTU CTG D[ #PFTGC 2CUSWCNKPQ
Marini and Saverio Moretti.

Franciscan Way of Marca
6JKU VTCKN KU C WPKSWG QRRQTVWPKV[ VQ HWNN[ GZRGTKGPEG
the territory in central Italy that is developed along the
Umbro-Marchigiano Apennines and the Sibillini National
Park, thus retracing one of the roads that St. Francis used
eight hundred years ago to spread his preaching. The
trail crosses woods and waterfalls, streams and rivers,
valleys, natural parks, Apennine passes and villages.
In MaMa territory, it passes through the towns of
Serravalle del Chienti, Muccia, Valfornace, Caldarola,
Cessapalombo, Fiastra, San Ginesio, and Sarnano.

San Filippo Church - Treia
Built between 1767 and 1773, it has a single nave plan
surmounted by cross vaults decorated with stuccos and
round central paintings depicting S. Antonio Abate and
S. Filippo.
Joined to the nave by splayed vaults and decorated
with the representation of cardinal virtues in oval
panels, are the four side chapels, enriched with altars
in a fake marble wooden structure. These house “S.
Carlo Borromeo che comunica S. Luigi Gonzaga” and
the canvas “Cristo in Gloria, S. Antonio Abate e SS.
Ignazio Lodola, Clemente Martire, Francesco di Sales,
(TCPEGUEQ$QTIKCqD[2CUSWCNG%KCTCORQPKHTQO6TGKC
the 1788 representation “SS. Vergine del Bell’Amore”,
by the Roman painter Prospero Mallorini; the 15th
EGPVWT[p%TQEKƂUUQFK5CP/CTEQqRCKPVGFQPCRCPGN
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Curiosity
Historical evidences show that St.
Francis, during the period in which
he was in Sarnano, to manage an
issue between the growing community and the Brunforte’s family, in
Penna San Giovanni he attended to
VJGKPCWIWTCVKQPQHVJGƂTUV(TCPEKscan Church. It is one of the most
ancient in the Marche Region and
then destroyed in 1964.

Macerata - photo by Laura Antonelli
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Via Lauretana
The places, the landscapes, and the history of
the ancient “Via Mariana” (“Virgin Mary’s Way”)
connecting Assisi to Loreto also encompass several
territories in Marca Maceratese: Serravalle di Chienti,
Muccia, Visso, Camerino, Valfornace, Pievetorina,
Caldarola,
Camporotondo
di
Fiastrone,
Serrapetrona, Belforte del Chienti, San Severino
Marche, Tolentino, Pollenza, Cessapalombo, San
Ginesio, Treia, Appignano, Macerata, Recanati,
Montecassiano, Montelupone and Sefro.
8KC .CWTGVCPC RCVJ YCU FGƂPGF DGVYGGP VJG VJ
and 18th centuries, when not only the necessary
reception infrastructures were created for the
pilgrimage, but also confraternities dedicated to the
service of pilgrims such as Confraternita di Santa
Maria di Recanati and Santa Maria di Loreto,and the
hospitales were founded. Via Lauretana soon became
part of a system that included the great destinations
of Christianity: Santiago de Compostela, Rome and
Monte Sant’Angelo, also thanks to the connection with
the Holy Land made possible by its closeness to the
Porto Recanati coastal area, and the participation of
ƂIWTGUQHITGCVEWNVWTCNUVCPFKPIEJCTCEVGTUVJCVQXGT
time took part in this itinerary of universal importance,
as Pope Leo X declared in 1520.
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Macerata - Loreto
Pilgrimage
“I like to see brave youth walking.
Life is a journey. In life you cannot
stand still.” - Pope Francis’s live
telephone message for the 40th
Pilgrimage.
The Pilgrimage is a gesture of popular faith born in 1978 thanks to
the work of Don Giancarlo Vecerrica, a theology teacher in Macerata.
Every year thousands of people,
especially young people, take
part to the nocturnal walk to Santa
Casa di Loreto, which leaves from
Helvia Recina stadium in Macerata
and winds for 28 kilometres through Marche hills, marked by prayer,
songs and silence. And also by a
ƂTGYQTMUUJQY
The participation of John Paul II in
1993 made history, as well as Pope
Francis’ proximity through the audio messages addressed to the
pilgrims, in recent years.

photo by Antonio Naia
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RELIGIOUS FESTIVALS AND RE-ENACTMENTS
From the encounter between worship and traditions, some of the most characteristic events of MaMa originated.

CORPUS DOMINI
+PƂQTCVCQH%CUVGNTCKOQPFQ
For the occasion, an explosion of colours covers
the main street of the city, in a journey of great
emotional impact. The overall image of Infiorata
(“Flower Carpet”), even more striking if admired
at night is a magnificent open-air movie set
where, like many scenes in a movie, a collection
of “frames” in giant format come inone after
another, each one completely different from the
previous.

Infiorata of Corridonia
The event runs through a two-thousand-metre
path, decorated with leaves and other natural
materials, and is accompanied by tastings of
flower-based dishes. The event begins on Saturday,
with the preparation of the flower carpets along
the streets and the nocturnal launch of lanterns
that rise in the sky and continues on Sunday with
the solemn Corpus Domini procession.

which change from year to year, begins months in
advance and their realisation takes place as early
as the first hours of Sunday morning.

Infiorata of Montelupone
It is a great celebration of gifts, exchanges, and
collective commitment. Some offer flowers from
their own garden, others separate the corollas
from the stems and order them according to the
colour, while others carefully deposit the petals
on the pavement like a large mosaic. There are
also those who water the flowerbeds and those
who are committed in defending the composition
from the wind. Thus, the streets of the town come
alive and Piazza del Comune hosts, as usual, a
composition that is always different from the
previous year’s one.

Infiorata of Mogliano
On Ascension Day, the Path of the
Santissimo
Crocifisso
Sanctuary
becomes a work of art thanks to the
paintings in flowers made by local
associations.
The event goes on throughout the
night.

Infiorata of Monte San Giusto
In a mix of sacredness, faith and art, the solemn
procession along the streets of the historic centre
is guided by evocative floral artistic designs
created by the citizens. The design of the images,
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Castelraimondo - photo by Roberto Paganelli
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Potenza Picena - photo by Elena Cartuccia
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THE NATIVITY
Artistic Mechatronic and Olfactory
Nativity in Recanati

Living Nativity of Montefano
It comes to life in the harmonious historic centre of the
town. Peculiarity of this Live Nativity re-enactment is
VJGƃCPMKPIQHVJGUEGPKETGRTGUGPVCVKQPD[CDGCWVKHWN
mechanized nativity set up in Giardin da Bora, which
includes sixty characters representing scenes of
everyday life, and the industriousness of rural workers
and craftsmen from Marche region.

It has been made by the artisan Leandro Messi, it is
built in a suggestive place under the city walls. It has
received several awards and achievements and every
year it is visited by people coming from every part of
Italy.

Living Nativity of Morrovalle
The birth of Christ, in the village, is accompanied by
an evocative setting. For the occasion, the streets of
the historic centre go back in time, so that houses and
shops reproduce scenes of ancient craftsmanship. Thus,
the artisans take up traditional tools, the shepherds
DTKPI VJGKT ƃQEM VQ VJG RCUVWTG CPF YQOGP CTG DWU[
weaving, embroidering or washing.

Living Nativity of Potenza Picena
In the evocative setting of the Forest of The Minor Friars
scenarios and scenes of the Jesus’s birth are created.
Every year, the Living Nativity of Potenza Picena is a
true itinerary of the spirit, to observe but especially, to
meditate on allowing visitor to go out from the forest
having merged the beauty of the sight also an interior
growth.
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Artistic Exhibition of Nativities
The museum of Bonafede Palace in
Monte San Giusto once a year hosts
an Exhibition of Artistic Nativities,
whose collection includes works
of some local artisans and several
prestigious dioramas coming from
different parts of Italy.

photo by San Ginesio municipality
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GOOD FRIDAY
Passion of Christ in Mogliano
Every year a sacred atmosphere pervades the
UVTGGVU CPF USWCTGU QH VJG XKNNCIG CPF VJG TG
enactment of the last hours of Jesus’ life takes
place. When the lights turn off, the rooms
of the village are transformed into paintings
representing the passion of Christ, starting from
the Last Supper, set up on the steps of the historic
p*QURKVCNqKP5CP/KEJGNG5SWCTG

The procession of the
Holy Tuesday

La Bara de Notte of Porto Recanati
6JGXGT[RKEVWTGUSWGVJG)QQF(TKFC[RTQEGUUKQP
that takes place in the city of Porto Recanati since
the Middle Ages is named “La Bara de Notte”.
A group of twelve barefoot fishermen, called
“sciabegatti” - from the dialectal “sciabega”, i.e.,
“fishing net”, passes through the stations of the
Passion carrying in procession the coffin, a wooden
machine five-metres high whose assembly secrets
are guarded by a single craftsman who hands
them down over the years.

Sacconi Brotherhood of San Ginesio
Very suggestive is the procession during the
Good Friday to which the Sacconi Brotherhood,
founded in 1823, always attended. The Sacconi
are called in this way because of the sack of rough
canvas with the cap extensively covering the face.
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During the Holy Week in Petriolo, at
the end of the Quarantore (Fourty
Hours), beside the procession of the
Holy Friday, the historical Eucharistic
procession of the Holy Tuesday
takes place. The organization of
the Procession is, since centuries
managed by the Confraternity of
the Holy Sacrament which hosts the
beautiful Lady of Mercy Sanctuary.

Tips by Sister Laura’s (Poor Claire from Camerino)
(1)
Franciscan Way - Among the paths
that cross our territory, the Lauretano one has
significant importance. In June there is a pilgrimage with torchlight at night: all together
we leave from Macerata to walk until the first
light of dawn. Then, once you arrive in Loreto, before entering the Cathedral, it is nice
to rejuvenate with the wind that crosses the
arch of the Commune. From there you can see
VJGUSWCTGVJGHQWPVCKPCPCPEKGPVTGUVCTGC
for the supply of water and the majesty of the
hills on the right side. Why should you make
this experience? Because a sense of serenity
will arise in your soul.
(2)
Among all the villages, I recommend
you to visit Petriolo: here you can see the
church, the statues, and the works by Felice
da Petriolo, one of the most famous and socially engaged preachers of 18th century in
Marche Region. He aroused the sympathy of
both the population and the ecclesiastical institution. Many people in the village are devoted to this figure! When you leave the church,
do not forget to take a look at the view: especially in June the surrounding hills are full of
sunflowers!

(4)
If you enjoyed the experience in
Camerino, in Camilla Battista da Varano’s
spiritual places, you cannot miss a visit to
Mogliano. This village, delightful in its architecture, has a library where the original
works of the Franciscan Pietro da Mogliano,
born in this town, are preserved. He was, indeed, Camilla’s spiritual father and one of
the most fervent members of the order active in the Marca territory!
(5)
For an experience both spiritual
and contemplative I suggest the Abbey of
Santa Maria di Chiaravalle di Fiastra: toVCNN[DWKNVKP4QOCPGUSWGUV[NGVJKUUVTWEVWre stands at the beginning of a wood. Emblem of Cistercian art and spirit, the place
is ideal to think or to free the mind. The
austerity of the stone seems to give so much
comfort.
(5+1) Another magical experience is the one
you can live in the Sibillini Mountains. While
walking, surprised by deers and roe deers,
you can visit the plateau of Macereto, that
you can also reacha through a path in the
forest that starts from the Towers of Visso.
Here is the impressive Sanctuary, surrounded by trees, meadows and contemplative
silence.

(3)
One of the evocative places of
spirituality in Marche Region that I would
suggest is the Convent of the Poor Clares
of Camerino, founded under the protection
of one of the most beloved 16th century
mystics of the territory: Camilla Battista da
Varano. Here you can become familiar with an
environment nourished by history and faith, art
and serenity.
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Gagliole - photo by Lorenzo Ferretti
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Abbazia di San Claudio - photo by Corridonia municipality
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Spirituality and Meditation
experiences
www.marcamaceratese.info
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Municipalities

Apiro

Camerino

Cingoli

Fiastra

Macerata

Appignano

Camporotondo di Fiastrone

Civitanova Marche

Fiuminata

Matelica

Belforte del Chienti

Castelraimondo

Colmurano

Gagliole

Mogliano

Bolognola

Castelsantangelo sul Nera

Corridonia

Gualdo

Monte Cavallo

Caldarola

Cessapalombo

Esanatoglia

Loro Piceno

Monte San Giusto
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Monte San Martino

Muccia

Pollenza

San Severino Marche

Tolentino

Montecassiano

Penna San Giovanni

Porto Recanati

Sant’Angelo in Pontano

Treia

Montecosaro

Petriolo

Potenza Picena

Sarnano

Urbisaglia

Montefano

Pieve Torina

Recanati

Sefro

Ussita

Montelupone

Pioraco

Ripe San Ginesio

Serrapetrona

Valfornace

Morrovalle

Poggio San Vicino

San Ginesio

Serravalle di Chienti

Visso
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+39 0737 641723 (int.1)
FB: Comune di Castelraimondo

APIRO
turismo.comune.apiro.mc.it
info@comune.apiro.mc.it
+39 0733 611 131
Fb: Apiro Turismo & Cultura

CASTELSANTANGELO
turismo.comune.castelsantangelosulnera.mc.it
info@prolocodellevallicastellane.it
+39 0737 970 039
FB: Proloco delle Valli Castellane

APPIGNANO
turismo.comune.appignano.mc.it
prolocoappignano17@gmail.com
+39 0733 57521 | +39 0733 57537 | +39 320 2431500
FB: Comune di Appignano

CESSAPALOMBO
turismo.comune.cessapalombo.mc.it
www.prolococessapalombo.it
info@comune.cessapalombo.mc.it
proloco.cessapalombo@tiscali.it
info@prolococessapalombo.it
+39 0733 907132 | +39 0733 907085
FB: Comune di Cessapalombo
IG: Comune di Cessapalombo

BELFORTE DEL CHIENTI
turismo.comune.belfortedelchienti.mc.it
info@comune.belfortedelchienti.mc.it
+39 0733 951011
6QWTKUVKPHQTOCVKQPQHƂEG
Associazione Pro Belforte – Piazza Umberto I
FB: Pro Belforte

CINGOLI
turismo.comune.cingoli.mc.it
www.bibliotecacingoli.it
www.prolococingoli.it
info@comune.cingoli.mc.it
segreteria@cingoli.sinp.net
biblioteca@comune.cingoli.mc.it
atcprolococingoli@gmail.com
+39 0733 601913 | +39 0733 602877
+39 0733 602444
FB: @Cingoli | @BibliotecaCingoli | @prolocoCingoli

BOLOGNOLA
turismo.comune.bolognola.mc.it
probolognolalasibillina@gmail.com
+39 3341070801
FB: Pro Loco Bolognola
CALDAROLA
turismo.comune.caldarola.mc.it
prolococaldarola@gmail.com
+39 0733 905 529
FB: Comune di Caldarola
CAMERINO
turismo.comune.camerino.mc.it
cultura@comune.camerino.mc.it
proloco@comune.camerino.mc.it
+39 0737 632534
FB: Comune Di Camerino

CIVITANOVA
turismo.comune.civitanova.mc.it
turismo@comune.civitanova.mc.it
posta@comune.civitanova.mc.it
Tel: 0733 822213 | 0733 822258
FB: @turismocivitanova.marche
6QWTKUVKPHQTOCVKQPQHƂEG
Piazza XX Settembre, Civitanova Marche

CAMPOROTONDO DI FIASTRONE
VWTKUOQEQOWPGECORQTQVQPFQFKƂCUVTQPGOEKV
KPHQ"EQOWPGECORQTQVQPFQFKƂCUVTQPGOEKV
+39 0733 907 153
6QWTKUVKPHQTOCVKQPQHƂEG
Piazza San Marco n.2, Camporotondo di Fiastrone (MC)
FB: Camporotondo di Fiastrone

COLMURANO
turismo.comune.colmurano.mc.it
info@comune.colmurano.mc.it
+39 0733 508287
FB: Comune di Colmurano
CORRIDONIA
turismo.comune.corridonia.mc.it
m.sagretti@comune.corridonia.mc.it
labirinto@cheapnet.it

CASTELRAIMONDO
turismo.comune.castelraimondo.mc.it
comune@comune.castelraimondo.mc.it
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FB: Comune di Macerata | Macerata Estroversa
TW: @ComuneMacerata
YouTube: Comune Macerata
WebTv: http://webtv.comune.macerata.it

+39 0733 439901 | +39 331 5331079
FB: Città di Corridonia – inComune
ESANATOGLIA
turismo.comune.esanatoglia.mc.it
www.valledelpensare.it/it
sindaco.esanatoglia@gmail.com | bibliodialti@libero.it
+39 0737 889 132
FB: Comune di Esanatoglia
IG: Esanatoglia

MATELICA
turismo.comune.matelica.mc.it
info@promatelica.it
urp@comune.matelica.mc.it
+39 0737 85671 | +39 0737 781858
FB: Comune di Matelica

FIASTRA
YYYEQOWPGƂCUVTCOEKV
KPHQ"EQOWPGƂCUVTCOEKV^CNEKPC"NKDGTQKV
+39 0737 52112 | +39 0737 52185
6QWTKUVKPHQTOCVKQPQHƂEG
Centro Visita Museo del Camoscio
FB: Comune di Fiastra

MOGLIANO
turismo.comune.mogliano.mc.it
info@comune.mogliano.mc.it
+39 0733 557771
 6QWTKUVKPHQTOCVKQPQHƂEG
 6QWTKUVKPHQTOCVKQPQHƂEG
FB: Comune di Mogliano

FIUMINATA
VWTKUOQEQOWPGƂWOKPCVCOEKV
KPHQ"EQOWPGƂWOKPCVCOEKV
+39 0737 54122 | +39 334 8076951
2TQNQEQƂWOKPCVC"IOCKNEQO
6QWTKUVKPHQTOCVKQPQHƂEG
Piazza G. Leopardi 1
($COKEKRTQNQEQƂWOKPCVC

MONTECAVALLO
turismo.comune.montecavallo.mc.it
info@comune.montecavallo.mc.it
+39 0737 519 618 (comune)
MONTE SAN GIUSTO
www.visitmontesangiusto.com
visitmontesangiusto@gmail.com
 6QWTKUVKPHQTOCVKQPQHƂEG
+39 0733 839 06/07
FB: Visit Monte San Giusto

GAGLIOLE
turismo.comune.gagliole.mc.it
m.storianaturale@libero.it
+39 0737 641184 | +39 333 3720484 (CEA)

MONTE SAN MARTINO
turismo.comune.montesanmartino.mc.it
www.prolocomontesanmartino.it
prolocomontesmartino@libero.it
+39 0733 660107 | +39 331 2314715
+39 331 2314718
FB: Comune di Monte San Martino
FB: Pro Loco Monte San Martino

GUALDO
http://www.comune.gualdo.mc.it/
info@comune.gualdo.mc.it
+39 0733 668122
LORO PICENO
turismo.comune.loropiceno.mc.it
viviloropiceno.com
comune@loropiceno.sinp.net
+39 0733 509112
FB: Comune di Loro Piceno
G: @loropiceno

MONTECASSIANO
turismo.comune.montecassiano.mc.it
WHƂEKQVWTKUVKEQ"EQOWPGOQPVGECUUKCPQOEKV
segreteria@comune.montecassiano.mc.it
+39 0733 299863 | +39 0733 290483
 6QWTKUVKPHQTOCVKQPQHƂEG
from march to october)
+39 333 4186848 Guided tours)
($7HƂEKQ6WTKUVKEQ/QPVGECUUKCPQ

MACERATA
www.comune.macerata.it
www.macerataculture.it
turismo@comune.macerata.it
+39 0733 256382
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MONTECOSARO
turismo.comune.montecosaro.mc.it
info@comune.montecosaro.mc.it
+39 0733 560 711
FB: Comune Di Montecosaro
IG: montecosarotourism

PIORACO
turismo.comune.pioraco.mc.it
museidipioraco@gmail.com
+39 334 3164949 | +39 339 8758371
6QWTKUVKPHQTOCVKQPQHƂEG
Largo G. Leopardi 1, Pioraco

MONTEFANO
turismo.comune.montefano.mc.it
www.prolocomontefano.it
info@prolocomontefano.it
segreteria@prolocomontefano.it
+39 0733 851169 | +39 331 12013313

POGGIO SAN VICINO
turismo.comune.poggiosanvicino.mc.it
info@comune.poggiosanvicino.mc.it
+39 0733 619 109
FB: Pro Loco La torre - Poggio San Vicino Marche
POLLENZA
www.turismo.comune.pollenza.mc.it
comune@comune.pollenza.mc.it
+39 0733 548711
FB: Comune di Pollenza

MONTELUPONE
turismo.comune.montelupone.mc.it
www.lavalledelpensare.it
protocollo@comune.montelupone.mc.it
+39 0733 224911
 6QWTKUVKPHQTOCVKQPQHƂEG

PORTO RECANATI
www.portorecanatiturismo.it
http://turismo.comune.porto-recanati.mc.it/
turismo@comune.porto-recanati.mc.it
info@portorecanatiturismo.it
+39 071 759 971
+39 071 9799084
7HƂEKQ#EEQINKGP\CVWTKUVKEC
Corso Matteotti 111, Porto Recanati
FB: @portorecanatiturismo | @eventiportorecanati
IG: @portorecanatiturismo

MORROVALLE
turismo.comune.morrovalle.mc.it
prolocomorrovalle@virgilio.it
+39 0733 222913
+39 342 0634737
FB: Comune di Morrovalle
MUCCIA
turismo.comune.muccia.mc.it
info@comune.muccia.mc.it
+39 0737 646 135 (comune)

POTENZA PICENA
www.potenzapicenaturismo.it
turismo.comune.potenza-picena.mc.it
info@potenzapicenaturismo.it
+39 0733 679260 | +39 0733 687927
7HƂEKQ#EEQINKGP\CVWTKUVKEC
Piazza Stazione 9, Porto Potenza Picena
FB: @potenzapicenaturismo
IG: @potenzapicenaturismo

PENNA SAN GIOVANNI
turismo.comune.pennasangiovanni.mc.it
info@comune.pennasangiovanni.mc.it
+ 39 0733 699037
FB: @ComunePennaSanGiovanni
IG: comunedipennasangiovanni
PETRIOLO
http://turismo.comune.petriolo.mc.it/
segreteria@comune.petriolo.mc.it
+39 0733 550601
FB: Comune di Petriolo

RECANATI
YYYKPƂPKVQTGECPCVKKV
www.comune.recanati.mc.it
recanati@sistemamuseo.it
 6KRKEQVKRU6QWTKUVKPHQTOCVKQPQHƂEG
+39 071 75871
+39 071 7587217
+39 071.7587218
FB: Città di Recanati

PIEVE TORINA
turismo.comune.pievetorina.mc.it
comune@comune.pievetorina.mc.it
+39 0737 518 022
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SERRAVALLE DI CHIENTI
turismo.comune.serravalledichienti.mc.it
info@comune.serravalledichienti.mc.it
gmp.gaia@gmail.com
+39 3299785199 | +39 3296287270 | +39 3396372705
FB: MuPA Museo Paleontologico Archeologico
IG: @mupa_serravalle

RIPE SAN GINESIO
turismo.comune.ripesanginesio.mc.it
www.borgofuturo.net
comune@comune.ripesanginesio.mc.it
pinacoteca@comune.ripesanginesio.mc.it
+39 0733 500102
FB: Pinacoteca Comunale di Arte Contemporanea di
Ripe San Ginesio | FB: Borgofuturo

TOLENTINO
turismo.comune.tolentino.mc.it
www.vivitolentino.it
informazioni@vivitolentino.it
+39 0733 969797 (Miumor)
FB: Comune di Tolentino - assessorato al turismo
FB: Tolentino musei
FB: Comune di tolentino
IG: tolentinomusei

SAN GINESIO
turismo.comune.sanginesio.mc.it
infoiat@comune.sanginesio.mc.it
ciabocco.sindaco@comune.sanginesio.mc
+39 0733 652056
8KC%CRQECUVGNNQ 6QWTKUVKPHQTOCVKQPQHƂEG
FB: Comune San Ginesio
SAN SEVERINO
turismo.comune.sanseverinomarche.mc.it
www.turismosanseverinomarche.it
proloco.ssm@gmail.com
+39 0733 638414 (pro loco)
FB: San Severino Marche Turismo

TREIA
turismo.comune.treia.mc.it
www.valledelpensare.it/it/Treia
prolocotreia.iat@comune.treia.mc.it
+39 0733 215919 | +39 0733 217357
FB: Città di Treia | TeatroaTreia

SANT’ANGELO IN PONTANO
turismo.comune.santangeloinpontano.mc.it
info@comune.santangeloinpontano.mc.it
 6QWTKUVKPHQTOCVKQPQHƂEG
FB: Comune di Sant’Angelo in Pontano

URBISAGLIA
turismo.comune.urbisaglia.mc.it
www.urbisaglia.com
www.abbadiaturismo.it
meridiana.mc@mail.com
+39 0733 506566 | +39 0733 202942

SARNANO
www.sarnanoturismo.it
info@comune.sarnano.mc.it
iat.sarnano@regione.marche.it
 6QWTKUVKPHQTOCVKQPQHƂEG
+39 0733 657144
FB: Comune di Sarnano

USSITA
turismo.comune.ussita.mc.it
info@comune.ussita.mc.it
+39 0737 971 211
FB: Comune di Ussita

SEFRO
turismo.comune.sefro.mc.it
protocollo@comune.sefro.mc.it
+39 0737 45118
FB: Comune di Sefro

VALFORNACE
www.comune.valfornace.mc.it
urbanistica.cultura@comune.valfornace.mc.it
+39 0737 44126
FB: Comune di Valfornace – “Pievebovigliana-Fiordimonte”

SERRAPETRONA
turismo.comune.serrapetrona.mc.it
info@comune.serrapetrona.mc.it
+39 0733 908321
FB: Comune di Serrapetrona

VISSO
turismo.comune.visso.mc.it
comune@comune.visso.mc.it
+39 0737 95120 | +39 0737 95421
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MaMa how beautiful you are!
MaMa is Marca Maceratese.

+VKUƂTUVQHCNNCDGCWVKHWNVGTTKVQT[VJCVIQGUHTQOVJG
Adriatic Sea to the Sibillini Mountains, green and blue,
VJG[GNNQYQHVJGYJGCVƂGNFUCPFUWPƃQYGTUVJGTGF
of the villages that light up during sunsets. Beautiful
landscapes full of art and history, hard working people
YJQVCMGECTGQHVJGKTƂGNFUCUVJG[YGTGICTFGPU6JG[
create intelligence and inventiveness.

It is also the network of all the municipalities of
Macerata, an extraordinary project which starts from the
DQVVQO4KIJVCHVGTVJGGCTVJSWCMGQHYQTTKGFDWV
not defeated, we got together, beside political colors
but with a great Political vision. We have signed a deal
in order to give value and promotion to our art and
landscapes heritage.

MaMa, for us, is a rebuilding infrastructure. To all of us
it is a territory to be rediscovered, a journey into the
Municipalities of Italy, a community to love.
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The Marca Maceratese’s
municipalities network.
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The MaMa Box is the result of the passion and commitment of the authors.
Help us improve it by writing destinazionemama@gmail.com
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Castelraimondo - photo by Marta Jajani
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www.marcamaceratese.info

